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Chapter 1: ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN AND REVIEW OF 
LITERATURE  

 

Purpose of Study 

Over the past decade saxophone quartets have become increasingly visible. They 

have dominated chamber music competitions and headlined concert series tours. In May 

2017, the top three prizes in the Senior Winds Division of the Fischoff National Chamber 

Music Competition were each awarded to saxophone quartets. Ensembles have been 

featured on nationally syndicated radio programs such as NPR’s Performance Today and 

From the Top, and have been invited to perform at some of the nation’s most prestigious 

concert venues. A number of professional groups have also garnered international 

recognition, such as the Prism, New Century, Apollo, Rollin’ Phones, Habanera, Mana, 

and Capital quartets, just to name a few. Through their public engagements with 

orchestras, concert series, residencies and commercial recordings, these groups have 

helped to develop a growing market for the saxophone quartet and provided a model for 

developing ensembles.  

Yet, while professional and collegiate saxophone quartets continue to increase in 

number and visibility, many young saxophonists have had little exposure to the genre. 

Aside from preparing for solo & ensemble contests or through summer camp 

experiences, many middle and high school aged saxophonists do not participate regularly 

in quartets until joining a collegiate saxophone studio. There is a lack of familiarity with 
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the repertoire and of how to organize and structure independent rehearsals. This is in 

stark contrast to the experience and background of many string players. 

When asked when he began playing chamber music, John Dalley, violinist with 

the Guarneri Quartet, explained that he participated in weekly quartet sessions while still 

in junior high, covering much of the basic classical repertoire. Dalley explained: “For 

young string players who want to increase their musical awareness and sensitivity, 

playing quartets is an invaluable experience.”1 Similarly, Guarneri violist Michael Tree 

commented:  

Every week we had chamber-music sessions in our home; sometimes two 
or three quartets would be playing simultaneously in various rooms. A fair 
sprinkling of professional musicians participated, but the main impetus for 
these gatherings came from amateur players, and performing with them 
provided some of my most meaningful encounters with the quartet 
repertoire.2  
 

Through conversations with saxophone teachers and colleagues, it is apparent that the 

culture of chamber music experienced by string players at an early age is not shared as 

widely by saxophonists, and in many cases, wind players in general.  

Although I began studying privately in the sixth grade, participated in summer 

music camps, and attended a leading performing arts high school, I had very little 

exposure to chamber music prior to my freshman year at the University of Illinois 

Urbana-Champaign. From that point on, due to personality conflicts, the desire to change 

seating arrangements, or the departure of graduating students, I often formed a new 

ensemble every semester. Despite fine coaching and guidance by instructors, each group 

struggled to agree upon methods for warm-ups, tuning exercises and rehearsal 

                                                 

1 David Blum, The Art of Quartet Playing: The Guarneri Quartet in Conversation with David Blum (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1986) 137. 
2 Ibid., 114. 
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techniques. Ideas and best practices differed from group to group. There was also a 

constant debate over what repertoire to study, leadership of the quartet, and how to 

develop a cohesive sound. It was only through years of experience as a player and quartet 

coach that I was able to identify pieces that were considered standard repertoire and 

develop a consistent set of strategies for addressing ensemble issues. 

As I have transitioned from a student to a teacher, I began to ask whether there 

were any more concrete methods for working with developing saxophone quartets other 

than a learn-as-you-go approach and how my ideas and teaching styles compared with 

other experienced saxophonists and pedagogues. I also questioned how the saxophone 

community could become better equipped to promote and encourage younger 

saxophonists to participate in saxophone quartets before graduating high school and 

whether the exposure to chamber music given to young string players could serve as a 

model. Recognizing the value of chamber music for the development of all musicians, I 

began to identify several issues with establishing a beginning saxophone quartet culture 

and curriculum. This resulted in the following questions: 

• What resources are there for both teachers and saxophonists in regards to 
chamber music pedagogy for the saxophone? 

• How do the resources available for developing saxophone quartets 
compare with those available for string quartets and other chamber 
ensembles? 

• Are there method books available geared towards saxophone quartets or 
ensembles? 

• How has saxophone quartet pedagogy been discussed within the 
literature? 

• What repertoire is appropriate for a new or beginning saxophone quartet?  
How are these materials graded and have they been evaluated within the 
literature? 
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• What is the appropriate age or skill set needed for saxophonists in order to 
participate in a chamber group? 

• What sort of ideas or musical factors should be stressed within new 
groups? 

• How should new groups structure their rehearsal time? 

• What sort of exercises or drills can saxophone quartets utilize to enhance 
communication and cohesiveness? 

• What strategies are there for developing a sense of group musicality? 

• Should young saxophonists rotate between the various saxophones? 

• Aside from assigning repertoire and concert performances, what other 
types of lesson assignments and exercises might be appropriate for 
saxophone quartets? 

Looking into these questions, I discovered that there was no single resource or 

guide available for saxophone quartets that organized the literature and provided an 

annotated listing of the books, articles, methods and repertoire specifically for developing 

saxophone ensembles. In addition, much of the existing literature that has dealt with 

saxophone quartet pedagogy and repertoire is geared towards the more advanced player. 

While helpful, materials that can assist the development of younger saxophonists at the 

middle and high school level are necessary for the continued growth and development of 

the instrument and the saxophone quartet genre. As saxophonist and music educator 

Andrew Allen explains: “If there is one problem with the saxophone quartet literature, it 

is that much of it is weighted toward the professional performer.”3 Although tips and 

exercises for tuning, articulation practice, cueing and breathing together are described in 

several sources, they seem to be aimed at saxophone quartets that are already established. 

There is currently no existing collection of notated exercises and etudes for beginning 

                                                 

3 Andrew J. Allen, “SOS: Save Our Saxophones with Quartets this Fall,” School Band and Orchestra 15, 
no. 8 (August 2012): 18. 
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quartets that put these ideas into a practicable form. Therefore, for the benefit of music 

educators, saxophonists, and developing saxophone quartets, the purpose of this study 

will be to:  

• Provide an annotated bibliographic guide of existing saxophone quartet 
studies and materials. 

• Empower music educators, teachers and beginning saxophone quartets by 
providing an overview of suggestions for rehearsal structure and practice 
techniques, along with a sample lessons plan. 

• Provide a list of recommended repertoire and resources for developing 
saxophone quartets. 

• Based on suggestions found within the literature, create a set of notated 
exercises and studies that address rehearsal structure, warm-up techniques, 
listening, and communication skills. 

• Address the need for further research, materials and performance 
opportunities for developing saxophone ensembles and to facilitate and 
encourage the formation of saxophone chamber groups for middle and 
high school aged students.   

It is the heartfelt intent of this study to provide a starting point for the 

establishment of stronger chamber music practices for young saxophonists and wind 

players. In a 2009 study on the history and tradition of early saxophone quartet repertoire, 

saxophonist Timothy Ruedeman commented: 

Of the standard chamber ensembles, the saxophone quartet is most similar 
to the string quartet. Both ensembles are based on a family of instruments 
and have a homogenous sound and blend. These similarities are strong, 
but there are important differences in how the two ensembles are received 
by audiences and important differences in how they are approached by 
performers. The string quartet is the quintessential chamber ensemble. The 
saxophone quartet is often marginalized and relegated to the outskirts of 
classical chamber music playing.4 

                                                 

4 Timothy J. Ruedeman, “Lyric-Form Archetype and the Early Works for Saxophone Quartet, 1844-1928: 
An Analytical and Historical Context for Saxophone Quartet Performance” (Ph.D. Diss., New York 
University, 2009), 1. 
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The growing prevalence of highly successful and respected saxophone quartets over the 

past ten years presents a challenge to Ruedeman’s assessment on the marginalization of 

saxophone quartets within the chamber music discipline. To assist in the continued 

fostering of this genre, the creation of this resource for saxophone quartet pedagogy is 

both timely and essential. 

Methodology 

For this study, five areas were targeted for annotation: saxophone history texts; 

saxophone pedagogical books and articles; methods books and collections for saxophone 

quartets and ensembles; repertoire lists and guides; and applicable sources for string 

quartets and chamber music groups. For saxophone specific materials, Fred Hemke’s A 

Comprehensive Listing of Saxophone Literature provided a listing of quartets and quartet 

collections along with publisher information. Literature and methods were identified 

using 125 ans de Musique pour Saxophone and Musique pour Saxophone Volume II by 

Jean-Marie Londeix. Saxophone forums on the North American Saxophone Alliance 

website were reviewed and consulted, along with collegiate saxophone studio websites 

and syllabi. String quartet and chamber music pedagogical materials were identified 

using annotated bibliographies and dissertations made available via the ProQuest 

Dissertations and Abstracts database as well as two important reference sources: Mara 

Parker’s String Quartets: A Research and Information Guide and John H. Baron’s 

Chamber Music: A Research and Information Guide.5 Additional sources were found 

using library resources such as RILM, the Music Periodicals Database, JSTOR, 

                                                 

5 Mara Parker, String Quartets: A Research and Information Guide, 2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2011); 
John H. Baron, Chamber Music: A Research and Information Guide, 3rd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2010). 
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WorldCat, the Indiana University Library catalog and the Butler University Library 

catalog. Available collections of saxophone quartets were also identified using the Groth 

Music Catalog of Bloomington, MN and publisher websites such as J. W. Pepper and 

Dorn Publications.  

Models for this study included annotated bibliographies of saxophone literature 

and materials as well as similar sources for string quartet and chamber music pedagogy. 

Chapter two is comprised of an annotated bibliography of the resources collected. 

Chapter three provides a summary of the main topics involved in chamber music 

pedagogy that were addressed within this literature. It highlights key areas and discusses 

both commonalities in approaching rehearsal issues as well as unique approaches. 

Chapter three also includes a summarized list of highly recommended resources for 

music educators to use and consult for the instruction of a beginning saxophone quartet. 

This list was compiled by keeping an inventory of the compositions identified in the 

reviewed literature. The pieces selected for the list of repertoire were all recommended by 

saxophone professionals as being specifically appropriate for developing saxophone 

quartets at various stages of ability. To further aid in the identification of repertoire for 

appropriate skill levels, resources will be divided into the following categories: warm-up 

materials (appropriate for all levels), collections of repertoire for beginning and 

intermediate level groups, beginning repertoire (levels 1-2), intermediate repertoire 

(levels 3-4), and advanced repertoire (level 5). Beginning materials are works appropriate 

for students with under two years of playing experience. Intermediate pieces would be 

appropriate for middle or high school students with two or more years of study, and 

advanced pieces would be appropriate for experienced high school groups or collegiate 
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ensembles. The last section of chapter three provides suggestions for the continued 

fostering and development of the saxophone quartet genre and ideas for future resources. 

Chapter four includes notated exercises and studies to aid in the musical development and 

rehearsal techniques of young saxophone quartets. These exercises cover warm-up and 

tuning procedures, listening, and communication skills, and were created based on 

pedagogical exercises and suggestions made by music educators featured in the 

instrumental and chamber music sources reviewed for this study.  

One appendix accompanies this document. Appendix A provides a chronological 

index and full citation of each appearance of “The Saxophone Quartet” column published 

in the Saxophone Journal from 1994 to 2013. This column provided teaching and 

performance tips, repertoire recommendations and reviews, suggestions on equipment, 

and interviews with professional saxophone quartets. Collectively these articles are a 

tremendous resource for performers and music educators. Due to a lack of full title and 

subject information available in the Music Periodicals Database of this column, a 

complete citation of each article in order of publication date has been provided. 

Organization of Annotations 

The annotations in chapter two will include the full bibliographic information of 

each source and will provide further description based on the type of material. 

Annotations for both saxophone histories and pedagogical sources will include the scope 

of the entry, topics discussed, the names of performing saxophone quartets or groups 

identified, suggested pedagogical methods, targeted age group or ability level, and the 

titles and composers of any repertoire or recordings specifically discussed. Annotations 

of saxophone quartet or ensemble method books and collections will describe the type of 
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study, instrumentation, level of difficulty, types of exercises included, and suggested 

applications. Annotations for repertoire guides will include the type of literature 

reviewed, number of pieces identified, suggested application of repertoire, targeted age 

groups, and labels used within the guide to indicate levels of difficulty.  

Review of Related Literature 

The inspiration for this study came from my own desire to improve as a 

saxophone quartet coach, and as such, other documents concerning general saxophone 

pedagogy and the review of pedagogical materials were consulted. In creating the 

organization, scope of annotations, and methodology for this project, the annotated 

bibliographies of saxophone method materials by William Gora, John Logsdon, Jason 

Wallace, and Gail Levinsky were reviewed. Due to their significance and frequent 

citation in the aforementioned studies, “Clarinet Instructional Materials from 1732 to ca. 

1825” by Eugene Rousseau and “An Annotated Bibliography of Trombone Methods and 

Study Materials” by Stanley George were also examined.6  

Three books on the art of chamber music playing along with two annotated 

bibliographies of resources and method materials for string quartets were closely 

reviewed. Dissertation projects by Linda Blanche and Dorianne Cotter-Lockard proved to 

be both influential in the design of this document and as highly practical pedagogical 

resources for saxophonists and music educators. Both projects provided models for the 

saxophone quartet exercises included in this study.  

                                                 

6 Eugene Rousseau, “Clarinet Instructional Materials from 1732 to ca. 1825” (Ph.D. diss., University of 
Iowa, 1962); Stanley George, “An Annotated Bibliography of Trombone Methods and Study Materials” 
(DMA diss., University of Northern Colorado, 1982). 
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William Gora’s annotated bibliography on saxophone pedagogy is intended for 

use by the woodwind instructor and advanced saxophone student. It aided in the design of 

search parameters as well as the scope of annotations for the various materials presented 

in this study.7 While not addressing saxophone quartet pedagogy specifically, Gora’s text 

was helpful in identifying sources that referenced saxophone quartets or that contained 

recommended and graded quartet literature. Gora’s study is divided into two major 

sections. The first provides brief annotations on books and pamphlets, periodical 

literature, and unpublished theses and dissertations. Gora covers literature for applied 

study at the undergraduate level in the second section. The annotations provide a brief 

description of each source and its organization. The annotations also include references to 

lists of recommended solo and/or ensemble literature. For pedagogical materials, Gora 

lists the topics addressed, levels of difficulty, ranges utilized, and identifies the inclusion 

of any charts or musical examples. Because Gora’s entries of etude and study books 

contain only those published 1934-1963, John Logsdon’s bibliography on pedagogical 

materials for the saxophone published 1969-1992 was also examined.8  

Similar to Gora’s dissertation, Logsdon’s study was intended for saxophone 

teachers at all levels of instruction as well as woodwind instructors to help in the 

selection of appropriate study materials for students.9 It examines the organization of 

thirty-three pedagogical materials, which are divided into two categories: methods and 

etude books. For each annotation, Logsdon includes a general description of the source 

                                                 

7 William Alan Gora, “An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Materials Relative to the History, 
Repertoire, Acoustics and Pedagogy of the Saxophone” (DMA diss., University of Miami, 1975). 
8 John Anthony Logsdon, “An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Pedagogical Materials for the 
Saxophone Published Between 1969-1992” (DMA diss., University of Georgia, 1996). 
9 Logsdon, 1. 
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and the performance aspects addressed, including: avant-garde techniques, use of 

altissimo, various articulations, alternate fingerings, vibrato, and complex rhythm. In 

some instances he also describes the melodic and harmonic style of the studies. In chapter 

four of his study, Logsdon surmises the similarities and differences between materials 

and overall trends in saxophone pedagogy.  

To limit the scope of the document, Logsdon excluded materials listed in the 

studies completed by Frederick Hemke, William Gora, Leo Coleman and Thomas 

Smialek.10 Logsdon provides an extensive review of each of these sources in his section 

on related literature. He also includes a list of the methods and etudes covered in each 

reviewed source.11 In addition, Logsdon’s study includes an appendix that contains 

composer biographies.  

A review of Gora’s and Logsdon’s studies yielded no reference or review of 

pedagogical materials for saxophone quartet. However, Logsdon did provide a thorough 

description of the annotated bibliography on the saxophone in chamber music by Edward 

Kaiser.12 Logsdon comments that, “it is important to note that the study does not include 

works written specifically for the saxophone quartet, a very important chamber music 

medium.”13 Kaiser’s study provides bibliographic information and performance 

                                                 

10 Hemke, “The Early History of the Saxophone” (DMA diss., University of Wisconsin, 1975): 258-282; 
Gora, “An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Materials Relative to the History, Repertoire, Acoustics, 
and Pedagogy of the Saxophone” (DMA diss., University of Miami, 1975): 41-49; Coleman, “An 
Annotated Bibliography of Woodwind Study Materials Which Deal With Performance Problems 
Encountered in Contemporary Music” (DMA diss., University of Iowa, 1969): 1; Smialek, “An Analysis 
and Comparison of the Treatment of Contemporary Compositional Styles and Performance Techniques in 
Recent Pedagogical Method Books for the Saxophone” (MM thesis, Northwestern University, 1979), 2. 
11 Logsdon, 7-31. 
12 Edward Kaiser, “The Saxophone in Chamber Music: An Annotated Bibliography of Original Published 
Works” (D.Mus. diss., Indiana University, 1980). 
13 Logsdon, 14. 
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considerations for fifty-five works composed for a saxophone with other instruments that 

were published between 1917 and 1977. 

Jason Wallace also completed a study focusing specifically on pedagogical 

materials for the pre-college saxophonist.14 Intended to assist music educators in 

selecting appropriate materials for students, Wallace’s study reviews method books, 

scales and technical studies, altissimo studies, and pedagogical resources. He also offers a 

proposed curriculum for beginning, intermediate, and advanced pre-college students. For 

each level, Wallace identifies and gives an overview of required materials and lists 

recommended etudes and solo collections.  

Included in each annotation is a description outlining the publication’s content 

and a denotation of its difficulty level. Wallace took into account the range, keys covered, 

and rhythmic content in order to apply a level of beginning, intermediate or advanced. 

These parameters were used as a model to assess difficulty levels in the method book 

materials and repertoire collections included in this study.  

In researching the potential existence of early methods (ca.1846-1946) for 

saxophone quartet or ensemble, Gail Levinsky’s 1997 dissertation was consulted.15 This 

source was a valuable model for providing scope to the annotations of pedagogical 

method materials included in this current study. The purpose of Levinsky’s study was to 

provide saxophone instructors with a reference for documenting early saxophone 

teaching practices, how they have impacted the instrument, and how they have changed 

over time.  

                                                 

14 Jason N. Wallace, “An Annotated Bibliography of Pedagogical Resources for the Pre-College 
Saxophonist” (DMA diss., University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 2015). 
15 Gail Beth Levinsky, “An Analysis and Comparison of Early Saxophone Methods Published Between 
1846-1946” (DM diss., Northwestern University, 1997). 
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Levinsky divided her research into four sections. The first section is an in-depth 

examination of three of the earliest documented methods for the instrument: The Méthode 

complete et raisonnée de saxophone by George Kastner, Méthode complete de saxophone 

by Jean François Barthelemy Cokken, and Méthode élémentaire de saxophone by 

Hartmann. The second section examines methods available in Europe and compares them 

with the instruction found in earlier materials. In the third section, Levinsky describes 

methods that were available in the United States during the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, including studies that incorporated jazz and popular music techniques. The 

fourth section investigates how various early method materials addressed techniques such 

as vibrato, altissimo, and saxophone “tricks” or novelty sounds that were considered 

important components to saxophone playing during the 1920s and 1930s. Levinsky 

concludes her study by providing a comparative analysis of the methods examined and 

gives over 300 annotated entries on method and instructional materials written for the 

saxophone between 1846 and 1946. While Levinsky’s study includes references to 

methods that contained one or two individual pieces for saxophone ensemble, no methods 

or pedagogical exercises written specifically for saxophone quartet during the 

instrument’s first hundred years were discovered or identified.  

The review of the aforementioned annotated pedagogical studies for saxophone 

yielded no comprehensive sources that specifically addressed rehearsal technique, 

repertoire, or study materials for the saxophone quartet, emphasizing the present need to 

provide a guide to these materials. When expanding the search to materials on chamber 

music pedagogy, several books on the art of string quartet playing emerged as invaluable 

models for this project. As with saxophone quartets, string quartets are comprised of four 
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homogeneous instruments of the same family. Many of the issues of string quartet 

playing (i.e. role of each instrument, cueing, seating arrangement, rehearsal technique, 

etc.) are shared by saxophone quartets. Therefore, a review of these resources proved 

essential.  

Originally published in 1925, M. D. Herter Norton’s book on the practice, 

technique and interpretation within string quartet playing continues to be a seminal work 

on the subject.16 Information and guidance on rehearsal methods were addressed in the 

1935 whimsically written book on chamber music playing co-authored by George 

Stratton and Alan Frank.17 In addition, utilizing the expertise of a specific ensemble, 

David Blum’s conversations with the Guarneri Quartet also yielded numerous applicable 

strategies for rehearsal and ensemble playing.18 Written nearly sixty years apart, both 

Norton and Blum share many commonalities in regards to the continued challenges 

associated with the playing of chamber music ranging from basic issues of where to sit 

and the positioning of music stands, to the complexities of interpreting metronome 

markings in a Beethoven score. These sources are each described in greater detail in 

chapter two of this study. 

Two collections of etudes for the development of string quartet technique 

published in the first half of the 20th century were reviewed for this study: A Progressive 

Method of String Quartet Playing (1924) by Alfred Pochon and The Technique of String 

Quartet Playing (1935) by Jeno Léner. Published in two volumes, elementary and 

advanced, Pochon provides developing string quartets with guidance on seating 

                                                 

16 M. D. Herter Norton, The Art of String Quartet Playing: Practice, Technique and Interpretation (New 
York: W. W. Norton, 1966). 
17 George Stratton and Alan Frank, The Playing of Chamber Music (London: Dennis Dobson, 1951). 
18 David Blume, The Art of Quartet Playing (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1986). 
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arrangements, tuning routine, attacks and releases, sight-reading, dynamic shaping, 

balance, rhythm, tone and interpretation. The first volume includes forty short musical 

examples taken from the string quartet repertoire. Léner’s is a technical study for quartets 

consisting of twenty etudes targeting dynamic contrasts, tone color, and bowing 

technique. While both of these collections address the need for foundational study 

materials for beginning chamber groups, both use musical examples from preexisting 

string repertoire and are currently out of print. These sources are also reviewed in greater 

detail in chapter two of this document. 

 Two dissertations on string quartet pedagogy were also important models for this 

study. Building on the works of Pochon and Léner, Linda Blanche’s study expands upon 

previous etude collections and assists string quartets in the development of dynamics, 

intonation, timing, tone color, balance, ensemble and articulation by isolating each skill 

in an original annotated etude.19 Another pivotal model for this study, in that it 

specifically addressed chamber music coaching strategies, was a 2012 dissertation by 

Dorianne Cotter-Lockard.20 Similar to Blum’s approach, Cotter-Lockard prepared this 

document by thoroughly documenting the coaching procedures performed by members of 

the Cavani String Quartet. The documents by both Blanche and Cotter-Lockard provided 

guidance and inspiration for the collection of saxophone exercises included in this study 

and are further examined in chapter two. Although a review of the aforementioned 

research materials and studies revealed no existing annotated bibliographies or guides of 

                                                 

19 Linda Susanne Blanche, “Selected Etudes for the Development of String Quartet Technique: An 
Annotated Compilation” (Ed.D. diss., Columbia University, 1996). 
20 Dorianne Cotter-Lockard, “Chamber Music Coaching Strategies and Rehearsal Techniques that Enable 
Collaboration” (Ph.D. diss., Fielding Graduate University, 2012). 
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pedagogical resources for saxophone quartet, they were important models for this 

document. 
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Chapter 2: ANNOTATED GUIDE OF RESOURCES FOR 
SAXOPHONE QUARTET 

 

Saxophone Quartet Histories 

Sources exploring the history of the saxophone quartet can be of great use to both 

developing saxophone quartets and the quartet coach. Knowledge of significant 

saxophonists and saxophone quartets, early source material, reception history, 

performances and venues, and the development of the repertoire can help quartets gain a 

better understanding of how past quartets have found lasting success and gained 

popularity with audiences. These sources introduce younger quartets to prominent 

saxophone quartet composers, performers and their recordings, which can serve as 

important models for tone, blend, and musical approach.  These historical studies also 

discuss the standard repertoire and cover works that have become favorites with various 

audiences. 

The aim of this study is not to provide a history of the saxophone quartet, but to 

guide researchers to prominent sources. The history and development of the saxophone 

quartet has been the subject of trade journal articles, dissertations, and as chapters in 

saxophone history texts. For a concise overview, see Susan Fancher’s 2006 article, “A 

History of the Saxophone Quartet” in the Saxophone Journal. This brief article would be 

an especially helpful read for players unfamiliar with the role the saxophone quartet has 

played in establishing the permanence of the instrument and the breadth of repertoire 

available.  
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Cottrell, Stephen. The Saxophone. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012. 

A thorough history of the saxophone from its invention to modern day, Cottrell’s 

text includes detailed information on the life and times of Adolphe Sax, the saxophone’s 

rise to prominence during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, its use in popular 

music, jazz, classical and modern genres, and an investigation into the saxophone as a 

symbol and icon. While not the focus of a specific chapter, information on saxophone 

quartet history can be found in several subsections. For a description of the various 

saxophone quartets and ensembles formed by famed American saxophone soloist Edward 

Lefebre, see “Saxophone Soloists in the United States” (116-121). A history of 

saxophone quartets in vaudeville, including the Six Brown Brothers, can be found in 

“Early Saxophone Ensembles” (138-148). The development of the classical saxophone 

quartet and ensemble genres, including the Marcel Mule quartets, are examined in “The 

Saxophone and Chamber Music” (257-263). Information on the institutionalization of the 

saxophone, saxophone quartets and ensembles within universities and conservatories and 

their use within contemporary music is included in “Pedagogy and Large Ensembles” 

(281-284). Jazz saxophone quartets, including the Hollywood Saxophone Quartet, World 

Saxophone Quartet, and Rova Saxophone Quartet are discussed in the section entitled 

“Jazz” (291-292). 

 

Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: A History of the Saxophone Quartet.” 
Saxophone Journal 30, no. 3 (2006): 16-17.  

 
Part of the Saxophone Journal’s featured column on the saxophone quartet, this 

article provides a comprehensive two-page overview of the historical development of the 

saxophone quartet into a concert genre. Fancher discusses the influence of Marcel Mule, 
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early repertoire composed for Adolphe Sax while he taught a saxophone class at the Paris 

Conservatoire, the quartets of early soloists such as Edward Lefebre and Rudy Wiedoeft, 

dance bands and the 1920s saxophone craze in America, efforts of the Marcel Mule and 

Sigurd Rascher quartets to promote the genre and develop the repertoire, and the 

outpouring of over 1500 compositions for saxophone quartet written between 1844 and 

2003. 

 

Hindson, Harry Burdette. “Aspects of the Saxophone in American Musical Culture 
1850-1980.” A.Mus.D diss., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1992. 

 
Hindson’s dissertation is an exceptional study on the history of the saxophone in 

America. Divided into three sections, part one documents the saxophone between 1850 

and 1925, covering the instrument’s arrival in America, its implementation into American 

professional and community bands, the dissemination of the instrument through popular 

music and recordings, the effect of the instrument on music publishers and instrument 

manufacturers, the impact of the saxophone on school instrumental music programs, and 

the influence of saxophone pedagogues Larry Teal, Percy Grainger, and Sigurd Rascher. 

Part two is comprised of ten interviews with both saxophonists and career musicians that 

were active from 1920 to 1980, including Himie Voxman and Cecil Leeson. The 

interviews discuss the activities of saxophonists involved in vaudeville, professional 

concert bands, recordings, and studio work. The third part of Hindson’s study contains 

conclusions drawn from his research and includes appendices of the music of H. Benne 

Henton, the music of Percy Grainger, and saxophone jokes and humor collected during 

the course of his study. 
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In regards to the saxophone quartet, part one of Hindson’s study includes a 

section on saxophone ensembles (27-37). This section documents the performance 

history of some of the earliest saxophone quartets active in the United States from as 

early as 1869 through the 1920s. Hindson provides information about where these 

quartets performed, personnel, manufacturer information about the saxophones played, 

and selected repertoire. Quartets referenced include: the First Saxophone Quartette, E. A. 

Lefebre’s New York Saxophone Quartette Club (also known as the Wonder Saxophone 

Quartette), California Saxophone Quartette, and the American Saxophone Quartette 

(comprised of members of the Sousa Band). A sample concert program of the American 

Saxophone Quartette reveals that the repertoire performed was comprised entirely of 

arrangements of popular classical pieces composed by Wagner, Gounod, Verdi, Puccini, 

Rossini, and others. 

 
 
Horwood, Wally. Adolphe Sax 1814-1894: His Life and Legacy. Revised casebound 

ed. Baldock: Egon, 1983. 
 

Although this source does not provide any pedagogical information in regards to 

the saxophone quartet, Horwood’s text is the first complete biography of the life and 

efforts of the Belgian instrument maker, Adolphe Sax in the English language. In 

covering the history of this visionary instrument maker, Horwood describes in great 

detail, the invention of the saxophone, its growth in worldwide popularity, and its 

incorporation into wind ensembles and classical genres. Horwood credits the saxophone 

quartet with helping to popularize the instrument and expose its potential in the classical 

genre to serious composers stating that, “next to the string quartet, a quartet of 

saxophones provides what is perhaps the most satisfying blend of kindred instruments.” 
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He also acknowledges the efforts of the saxophone quartets established by Marcel Mule 

and discusses the impact made by the London Saxophone Quartet (Paul Harvey 

(soprano), Hale Hambleton (alto), Christopher Gradwell (tenor), and David Lawrence 

(baritone). All members of the LSQ were, at the time of publication, professional 

orchestral clarinetists as well as saxophonists and used their positions to persuade 

contemporary composers to incorporate the saxophone into their large-scale works. 

 
 
Ingham, Richard.  “The Saxophone Quartet.” In The Cambridge Companion to the 

Saxophone, edited by Richard Ingham, 65-74. New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998. 

 
Key Terms: Intonation, Seating, Vibrato 

The Cambridge Companion to the Saxophone provides a thorough overview of 

the saxophone, including its invention, repertoire, soloists, use in jazz, rock and classical 

genres, technical capabilities and pedagogy. In chapter 5, Richard Ingham provides a 

historical background of the saxophone quartet, its development into a concert genre, and 

its repertoire heritage. Ingham lists the contributions of historically significant ensembles, 

such as the Mule and Rascher quartets, and lists prominent groups active in countries 

across the globe (as of 1998). He reviews the standard French repertoire and more recent 

compositions that incorporate elements of jazz and improvisation, specifically Three 

Improvisations by Phil Woods. Ingham concludes the chapter by offering pedagogical 

suggestions for seating arrangements, intonation, vibrato, and the roles of individual 

instruments within the ensemble.  

In regards to the seating arrangement for quartets, Ingham offers two options. For 

rehearsals, Ingham recommends that the group seat two facing two, making a square 
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formation. In order to create a more appealing view for audiences during a performance, 

as well as improve sound projection, Ingham suggests that the saxophone quartet open up 

into a semicircle, as with a string quartet. The order in which to sit should be determined 

based on the preferences and individual strengths of each quartet. Ingham lists the most 

common arrangements (stage right to left) of SATB, STBA, and BTAS and explains how 

each arrangement provides different advantages in terms of projection into the audience 

and communication amongst the voices. 

Before being able to play in tune with a quartet, Ingham explains that “each 

player should be aware of his/her own intonation throughout the instrumental range.” He 

also recommends the following tuning sequences focusing on the interval of a fifth:  

• Each player plays their own low (written) F-sharp, beginning with 
baritone, then adding tenor, alto, and lastly soprano.   

• The baritone and tenor saxophones play their low F-sharp while the 
soprano and alto saxophones play their middle F-sharp, listening for the 
same intonation as in the previous exercise. 

• Repeat these exercises on F and E. 

The use of vibrato within the quartet depends largely on the repertoire being 

performed. Although there are no pedagogical suggestions for developing group vibrato, 

Ingham explains that the liberal use of vibrato for French repertoire should not be applied 

to all genres, such as Renaissance or Baroque era works. He also emphasizes that the 

style of vibrato used for classical repertoire would not be appropriate for jazz quartet 

selections and vice versa.    

Lastly, Ingham defines the roles of the individual voices within the quartet.  

Similar to the first violin in a string quartet, the soprano player “should lead confidently 

without domination.” The alto voice provides a supporting role for the soprano, but will 
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need to be aware of when they take over the melodic line. Ingham remarks that the tenor 

voice should be “carefully monitored”, especially in the beginning stages of the quartet.  

He also notes that the role of the baritone is crucial for establishing and maintaining time 

and intonation stating, “missing notes are much more obvious than on the other 

instruments, and sense of timing should be very keen, as the baritone drives the group 

and provides harmonic ‘answers’.” 

 

Plugge, Scott.  “The History of the Saxophone Ensemble: A Study of the 
Development of the Saxophone Quartet into a Concert Genre.”  DM diss., 
Northwestern University, 2003. 

 
Divided into four sections, Plugge’s research highlights the events, performers, 

conductors and composers that helped to establish the permanence of the saxophone 

quartet as a concert genre. It provides listings of early repertoire, both original and 

transcriptions, used by early quartets as well as concert reviews and information 

regarding performance venues. Plugge’s study examines some of the repertoire that was 

used as training material in the French military bands, and his research, especially on 

American saxophonist, composer and arranger G. E. Holmes, identifies early twentieth 

century saxophone quartet arrangements that can be used as beginning repertoire for 

young or developing groups. While not offering any specific pedagogy, Plugge provides 

detailed information on the various factors that made the saxophone quartet a successful 

genre with a rich body of diverse repertoire.   

The first section reviews the compositions written for four or more saxophones 

prior to 1928, the composers of the repertoire, and the impact on the genre made by 

Adolphe Sax’s saxophone class at the Paris Conservatoire, which was held 1857-1870. 
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The second section looks into the impact made by military and civilian bands flourishing 

at the turn of the 20th century, with specific focus on Patrick S. Gilmore’s Band, John 

Philip Sousa’s Band, and the La musique de la Garde Republicaine. The third section 

investigates the music popularized in vaudeville and Chautauqua circuits in America 

during the 1920s and 1930s, along with the influence of the Six Brown Brothers, Rudy 

Wiedoeft, and the Apollo Saxophone Quartet. Chapter four discusses the work of early 

professional saxophone quartets led by Edward A. Lefebre and Marcel Mule, with 

detailed information regarding the activities of the American Saxophone Quartette, New 

York Saxophone Quartette Club, and the Wonder Saxophone Quartette. Plugge includes 

a complete list of Brown Brothers recordings and an index of saxophone quartets that 

won major chamber music competitions from 1970 to 2002.  

 

Ruedeman, Timothy J. “Lyric-Form Archetype and the Early Works for Saxophone 
Quartet, 1844-1928: An Analytical and Historical Context for Saxophone 
Quartet Performance.” Ph.D. diss., New York University, 2009. 

 
Ruedeman’s study is on the historical context and melodic structure of repertoire 

composed for saxophone quartets 1844-1928. It is intended for use by advanced 

saxophone quartets in order to better understand the history and tradition of early quartet 

repertoire. Ruedeman addresses the history of the saxophone quartet including 

information on Adolphe Sax, early quartet performances, and the surge in popularity of 

saxophone quartets in America. He discusses the importance of American saxophone 

soloist E. A. Lefebre and the New York Saxophone Quartette Club, as well as the success 

of saxophone ensembles on the lyceum and Chautauqua circuits. Ruedeman identifies 

twenty-one works composed for saxophone quartet between the years of 1844 and 1928 
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and provides biographical information on nineteen composers, including Jean-Georges 

Kastner, Jean-Baptiste Singelee, Louis Mayeur, Leon Kreutzer, Caryl Florio and Gustav 

Bumcke. 

 

Scott, Maxyne M. “Quartets and Saxophones.” Saxophone Journal 9, no. 1 (January 
1982): 27-33. 

 
This concise history traces the development of the quartet genre in general, dating 

back to established four-part vocal writing during the fifteenth century. Scott compares 

this development to that of the string quartet and various string and wind quartet 

combinations. The author gives a brief introduction to the saxophone, its invention, and 

incorporation into both band and orchestral repertoire. She mentions its use by Berlioz, 

Strauss, Ravel, Massenet, Meyerbeer, and others. Scott also briefly discusses the history 

of the saxophone class at the Paris Conservatory, first established by Adolphe Sax, and 

later by Marcel Mule. The significance of the saxophone’s incorporation into jazz music 

is featured as well as the gradual addition of the saxophone into collegiate music 

programs taught by Teal, Hemke, and Rousseau. A brief history of the saxophone quartet, 

the works composed for Marcel Mule, and the efforts of the London Saxophone Quartet 

and the Netherlands Saxophone Quartet conclude the article. This article is a quick read 

that has somewhat outdated information, but nevertheless, places the saxophone quartet 

into a historical framework worth noting. Scott’s article is highly recommended for all 

saxophonists, but especially undergraduate saxophone majors.  
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Pedagogical Sources for Saxophone Quartet 

The materials in this section include articles and publications written by music 

educators and professional saxophonists that focus specifically on pedagogical issues and 

rehearsal strategies for saxophone quartet. The sources include recommendations on 

beginning repertoire, warm-up procedures, tuning exercises, seating arrangements, and 

tips for promoting or marketing developing groups. A number of the articles included 

were written by Timothy Roberts and Susan Fancher as part of the “Saxophone Quartet” 

column published in the Saxophone Journal between 1994 and 2013. A chronological 

listing of all the articles in this column is provided in Appendix A. The following key 

terms have been included in each annotation and are listed in the Key Terms Index to aid 

readers in locating sources that deal with specific issues:  

• Communication (cueing, eye contact, breathing, passing phrases/phrasing 
as a group) 

• Equipment (instruments, mouthpieces, reeds, tuners, cases, etc.) 

• Intonation (tuning procedure, types of tuning) 

• Marketing (gigging/promoting) 

• Recordings (recommended recordings for listening and study) 

• Rehearsing (frequency, structure, practice tips, coaching techniques) 

• Repertoire (selecting beginning pieces, programming) 

• Seating (assigning instruments/roles, arrangement of SATB voices for 
rehearsals and performance) 

• Tone (balance of voices, blending, timbre, dynamics) 

• Vibrato (how to practice, when to use) 

• Warm-up (procedure/literature) 
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Allen, Andrew J. “Commentary: Sax Quartets – SOS: Save Our Saxophones with 

Quartets this Fall.” School Band & Orchestra 15, no. 8 (2012): 18-20, 22. 
 
Key Terms: Intonation, Rehearsing, Repertoire, Seating, Warm-up 

In this article, Allen advocates for the formation of saxophone quartets at the 

middle and high school level. He explains that these ensembles can be hugely beneficial 

for the overall tone, balance and blend of the saxophone section, and they can help to 

combat bad habits formed during the marching band season. Allen suggests that 

awareness of intonation and technique for individual players can also be improved 

through the participation in a quartet. He provides suggestions for beginning repertoire, 

seating, tuning procedures, warm-up literature, and coaching frequency. 

For repertoire, Allen recommends that quartets begin with the Sigurd Rascher and 

Larry Teal saxophone quartet collections and then move on to standard repertoire, 

including works by Caryl Florio, Jean Baptiste Singelee, and Faustin and Maurice 

JeanJean. In terms of seating arrangements, Allen suggests having students form an “X” 

shape for rehearsals, in order to improve communication and listening.  For concerts, he 

recommends the following formation from left to right in an arch: soprano, alto, tenor, 

and baritone.  

Allen recommends that quartets use an electronic tuner to tune to a concert A, 

beginning with the baritone and then proceeding upwards to tenor, then alto, and lastly, 

soprano. Next, all saxophones should play their written F-sharps with the octave key in 

order to tune fifths. Allen also suggests the quartet play a unison scale slowly, checking 

each pitch as they go. For additional intonation and ensemble building, Allen 

recommends the use of chorales. Suggested chorale collections include: Bach and Beyond 
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for Band by David Newell and Five Bach Chorales arranged by John Nichol. One of 

Allen’s arguments in favor of saxophone quartets in bands is that they build musical 

democracy. He suggests that after the first few rehearsals, directors can have a minimal 

role. 

 

Black, Robert. “Saxophonists Unite!” The Instrumentalist 36 no. 9 (April 1982): 52-
55. 

 
Key Terms: Intonation, Rehearsing, Repertoire 
 

An article geared towards encouraging younger saxophonists to participate in a 

saxophone quartet, Chicago-based saxophonist Robert Black offers suggestions on 

repertoire and how to form a successful group. Black notes that many compositions 

appropriate for middle and high school players are written for AATB instrumentation, but 

that some of the best repertoire is for SATB combinations.  

Black explains that in order for a young group to be successful, all members need 

to be equally committed. Players must attend rehearsals regularly and be on time and 

ready to play. Black explains: “Don’t waste time during the session finding your music or 

reeds, setting up chairs and stands, or checking to see that your instrument is working 

properly.” In terms of rehearsal structure, Black suggests to begin by tuning, first to a 

concert A followed by concert B-flat. Groups should then move on to tuning major and 

minor chords and play through Bach chorales, stopping to tune chords when needed. 

Black emphasizes that individual parts must be practiced and learned outside of rehearsal 

so that the time spent together can be focused on fitting the four parts together. If a 

director or coach is not present, one member should sit out and conduct the others while 

following the score to ensure that parts are fitting together properly. Black also suggests 
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breaking down into various pairs and trios to hear how parts fit together and encourages 

young quartets to perform as much as possible in school and within the community.  

The article includes a list of repertoire suggestions for both SATB and AATB 

combinations, however only the Three Folk Dances by Bartok and Sigurd Rascher’s 

collection Five Centuries for Saxophone Quartet (both for AATB combinations) are 

given a level two rating. The rest of the selections are graded level three or higher and 

would be appropriate for more advanced groups.  

  
 
Brown, Jeremy. “The Amherst Saxophone Quartet on Musicality and Cooperation.” 

The Instrumentalist 57, no. 6 (January 2003): 32, 34, 36, 38. 
 
Key Terms: Equipment, Intonation, Recordings, Rehearsing, Seating, Tone, Warm-up 

 
This article is an in-depth interview with members of the Amherst Saxophone 

Quartet: Susan Fancher (soprano), Russ Carere (alto), Stephen Rosenthal (tenor), and 

Harry Fackelman (baritone). The members advocate that students begin participation in 

saxophone quartets as early as middle school, with the goal of advancing to high level 

SATB quartet literature during high school. The article addresses rehearsal techniques, 

seating arrangements for rehearsals and performances, effective warm-up and tuning 

routines, equipment suggestions, tips for achieving improved balance and blend, 

rehearsal scheduling advice, part assignment recommendations for teachers, 

recommended listening, thoughts on jazz technique and its place in quartet, and 

recommended literature for middle and high-school students. 

In regards to rehearsal techniques, the members of the Amherst Quartet offer 

several suggestions to overcome issues of technical difficulty, playing together, 
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understanding individual roles within the repertoire, and playing with better intonation. 

These include: 

• Repeating or looping trouble passages. 

• Gradually increasing tempos. 

• Using a metronome through a speaker so that it can be clearly heard over 
the ensemble. 
 

• Record rehearsals and listen back as a group. 

• Work in pairs/duet work. 

• Score study/trading parts.  

• Individual work on intonation (working with a drone on all 12 pitches). 

A common problem for developing groups is deciding upon whether to sit or 

stand during a performance. In regards to this, the Amherst Quartet recommends standing 

for short concerts and sitting for concerts where the program is longer than twenty 

minutes. The order of instruments from stage left to right is suggested as: soprano and 

alto voices to the left, tenor and baritone voices to the right (SATB). 

To aid in the group warm-up, tuning procedure and improve the balance and 

blend of the ensemble, Amherst recommends: 

• Playing through lyrical Bach chorales. 

• Tuning exercises of ascending and descending major and minor chords. 

• Having individual players bend or scoop pitches down against the rest of the 
group and listen for the correct intonation as the note is brought back up.  
 

• Have an experienced coach listen to group and offer advice. 

• Seek ears of band directors, saxophonists, and other fine musicians. 

• Listen to professional quartet recordings. 
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• Record rehearsals and listen back as a group. 

In regards to instrumentation (SATB quartets vs. AATB quartets) and equipment, 

the group advocates for the use of a soprano saxophonist for standard quartet literature 

and that any middle or high school saxophone student with a stable embouchure can learn 

the soprano, as long as the instrument is in good playing condition. However, while there 

is more serious concert repertoire available to SATB quartets over AATB quartets, many 

jazz quartet music is scored for AATB groups, so both instrumentations can find quality 

repertoire. When asked about the importance of equipment, Rosenthal emphasizes: “A 

consistent practice routine and careful listening are more important than having matched 

mouthpieces or instruments. A professional-quality instrument will add little 

improvement to the sound and intonation if the students fail to practice.”  

In terms of the frequency and length of rehearsals, Amherst suggests that serious 

quartets schedule three to four rehearsals a week and plan on spending two to three hours 

at each rehearsal. They stress the importance of being on time to rehearsals and to be 

well-rested and fed so that the focus can be directly on the music. When forming groups, 

Rosenthal explains that although it is ideal to compile a quartet with students with similar 

playing abilities, it is more important that the personalities of the members work well 

together. 

When asked about what student quartets should listen to or study, no specific 

groups are mentioned, however the members of the Amherst Quartet suggest listening to 

the pieces they are currently studying as well as to fine string quartets, violinists, opera 

and classically trained singers.  Rosenthal recommends assigning or challenging students 

to find their favorite violinist. Fancher suggests listening to pieces by important 
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American composers including July by Michael Torke, Concerto by Philip Glass, and 

Divertimento by Charles Wuorinen. The group also stresses the importance of jazz 

technique and ability. In terms of programming, Fackelman explains that “jazz is a hit 

with audiences.” Susan Fancher supports this statement, exclaiming: “Much new 

saxophone quartet music calls for musicians to play in a convincing jazz style, and 

classical improvisation is also typically included.  Contemporary music is written in so 

many styles that musicians should be encouraged to become comfortable in as many as 

possible.” 

In advocating the participation in a saxophone quartet, Amherst offers several 

beneficial musical outcomes. The group explains that quartet participants can experience 

musical diplomacy, where each member takes turns being a soloist. Saxophonists will 

improve in their overall confidence as players. Participation in saxophone quartet will 

also aid in the development of listening and communication skills due to the absence of a 

conductor. Amherst also emphasizes that quartet participation will help introduce young 

players to different composers and build upon their appreciation of great repertoire.  

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Amateur Saxophone Quartets.” 

Saxophone Journal 34, no. 4 (March 2010): 16-17.  
 
Key Terms: Marketing 

Dedicated to non-professional saxophonists who perform in chamber groups for 

the sheer love of it, Fancher provides information and personal stories about the activities 

of several amateur saxophone groups across the country. Groups profiled include: the 

Audacity of Horns Saxophone Quartet based in northeast Ohio, the Greensboro 

Saxophone Quartet, Marilyn Knudsen’s Saxophone Salon located in Minnesota’s Twin 
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Cities, and Paul Engebretson’s Family Saxophone Quartet. The article describes why 

members of these groups choose to participate, venues and occasions for performances, 

and how participating in these groups have enriched the lives of those who participate 

and who listen. 

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Repertoire Development: Brooklyn 

Saxophone Quartet.” Saxophone Journal 29, no. 4 (March 2005): 41-43.  
 
Key Terms: Repertoire 

This interview with the Brooklyn Saxophone Quartet shares how the group has 

pursued the task of building their own repertoire library. The Brooklyn Saxophone 

Quartet is a professional ensemble that is comprised of individuals with strong jazz and 

improvisation skills. Two members of the group, David Bindman and Fred Ho, are also 

composers who frequently write and arrange music for the group. When asked about their 

repertoire development, Bindman responded, “Fred and I created the Brooklyn Sax 

Quartet to play our original music, and works drawing from many sources: from Asia and 

Africa, from political convictions, from personal experiences, from stream of 

consciousness writing in the middle of the night, from deliberate use of themes and 

structures.” Fancher emphasizes the importance of how the quartet’s repertoire collection 

combines the individual tastes of each member as well as their musical backgrounds. 

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Save Time: Make Use of the Score.” 

Saxophone Journal 25, no. 4 (March 2001): 40-41.  
 
Key Terms: Rehearsing 
 

In the article, Fancher discusses the importance for all members of a saxophone 

quartet to invest time in score study. She argues that it saves rehearsal time and 
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contributes to a deeper understanding and interpretation of the music. When conducting 

score study, Fancher explains that it is important to write cues from the score into 

individual parts, suggesting that players: note what the other parts have at tempo changes 

and transitions; indicate which voice has the melody or lead in each section; identify 

phrases and articulations that are shared or passed amongst the voices and ensure that 

styles, lengths, and interpretations match; search for discrepancies between the parts and 

the score; and make note of the musical form of the work and discuss how motivic 

structure might affect interpretation, phrasing, articulation, and balance. 

Fancher then references the practicality of quartet score study using the Saxophone 

Quartet by Alexander Glazunov as a case study.  

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Sax Quartet Recordings for Student 

Musicians.” Saxophone Journal 31, no. 5 (May 2007): 18-19. 
 

Key Terms: Recordings 

This article was written in response to a reader’s request for advice on recordings 

to recommend to young student quartets. Fancher provides details on recordings that she 

recommends as a starting point for groups. She suggests that developing quartets use 

these selections to begin to recognize music that appeals to them and start to build their 

own sound and score libraries: Le Saxophone Français by Marcel Mule, Jean-Marie 

Londeix, and Daniel Deffayet (EMI Classics), French Masterpieces by the Jean-Yves 

Fourmeau Quartet (Gailly), Marcel Mule: ‘Le Patron’ of the Saxophone, The Early 

Recordings and Marcel Mule: ‘Le Patron’ of the Saxophone, Encore! (Clarinet Classics), 

a recording of Philip Glass’ Concerto for Saxophone Quartet performed by the Rascher 

Saxophone Quartet (Nonesuch), Grieg, Glazounov, Dvorak by the Habanera Quatuor 
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(Alpha), J. S. Bach: Die Kunst der Fuge by the New Danish Saxophone Quartet 

(Kontrapunkt), Sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti and Tango Nuevo (live) by the Aurelia 

Saxophone Quartet (Challenge Classics), Michael Torke: Overnight Mail by the Apollo 

Saxophone Quartet (Argo), First and Foremost by the Apollo Saxophone Quartet 

(Polygram), The American Muse by the New Hudson Saxophone Quartet (Electra), Main 

Street USA by the New Century Saxophone Quartet (Tantara), Chicago Saxophone 

Quartet: July by the Chicago Saxophone Quartet (Elf), and all recordings done by the 

Quatuor Daniel Deffayet, which is an important collection of the standard French quartet 

repertoire. 

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Saxophone Quartet Concert 

Programming.” Saxophone Journal 25, no. 2 (November 2000): 62-64.  
 
Key Terms: Repertoire 

Geared for more advanced quartets that are new to full concert performances, 

Fancher gives practical advice for building a program that is both “rewarding to play and 

that the audience will appreciate.” Ideas on organizing the flow of pieces, timings, and 

constructing programs based on venues and audience types are given. Fancher explains 

that her basic formula for programming any style concert is to “win trust, challenge, and 

reward” the audience. 

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Saxophone Quartet Equipment Survey.” 

Saxophone Journal 29, no. 3 (January 2005): 44-46. 
 
Key Terms: Equipment 
 

For this article, Fancher surveyed twenty-five professional saxophone quartets. 

The ensembles were asked to describe the type of music their quartets perform and list 
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their equipment (i.e. horns, mouthpieces, reeds, etc.). They were then asked to respond to 

the following three questions: “Do you change equipment depending on the music you 

play? How important do you believe it is for the four of you to have matching 

equipment? Are there other thoughts on the subject you like to add?” Fancher reported 

that twenty of the twenty-five quartets responded to the survey. Responses were given by 

quartets spanning the globe, including members from the Minneapolis-based Ancia 

Saxophone Quartet, the Apollo Saxophone Quartet out of London, Amsterdam-based 

Aurelia Saxophone Quartet, Japan’s Masato Kumoi Saxophone Quartet, The New 

Century Saxophone Quartet, Italy’s Quartetto di Sassofoni Accademia, and the German-

based Rascher Saxophone Quartet. Fancher provided responses from the members of the 

various ensembles and surmised that while most ensembles play their repertoire without 

finding the need to change equipment, some group members switch mouthpieces in order 

to play with greater volume, or for a jazz improvisation section. The interviews also 

disclose that though many groups choose to perform on the same brand of saxophone and 

mouthpiece, it is more important that group members have a similar concepts of tone.  

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Tips on Organizing a Sax Quartet.” 

Saxophone Journal 27, no. 1 (September 2002): 34-35. 
  
Key Terms: Marketing 

This article is intended for advanced groups seeking advice on establishing a 

professional quartet. Advice for young groups is taken from Taimur Sullivan of the New 

York City-based Prism Quartet, Neta Norén of the Rollin’ Phones Quartet based in 

Stockholm, Sweden, Paul Bro of the Chicago Saxophone Quartet and Stephen Rosenthal 

of the Amherst Saxophone Quartet, based in Buffalo, New York. Topics include: 
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defining the group and the desired target audience, developing promotional materials, and 

determining business structure (i.e. establishing the group as a not-for-profit or as a for-

profit ensemble). 

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Tips on Organizing a Sax Quartet – Part 

II.” Saxophone Journal 27, no. 2 (November 2002): 38-39. 
 
Key Terms: Marketing, Repertoire 

A follow up to the column published in volume 27, issue 1 of the Saxophone 

Journal entitled “Tips on Organizing a Sax Quartet,” this article is intended for advanced 

groups seeking advice on establishing a professional quartet. Topics include a further 

exploration of the pros and cons of establishing a quartet as a not-for-profit group; the 

required roles ensemble members must take up in order to make the quartet a success; 

marketing, financial, travel arrangements, and programming; the issues and benefits of 

involving a management company; and keeping the group together. 

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Tuning the Saxophone Quartet.” 

Saxophone Journal 26, no. 1 (September 2001): 44-45.  
 
Key Terms: Intonation 

Fancher provides valuable tips and strategies for quartet tuning procedures. For 

groups where the soprano, tenor and baritone players are new to their instruments, 

Fancher recommends tuning to the low F-sharp (concert A) of the alto saxophone. Once 

players become more comfortable, tuning to the low F-sharp of the baritone is suggested. 

Players should tune to their low F-sharp as well as F-sharp with the octave key, C-sharp 

and B. Fancher explains that newly formed saxophone quartets would also benefit from 

tuning work using Bach Chorales. For this process, Fancher recommends that groups play 
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through the entire chorale a couple of times and then begin tuning work using the 

following procedure: 

• Tune the last chord of the chorale:  

o Begin with the baritone voice (usually the root of the chord) 

o Add octave voice (usually soprano) 

o Remove soprano voice and tune the baritone, and fifth (usually alto) 

o Tune baritone and third (usually tenor) 

o Put chord together: baritone followed by octave, then fifth, then third 

o Do NOT add voices until previous intervals are perfectly in tune 

• Compare pitch: beginning and ending: 

o Return to the beginning to the work, with the tonal center now in 
everyone’s ear.  

o Play through chorale slowly, stopping to tune every out of tune chord 
according to the procedure described above. 

o Be mindful of seventh chords (sevenths generally need to be played 
slightly lower than they naturally fall on the instrument). 

o Don’t accept bad tuning! 

• Tune in pairs: 

o Play through the chorale two voices at a time 

o Begin with soprano and baritone 

o Follow with alto and baritone followed by tenor and baritone 

o Soprano and alto, along with soprano and tenor pairings should also be 
explored 

o Apply this technique to any complicated passage of quartet music. 

• Play softer: 

o If unsure of your individual pitch, play softer. 

o If tuning to the baritone and having trouble finding the correct pitch, try 
singing it first. 

o Learn correction fingerings to help raise or lower problem pitches. 
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As Fancher exclaims, “Serious work on tuning will improve the sound of your 

ensemble. In addition to producing the beautiful lush sound of perfectly in-tune chords, 

tuning work also forces you to work on balance and blend. It’s an ongoing project that 

really pays off.” 

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Vibrato in Sax Quartet Playing.” 

Saxophone Journal 30, no. 1 (September 2005): 8-9.  
 
Key Terms: Vibrato 

This article addresses important ensemble questions on vibrato such as when to 

use it, who should use it, and what speed and width is appropriate. Fancher advises that 

the voice with the predominant melody line should use a more soloistic vibrato, while 

accompanying voices should use little to no vibrato or a very narrow vibrato. She 

believes that ideally, groups should match vibrato styles, but not necessarily line up 

vibrato vertically, and that all players in a quartet should share a similar concept of 

vibrato and be able to produce it when appropriate. As Fancher states, “Sometimes the 

lead role must be passed off very quickly from player to player.  The ability to do this is 

an important ensemble skill required for good chamber music playing.” 

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Working with Young Saxophone 

Quartets.” Saxophone Journal 33, no. 5 (May 2009): 22-23. 
 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Repertoire, Tone, Warm-up   
 

This article features Fancher’s interview with saxophonist Scott Devlin, instructor 

of saxophone at the University of Tampa, regarding his tips and suggestions for working 

with young saxophone quartets and unique coaching strategies to help engage young 

developing players to listen carefully, build awareness of tone and blend, and gain 
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performance experience.   In regards to repertoire selection and coaching strategies, 

Devlin’s suggestions include: 

• Selecting an attractive and easy piece for the first meeting, such as a Bach 
Chorale or simple tune such as Over the Rainbow or Simple Gifts. Rubank 
quartets also work well to start. 

 
• Have the group tune after the first read so that they group can hear the 

difference in quality after they tune. 
 

• Saxophone coaches should teach by playing and demonstrating as much as 
possible. 

 
• Teach balance by having one part intentionally play too loud or too soft and 

then bring the part into the proper balance. 
 

• Assign numbers to dynamic levels to help with balance. 
 

• For phrasing, have students play a simple tune, breathing after every other 
note to demonstrate how NOT to phrase. 

 
• Have students warm up individually with chromatic scales, then play tuning 

chords with various dynamics along with scales in unison. 
 

• To work on communication, have each student conduct starts and stops while 
playing chords. 

 
• Hook up a metronome to a stereo so that students can play along during 

rehearsal when necessary.  
  

• Record student rehearsals and have them listen back. 
 

• Watch and listen to videos and recordings of great performances during 
rehearsals. 

 
Devlin’s insights are useful and he provides several coaching strategies to help 

less experienced players develop critical listening skills. Devlin recommends that 

teachers set-up student recitals. Not only do all students benefit from the performance 

experience, but Devlin stresses the importance of having younger students watch and 

listen to more advanced players. One unique approach for coaching a quartet is for the 
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teacher to practice and learn all four parts of the repertoire they assign to their student 

groups. Devlin explains that this process will help the quartet coach devise more effective 

teaching strategies. He also suggests that students listen to quality recordings of their 

repertoire, and if they are not available, teachers can use software programs such as 

Cakewalk Home Studio to record their own version. Devlin states “it is very useful for 

the students to hear what the pieces sound like and incredibly valuable for the coach to 

know the music so thoroughly.”   

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Your Quartet’s Library.” Saxophone 

Journal 27, no. 6 (July 2003): 30-31.  
 
Key Terms: Repertoire 

Aimed at assisting high school or college level saxophone quartets that are just 

starting out, Susan Fancher offers advice on how to start building a collection of printed 

music. When deciding whether music should be purchased collectively by the group or 

by individual members, Fancher recommends the latter. She suggests, “If you are a 

student group just starting out, it is probably best to have individuals in the group buy the 

music. Choose four pieces at a time, for example, and have each member buy one.” 

Selecting music for purchase can be challenging if the pieces are unfamiliar. Fancher 

recommends borrowing music from music libraries for review (using interlibrary loan if 

needed), listening to recordings, and commissioning music or have members of the group 

compose their own or create arrangements. Fancher encourages groups to consider the 

target audience when selecting repertoire for purchase and to include a mix of high 

quality works, works that stretch and push individual musicianship, and works that are 

easy to read and provide light programming material.   
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Grainger, Percy Aldridge. “The Saxophone's Business in the Band.” Instrumentalist 

4, no. 1 (September 1949): 6-7.  
 
Key Terms: Repertoire, Tone 

Addressing the debate as to whether the soprano saxophone should have a regular 

place within the concert band, Grainger strongly supports its inclusion in order to 

maintain the balance of tone and harmonic experience that Adolphe Sax intended. In 

regards to the soprano, Grainger writes: “The neglect of the soprano saxophone is an 

extraordinary example of musical shortsightedness”…“The soprano saxophone, with its 

stronger-than-oboe sonority, is able to prove its unique value in the band—as a kind of 

band oboe.” When discussing saxophone ensembles in particular, Grainger explains that 

the four saxophone voices conform to the four vocal ranges. He states: “Because of Sax’s 

foresight in this articular, it is possible for saxophone ensembles to play, without 

rearrangement, the entire vocal polyphonic literature of the Christian Church from the 

13th century up to and including Bach. Grainger suggests that quartets study and perform 

the works of Guillaume de Machant, Guillaume Dufay, Bedingham, John Dunstable, 

Josquin des Prez, Antonio de Cabezon, Adrian Willaert, Claude Le Jeune, John Jenkins, 

Alfonzo Ferrabosco, and many others. 

 
 
Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Getting More Rehearsal Out of Less 

Time, Part II.” Saxophone Journal 20, no. 2 (September 1995): 66-67.  
 
Key Terms: Rehearsing, Warm-up 
 

Roberts emphasizes the need for groups to warm-up and suggests playing through 

a Bach Chorale to work on issues of group balance and intonation. When exploring new 

repertoire for the first time, Roberts recommends that groups “read down” the piece 
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without stopping, making a mental note of areas that need attention. To improve upon 

areas, Roberts suggests rehearsing at slowed tempos and gradually increasing the speed 

until technical challenges have been overcome. He also recommends that groups try to 

rehearse at least once a week.  

 
Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Idiosyncrasies of Tuning the 

Saxophone Quartet.” Saxophone Journal, 19, no. 3 (November 1994): 57-59. 
 
Key Terms: Intonation 

In this article, Roberts suggests that intonation deficiencies may be a reason that 

concert bands do not frequently use the soprano saxophone. He then goes on to define 

and summarize the basic principles of Kammerton Standard Pitch, Just Intonation, 

Pythagorean Tuning and Equal Temperament. Although he offers no guidance or 

instruction for these procedures, Roberts believes that an understanding of various tuning 

systems can help the band director address the intonation tendencies of the saxophone. 

Roberts advocates that saxophonists use instruments that are in proper repair and utilize 

quality equipment. He also suggests the use of slow triads, scales, chords and melodic 

lines, along with Bach chorales to help saxophonists develop an accurate sense of pitch 

discrimination.   

 
Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Keeping the Saxophone Quartet in 

Tune.” Saxophone Journal 22, no. 3 (November 1997): 45-46. 
 
Key Terms: Intonation 
 

In this article, Roberts provides recommended tuning procedures for student 

quartets. His first recommendation is for the alto saxophone to tune individually to an 

A=440 with a tuner. He then suggests that the remaining quartet members tune to the 
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alto’s F-sharp. Roberts explains that more experienced groups often tend to tune from the 

lowest voice up (baritone to soprano).  Regardless, Roberts makes a note of instructing 

groups to tune each voice individually and then together as an ensemble. He also 

emphasizes listening across the ensemble and paying attention to vertical as well as 

horizontal tuning.  Other suggested tuning exercises include: tuning F-sharps 

simultaneously (perfect fifths); holding long tones on a concert A pitch and proceeding 

down the scale using the pattern A-G#-A-F#-A-E-A-D-A-C#-A-B-A; playing scales in 

unisons and octaves; and playing Bach Chorales. 

 
Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Organizing Your First Saxophone 

Quartet.” Saxophone Journal 19, no. 1 (July 1994): 54-55. 
 
Key Terms: Marketing, Repertoire, Seating 
 

In establishing a group, Roberts comments that the biggest challenge may be 

“finding four saxophonists with the same personal, musical, social, and goal-oriented 

chemistry.” He explains that finding players of similar ability, who agree on goals and 

practice time is important for the lasting success of the group. In regards to horn 

assignments, Roberts advocates that the strongest players be put on soprano and alto, 

although it is more important that the students feel happy and comfortable with the 

instrument they will play in the group. For the first practice, Roberts suggests that 

students read through as much repertoire as possible to see what genres interest the 

group. He also suggests that groups should start with medleys of current popular favorites 

as well as big band tunes from the 1940s, as this type of material would go over well with 

audiences. Coaches should setup performances for quartets as soon as possible. Possible 
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venues include churches, libraries, nursing homes, and school assemblies. Roberts also 

suggests that students make business cards so that they can market their own group. 

 
Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Questions from Readers.” Saxophone 

Journal, 22, no. 4 (January 1998): 36-37. 
 
Key Terms: Recordings, Seating, Vibrato 
 

Roberts addresses questions regarding rotating chairs within the quartet, matching 

vibratos, and suggested recordings. He explains that each voice in the quartet is equally 

important and that ensemble directors should try to assemble four saxophonists of equal 

ability “so that any of them would be capable of playing any part as needed.” In terms of 

vibrato, Roberts states that it “should be wider and somewhat slower in each descending 

voice within the ensemble.” Groups should therefore try and adjust their individual 

vibrato speeds in accordance with the voice that has the melodic line. In regards to 

recordings, Roberts endorses the historic Marcel Mule recordings of the Garde 

Republicaine Quartet as well as recordings by the New Century Saxophone Quartet and 

Prism Saxophone Quartet respectively. 

 
Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Questions from Readers: Seating 

Arrangements, Hall Acoustics, Concert Hall Issues.” Saxophone Journal 21, 
no. 5 (March 1997): 40-41. 

 
Key Terms: Seating 
 

Roberts recommends arranging the saxophone quartet similar to the twentieth-

century Budapest String Quartet, SABT (from the audience’s left to right). The article 

includes seating diagrams of various saxophone and string quartet set-ups and discusses 

the strengths and weaknesses of each. 
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Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Reed Questions for the Saxophone 
Quartet.” Saxophone Journal 21, no. 2 (September 1996): 10-12.  

 
Key Terms: Equipment 
 

Roberts discusses how reeds are manufactured and why baritone reeds tend to be 

significantly more expensive. His suggestions for reeds include stocking up on reeds 

when they are available, breaking-in new reeds, and investing in good quality cane. He 

also discusses reed adjustments (such as using sandpaper) and storage suggestions. 

 
Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Rehearsing the Mindset and a Proper 

Warm-up.” Saxophone Journal 20, no. 1 (July 1995): 39. 
 
Key Terms: Intonation, Warm-up 
 

Roberts recommends that each player warm-up their individual instrument prior 

to the start of rehearsal. In regards to warming-up the group and tuning procedures, 

Roberts recommends tuning to a concert A=440 played by a middle voice (either the alto 

or tenor). He then suggests that both middle voices (alto and tenor) should tune first, 

followed by the soprano and then baritone. Next, all four voices should tune at the mezzo 

piano dynamic to the A=440, listening for a “perfect cessation of tuning vibrations.” The 

players should then proceed to simultaneously play their written F-sharp in order to lock 

in the perfect fifth interval, followed by the concert A major chord. Roberts recommends 

that groups play through several Bach Chorales that have been transcribed for saxophone 

quartet, “listening and moving with the pitch tendencies,” as a means of concluding the 

warm-up.    

 
Shah, Anjan. “Four Instruments, One Sound: Developing Ensemble Skills in 

Saxophone Sections.” The Instrumentalist 52, no. 4 (November 1997): 62-72. 
 
Keywords: Intonation, Rehearsing, Tone 
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In this article, Shah suggests that the best way to develop a strong concert band 

saxophone section is to place the players into a saxophone quartet. He explains that this 

environment helps saxophonists listen to each other effectively, maintain steady tempos, 

match sounds, and play with improved intonation. He then goes on to present exercises 

aimed at helping young performers with the basic hurdles encountered in chamber music 

performance, including ensemble work on tempos, dynamics, and style. Strategies for 

effective rehearsing include: 

• Gradually increasing tempos of difficult passages. 

• Reading from a copy of the full score. 

• Tuning in unisons and fifths, isolating dynamics at a mezzo-forte to forte level 
without vibrato: 

o Concert B-flat and A to start. 

o Start with the lowest voice and build upwards. 

o Once pitch locks in, have voices modulate together by half-steps, with the 
lead player giving cues. Stop and build pitches from the bottom-up when 
needed. 

• Articulation exercises on matching the front, length, end, and space between each 
tone for notes of various length: staccato to legato. Have each voice work on 
matching exactly. Begin exercises at a quarter note = 66. 

• Listening exercise for tone and note length matching utilizing a B-flat concert 
scale. The exercise is to be slurred at first “so players can concentrate on sound 
color; if the first voice stops early or the next voice comes in late there will be a 
gap. As the group becomes more proficient, add different articulation patterns 
beginning with slurred groups of 4, slurred groups of 2, slur 2/tongue 2, tongue 
2/slur 2, and tongue all 4.” 

Shah suggests that quartets apply these exercises to excerpts of Mendelssohn’s Elijah, 

Tchaikovsky’s Andante Cantabile, and Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scherzo, which he arranged 

for saxophone quartet and provides samples of in the article. He also uses band excerpts 

from Grainger’s Shepherd’s Hey and the first movement of the Holst Suite in F. Although 
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the article includes notated examples of the exercises described and musical excerpts, the 

text is small and the layout of the article would make reading the notation quite difficult. 

In addition, the article is only available in print and within a bound volume. Although the 

exercises are highly useful, they are difficult to read and it is impractical to use the 

notated examples from the source.  

 
Teal, Larry. The Art of Saxophone Playing. Miami: Summy-Birchard, 1963. 
 
Key Terms: Intonation, Repertoire 
 

Although not dealing specifically with ensemble playing, this resource provides 

essential information for the individual saxophonist. It charts the intonation tendencies 

and gives fingering suggestions for all four saxophones (soprano, alto, tenor and 

baritone). Teal also provides a list of recommended literature for saxophone quartets.  

The list includes 35 works ranging from easy to difficult. 
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Saxophone Quartet Methods, Etudes, and Collections 

The purpose of this section is to aid music educators and developing quartets in 

finding appropriate study materials and literature. The section is divided into two 

categories: methods and etudes, and repertoire collections. Methods and etudes are 

defined here as study materials or exercises that are specifically intended to address 

ensemble issues such as intonation, articulation, and phrasing as a group. Repertoire 

collections consist of groups of individual quartet pieces by one or multiple composers 

that are published together. Collections of saxophone quartets are an excellent and cost-

effective way to provide groups with varied repertoire of different genres and levels of 

difficulty. All materials included in this section are either currently in publication and 

available for purchase, or readily accessible through libraries via interlibrary loan.  

Each annotation will provide the instrumentation and a detailed description of the 

publication’s content, including the composers and titles of individual works included in 

each collection. All materials listed are appropriate for developing saxophone quartets. A 

recommendation on whether materials are appropriate for beginning, intermediate, or 

more advanced students will be based on key signatures, range, rhythmic content, and 

level of instructional detail. Materials marked as beginning would be most appropriate for 

students with three months to a year of saxophone playing experience. Intermediate 

materials are recommended for students with one to three years of experience. Advanced 

materials are for more experienced students at the high school level or above. 
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Methods and Etudes 

Buchtel, Forrest L. and Theodore W. Paschedag. First Ensemble Book for Four 
Flutes or (Four Alto Saxophones): A Systematic Melodic Course of Instruction 
for Developing the Art of Ensemble Playing. Park Ridge, IL: Neil A. Kjos 
Music, 1939. 

 
Instrumentation: AAAA  

Level: Beginning 

 This method consists of a collection of twenty-four arrangements of folk songs, 

hymns, carols, and popular classical tunes. The selections progress gradually in difficulty. 

The first nine selections contain homogeneous rhythms and focus on the matching of 

breaths, attacks and releases, and articulation. To clarify ideas on expression, breath 

marks are clearly marked and the word “melody” appears in parentheses below the staff 

for each voice when appropriate. Tips for interpreting the music are given prior to each 

composition and include suggestions for tempo and style.  
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Example 2.1. Excerpt from Buchtel showing style recommendations and melody 
designation.21 

Although intended for four alto saxophones, this method would work well to 

develop concepts of ensemble playing amongst combinations of either four E-flat 

saxophones or four B-flat saxophones. This collection could be used by band directors to 

help work on balance and blend within saxophone sections or for beginning saxophone 

classes. There are no individual parts, so all players must read off of the score. The 

method would be highly suitable for beginning players, however some selections may 

pose a challenge for the first alto. Because this book was also composed for four flutes, 

the range frequently extends into the palm keys and sometimes extends into the altissimo 

range (although the lower octave is also given).  

The introduction includes brief suggestions for the improvement of balance, 

rhythm, intonation, phrasing, musical ideas and self-satisfaction. The overall message of 

                                                 

21 Buchtel, 4. 
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this section is that successful ensemble playing is dependent upon compromise. This is 

perhaps best expressed in the authors’ suggestion for self-satisfaction, which simply 

states: “Ensemble playing should contribute much to your self-satisfaction in playing. In 

order to get the most out of your ensemble playing, work with enthusiasm and be 

generous in your attitude. The other fellow may have a good idea once in a while.” Used 

copies of this method are available on Amazon and are also accessible via interlibrary 

loan. 

 

Camwell, Dave, arr. 24 Bach Chorales for Saxophone Quartet. Ham Lake, MN: 
Jeanné Music, 2017. 

 
Instrumentation: SATB with optional AATB 
 
Level: Intermediate to Advanced 
 

Bach chorales have been recommended for use in countless pedagogical sources. 

They provide foundational musical material for all types and levels of chamber 

ensembles. The four-voiced chorales can be used effectively by student groups just 

beginning to learn their instruments as well as seasoned professional quartets, and are 

ideal for working on issues of intonation, balance, and blend.  

Four-voiced chorales are used prominently for ensemble work by string quartets, 

making Dave Camwell’s arrangements of twenty-four of Bach’s chorales for saxophone 

quartet a most welcomed resource. The collection is scored for SATB quartet, with an 

optional 1st alto part. While other publications of four-part chorales arranged specifically 

for saxophone quartet exist, Camwell’s collection is the most extensive. Although many 

of these chorales could be used by groups at any level, it should be noted that this 

particular collection would work best for saxophonists with at least a couple of years of 
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experience. Camwell presents the chorales in their most basic form, without dynamics, 

fermatas, designated tempos, and articulations, leaving all decisions on interpretation up 

to the performers. For that reason, advanced players and established saxophone quartets 

would find these arrangements especially satisfying and challenging.  

 

Example 2.2. Soprano saxophone part to Bach Chorale, BWV 253. 

Camwell states in the collection’s preface that the included phrase markings are 

meant as a guide for interpretation only. A mezzo-forte dynamic is suggested in the first 

chorale and breath marks are included in the first and second chorales of the collection, 

but these are the only instances where these markings occur. The phrase markings 

included are intended to serve as indications of cadence points. The only explicit 

instruction is to play the chorales “moderately and relaxed.” It is up for the performers to 

present the phrases and shapes of lines as they experience them and to add fermatas and 

articulations as they see fit. In practice however, coaches should advise groups that the 

markings do not mean that the chorales should be played slurred throughout and without 

pauses and fermatas. Coaches and performers might also benefit from using other 

editions of Bach chorales for guidance. One recommended resource is Bach’s 371 

Harmonized Chorales revised, corrected, edited, and annotated by Albert 

Riemenschneider and published by G. Schirmer in 1941.  
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The limited expression markings and the inclusion of BWV numbers and full first 

verse titles are highly valuable features of this collection. Many chorale collections are 

edited in a manner that makes it difficult to interpret Bach’s works in any way other than 

that which is presented. Further, some collections provide very little in terms of title 

identification, making citing these works for recital programs or recordings difficult. The 

chorales in Camwell’s edition can be read from individual parts or from the score, which 

is well laid out for this purpose. The edition allows for creativity, spontaneity and 

individual expression. These works can be played differently each time depending on the 

mood, level, and whimsy of the ensemble.  

 
 
Corroyez, Georges, trans. Vingt petites Pièces concertantes en Quatuors. Paris: 

Billaudot, 1928. 
 
Instrumentation: SATB 

Level: Advanced 

A collection of short etudes by various composers, the Vignt petites Pièces 

concertantes en Quartuors can be used as an excellent course of study for a quartet of 

clarinets, saxophones, or a variety of mixed ensembles including strings and double 

reeds. Included in this collection are transcriptions of works by Handel, Schubert, 

Mendelssohn, Bach, Wagner, Schumann, Beethoven, Grétry, Chopin, Mozart, Lully, and 

Chauvet. These short etudes can be used to work on ensemble skills and are also very 

appropriate for chamber concerts, weddings, and other gig opportunities. The intent of 

the collection is to develop skills in phrasing and expression, and they provide young 

players with an introduction to works by diverse set of important composers. 
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The collection indicates that the playing level is “easy”, however the harmonies, 

ornamentation, rhythms, and the significant independence of each voice makes this a 

collection more appropriate for students at the high school level and above. Corroyez 

advises that ensemble members listen closely to ensure that the melodies are well 

balanced and are played with an appropriate level of intensity, being conscious of when 

one is playing the main melodic line or is part of the accompaniment. He also encourages 

players to pay close attention to the expression indications and articulation markings in 

each movement. Modern editions of the score and individual parts are currently available 

through Boosey.com. 

 

De Jong, Conrad. Fun and Games. Champaign, IL: Media Press, 1966, rev 1970. 

Instrumentation: Various 

Level: Advanced 

This composition is a collection of short contemporary works and exercises for 

any woodwind, brass, or string instrument and piano.  The composer indicates on the 

score that performance is possible with more than one woodwind, brass or string player. 

Although these pieces or musical games are intended for a solo instrument with piano, 

many of the exercises, especially “Heterophony” and “Rota,” would work well for 

saxophone quartet.  The works involve pitch and note length matching between 

instruments and require members to immediately react to one another. The exercises 

introduce groups to contemporary notation and provide listening activities that could aid 

in the development of communication and matching skills.   
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Hodkinson, Sydney. A Contemporary Primer for Band. Bryn Mawr, PA: Merion 
Music, 1973. 
 

Instrumentation: Various  

Level: Intermediate to Advanced 

A collection of short musical studies in three volumes intended to introduce 

younger players to contemporary notation and compositional thought. The score indicates 

that the studies are playable by any number of wind and percussion players and may be 

used with ensembles of any size and of any age group. In a conversation with the 

composer, it was also noted that the collection has been used frequently in college 

conducting courses. The material therefore, could also be useful for working on cueing, 

communication, and listening skills.      

 
Londeix, Jean-Marie. Exercices Pratiques pour ensemble de Saxophones. Paris: 

Alphonse Leduc, 1985. 
 
Instrumentation: SSAAATTTBB, Sopranino and Bass 

Level: Intermediate to Advanced 

Studies intended for the development of pitch, attacks, duration and essential 

dynamics when playing in a saxophone ensemble. In the preface to these exercises, 

Londeix explains that “correct pitch is not only a question of the “ear”, but also of 

embouchure, air pressure and timbre.” He goes on to advise that “care must be taken to 

attack accurately, without harshness, all together, and likewise, to cut off the notes 

naturally and together.” Londeix notes that while the dynamic markings in the exercises 

may be adjusted, their relative value should be respected throughout. Although the 

exercises are designed for a minimum of six saxophonists, each study could be adapted 
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for a quartet of saxophones (AATB or SATB). The book is 26 pages in length and is 

scored for the following:  

• 1 Sopranino saxophone (E-flat) 
• 2 Soprano saxophones (B-flat) 
• 3 Alto saxophones (E-flat) 
• 3 Tenor saxophones (B-flat) 
• 2 Baritone saxophones (E-flat) 
• 1 Bass saxophone (B-flat) 

 

Example 2.3. Unison and Octave Exercise (soprano and alto parts) in Londeix22 

There are 54 exercises in total, divided into 12 sections. Each section focuses on 

tuning intervals by moving through scales, chords, arpeggios or wide intervals at various 

dynamic levels. Section one is comprised of six exercises of scales played in whole notes 

at the unison or octave in the major keys of C, D, F-flat, G-flat, A-flat and B-flat 

(Example 2.1). Section two contains unison major chord arpeggios played in wholes 

notes in keys: A-flat, A, B-flat and C-flat. Section three contains broken arpeggios in 

quarter notes at unison intervals, also in keys: A-flat, A, B-flat and C-flat (Example 2.2). 

Section four covers voices in fifths in consecutive major keys: G-flat, G, A-flat, A. 

Section five covers fifths in arpeggios in keys: E, G-flat, A-flat. Section six contains 
                                                 

22 Londeix, Exercices Pratiques, 1. 
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broken arpeggios at the fifth in A-flat and G. Section seven contains fifths in scales in 

consecutive keys: F, G-flat, G, A-flat. Sections eight and nine consist of tuning exercises 

in fourths in both arpeggios and broken arpeggios in keys: F, G, A, and G-flat.  

 

Example 2.4. Broken Arpeggio Exercise 13 (sopranino and soprano parts) in 
Londeix23 

Sections ten through twelve focus on tuning more complex intervals. Section ten 

includes six exercises using diatonic scales in consonant harmonies in keys: B-flat, C, 

and G (Example 2.3). Section eleven contains four exercises of common chords using 

whole tone scales and section twelve consists of eight exercises that cover wide intervals 

(Example 2.4).  

                                                 

23 Londeix, Exercices Pratiques, 7. 
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Example 2.5. Consonant Harmony Exercise 33 (tenor and baritone parts) in 
Londeix24 

 

Example 2.6. Wide Interval Exercise 47 (alto and tenor parts) in Londeix25 

This method is considered advanced because it asks all saxophones to play the 

full range of their instrument (from the written low B-flat, low A on baritone, to high F-
                                                 

24 Londeix, Exercices Pratiques, 16. 
25 Londeix, Exercices Pratiques, 22. 
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sharp) and does not include much instructional text. Exercices Pratiques would be best 

suited for students comfortable playing in all twelve major keys and that have a thorough 

command of the saxophone’s chromatic scale. Although designed for six or more players, 

developing quartets could still benefit from working through the exercises in the first nine 

sections, as the voicings are doubled and could be covered by four saxophones. The 

practice of unison and octave exercises at various group dynamic levels would be highly 

beneficial to help improve intonation, balance, and tonal blend. The use of a metronome 

at slow tempos could assist developing groups in playing together as these exercises are 

first introduced. This method is currently published by United Music and available 

through Boosey & Hawkes. 

 

Newell, David. Bach and Before for Band: Four-Part Chorales from the 16th, 17th, and 
18th Centuries. San Diego: Neil A. Kjos, 2002.  

 
Instrumentation: Flexible (any combination of four saxophones) 
 
Level: Beginning through Advanced 
 

This versatile pedagogical collection of four-part chorales, arranged and edited by 

David Newell, can be used in any combination of instruments by soloists, duets, trios, 

quartets, chamber ensembles and full concert bands. There are individual parts for all 

major wind instruments, mallet percussion, as well as a conductor score and piano 

accompaniment. It contains nineteen chorales by a various composers, including Crüger, 

J. S. Bach, Hiller, Teschner, Vulpius, Schop and Doles. While not designed specifically 

for saxophone quartet, this collection is ideal for focused study on intonation, balance, 

blend, communication, and score study. Each individual part is given the voicings for the 

soprano, alto, tenor and bass parts of the chorale. Not only does this allow for an in-depth 
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study of the work, but ensembles can work on listening and balance by performing 

various combinations of voicings.  

 

Example 2.7. Soprano and Alto Lines of Chorale No. 2 by Bach, taken from the Alto 
Saxophone/Baritone Saxophone volume.26 

Because each voice can chose to read any of the four parts (soprano, alto, tenor, 

bass), one suggestion would be for saxophone quartets to first read the chorale with the 

standard SATB assignments and then read through again with the soprano and baritone 

saxophones playing the parts for inner voices, while the alto and tenor saxophone play 

the soprano and bass parts. Groups can then work on balance and intonation issues that 

arise from performing the various voicing combinations. There is also an option to play 

each chorale as a solo with piano accompaniment or as a duet.  

                                                 

26 Newell, 4. 
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This collection is readily available and highly recommended for young 

developing groups. It could be utilized by any combination of saxophones (i.e. AAAA, 

AATT, AATB, SATB, etc.). Two alto saxophone/baritone saxophone books as well as 

two tenor saxophone books would be needed for use with saxophone ensembles. 

Although there is no specific soprano book, the volume for tenor saxophone and can be 

used for both B-flat voices.  

 

Nichol, John, arr. Five Bach Chorales for Saxophone Quartet. Saginaw, MI: 
Watchdog Music, 2000. 

 
Instrumentation: SATB or AATB 
 
Level: Intermediate to Advanced 
 

These chorales can be performed individually or as one piece with five 

movements. Nichol notes that the pieces would be appropriate for public performances 

and church settings, and can be used as teaching material for saxophones to address 

issues of tone and blend. As part of the arrangement, Nichol includes expression 

markings, noting that these are only a guide and that groups should rely on their own 

sense of musicality for interpretation. The chorales tunes arranged are: Now Thank We All 

Our God; Jesu, meine Freude; A Mighty Fortress is Our God; In Dulci Jubilo; and Wake, 

Awake, For Night is Flying. The rhythms and ranges of these arrangements make the 

collection more difficult than David Newell’s Bach and Before for Band, but would be 

highly recommended for use with advanced middle school or high school groups and 

above. The collection is scored for SATB saxophone quartet with an optional alto I part 

for AATB ensembles.  
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Rascher, Sigurd M. Do You Listen?: Exercises for Saxophone Players. New York: 
Carl Fischer, 1994. 

 
Instrumentation: Various combinations of saxophones 

Level: Advanced 

Rascher’s text is a method book of notated exercises specifically designed for 

multiple saxophones. Although no longer in print, this method provides a series of 

exercises to help saxophonists develop aural skills that will assist in tone development 

and musicality. These studies are intended for two or more saxophonists and many are 

arranged for the participation of SATB voices. Exercises include pitch matching, interval 

identification, chord building, meter studies and saxophone ensemble exercises.  

In the preface to this method, Rascher exclaims:  

With my earlier publications for a methodical development of saxophone 
playing (158 Exercises [1935], Top-Tones for the Saxophone [1941], 24 
Intermezzi [1958], Scales [1965]) I intended to give the student basic 
practicing material. Today it is necessary to complement that with a 
different kind of exercises, exercises that are meant to help in the 
strengthening of the inner activity, needed to guide our playing. A weak 
guidance from within hardly enables us to fashion more than an acoustical 
shell for the composer’s intention.  
 

To enforce his opening remark, Rascher incorporates singing into these studies as a way 

to help develop the ear of the saxophonist (Example 2.5).  
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Example 2.8. Interval exercise for 3 alto saxophones in Rascher27 

A more advanced exercise entitled “Do You Need Barlines”, contains a series of short 

musical passages that do not indicate meter or include barlines. The instructions ask for 

saxophonists to use their ears to establish the musical line and how it should (or could) be 

phrased (Example 2.6). Another related exercise asks one saxophonist to perform a few 

short measures of a work and have others identify the meter.  

                                                 

27 Rascher, Do You Listen?, 8. 
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Example 2.9. “Do You Need Barlines?” Exercise no. 3 in Rascher28 

The latter portion of the book addresses saxophone ensembles. The “Big Scale” 

exercise is intended for groups of saxophonists ranging from three to seven voices. The 

goal of the exercise is to play a scale seamlessly, going from one voice to the next. In the 

explanation to the exercise, Rascher comments: 

The big scale offers us a practical opportunity to coordinate our playing 
with that of others. It is practical because the scale is familiar to all of us. 
We know: there are seven pitches before we reach the octave. Our ear 
does not need the assistance of the analyzing intellect. Hence, our 
attention can focus on other aspects of our playing, be that tone quality, 
timbre, dynamics, etc., aspects that make the difference between a reliable 
instrumentalist and a good musician.29 
 
The method book is 33 pages in length and could be used by high school band 

saxophone sections, quartets or ensembles. Due to the range and complexity of rhythms 

in many of the exercises, this study would be best utilized by advanced saxophonists at 

the high school level or above. The exercises in the book should be worked on in order, 
                                                 

28 Rascher, Do You Listen?, 16. 
29 Rascher, Do You Listen?, 24. 
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as they gradually increase in difficulty. Each exercise contains an excellent explanation 

and step-by-step instruction. The book also comes with a set of 8 individual parts scored 

for saxophone ensemble ranging from E-flat sopranino saxophone to E-flat contrabasso 

saxophone. Although not currently in print, this method can be accessed through 

interlibrary loan. 

Repertoire Collections 

The following entries include information regarding the contents, instrumentation, 

suggested level, and recommendations for use. 

 
Cailliet, Lucien. Cailliet Quartet Album for Saxophones. New York: Belwin, 1942. 
 
Level: Beginning to Advanced 
 
Instrumentation: AATB 
 

This collection is diverse, both in the types of music included and in the level of 

difficulty. Cailliet’s collection is comprised of ten works ranging from Bach to Bizet and 

includes an adaptation of Foster’s Oh! Susanna as well as two spirituals. There are no 

individual printed parts, but each voice is provided with a full score. This collection 

would be an excellent source to use to introduce developing quartets to the practice of 

score study. The level of difficulty ranges from the shorter spirituals and chorale styled 

works that include homophonic rhythms, easier key signatures, and slower tempos, to 

more virtuosic compositions. Keys signatures include up to three flats and two sharps for 

E-flat saxophones and one sharp and four flats for the B-flat tenor.  

Cailliet’s arrangement of Beethoven’s The Glory of God is comprised of mostly 

homophonic rhythms and major triads. It ranges from low B to octave F for the baritone 

saxophone and low C to octave C for the first alto, with the middle voices playing within 
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these registers. This piece could be approached by a beginning ensemble. In contrast, 

Cailliet’s Fantasia and Fugue on “Oh! Susanna” and his arrangement of Bach’s Fugue 

in G minor are significantly longer in length, extend into the palm keys for all voices, 

contain ornamentation, and are technically challenging. These works would be more 

appropriate for advanced groups. As a whole, this collection would provide excellent 

programming materials for an advanced group to use for a chamber concert or gig setting. 

The varied materials make this an effective source for work on intonation, articulation 

matching, phrasing, and group communication. Although not currently in print, used 

copies are available online. It is also held by many libraries across the country and can be 

obtained through interlibrary loan. Contents include: 

• Adagietto from L’Arlesienne   Bizet 
• Andante from Grand Piece Symphonique Franck 
• Come Sweet Death    Bach 
• Fantasia and Fugue on “Oh! Susanna” Cailliet 
• Fugue in G Minor    Bach 
• Glory of God     Beethoven 
• Menut in G     Beethoven 
• Quartet for Saxophones   Cailliet 
• Steal Away     Spiritual 
• Were You There    Spiritual  

 

 
Cohen, Paul, arr. The Renaissance Book: Songs and Dances from the Court of Henry 

VIII and The Mulliner Book. New York: Galaxy Music, 1979. 
 
Level: Beginning to Intermediate 
 
Instrumentation: SATB, SAT, ATB, SAB, STB 
 

Arranged by saxophonist Paul Cohen, the collection contains six Renaissance 

works for saxophone quartet and various combinations of saxophone trio. These 

compositions are brief, contain melodious lines, and are all in simple meters. Key 
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signatures range from one flat and one to three sharps for B-flat instruments, and no flats 

and one to four sharps for E-flat saxophones. The range is mostly contained within the 

staff for all voices, with only the tenor saxophone extending to palm D notes in the third 

work. Cohen describes the history of the works, along with a discussion of forms and 

styles in the preface to the collection. The Renaissance Book contains two works for 

SATB quartet and four trios using a mix of voicings. This arrangement of various 

combinations makes this collection a great choice for groups to work on listening to 

blend and balance. The voice not playing in a particular trio can study the score, listen 

and make critiques and suggestions on balance and style matching, and can practice 

conducting the group. These pieces would make an excellent addition to a recital program 

and for study purposes. Cohen notes that the tempo indications, dynamics, phrase and 

articulation markings are only editorial suggestions. He recommends that young groups 

listen to performances of early music ensembles to guide their interpretation. The 

collection includes: 

• Three Dances (SATB)   The Mulliner Book 
• Ah Robin (SATB)    William Cornish 
• Downberry Down (SAT)   Daggere 
• Blow Thy Horn, Hunter (ATB)  William Cornish 
• Where Be Ye My Love (SAB)   Anonymous 
• Pastime With Good Company (STB)  Henry VIII 

 
Cowles, Colin. A Very First Saxophone Quartet Book. London: Studio Music, 1988. 
 
Instrumentation: SATB (with AATB and ATTB options) 

Level: Beginning 

In keeping with the title of this collection, Cowles composed a set of six short 

pieces designed for study and performance by young or inexperienced players. Cowles 
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provides information about the range, difficulty level and his intent for the collection in 

the forward: 

This collection of easy graded quartets is designed to be played by the 
conventional SATB line-up. In this format, the first three pieces use only 
the first series of notes commonly found in tutors, going no lower than E 
for any of the instruments and no higher than finger register D. The 
remaining pieces cover a slightly wider range but are still both technically 
and musically aimed at young or inexperienced players. As well as being 
ideal training and practice material, pieces 2-7 form a suite for concert use. 
 

The collection comes with a score, which includes a piano reduction, and set of seven 

parts. Although the collection is intended for SATB instrumentation, there are alternative 

parts allowing for AATB or ATTB ensembles. There is also a bass clef part for bassoon, 

cello, etc., when a baritone saxophone is unavailable.  

 The first piece in the collection is a four-measure tuning study on a concert B-flat 

(I-IV-I) chord progression.  The tuning pitch is first stated and sustained in the alto part 

and is then followed at the unison by the soprano, baritone and tenor before the parts spilt 

into chords. The remaining pieces provide excellent training material for beginning 

groups. They employ a mix of homophonic and basic polyphonic rhythms as well as 

canonic writing, and provide opportunities for groups to work on matching note lengths 

and various articulation styles.  

Although these pieces are not necessarily appropriate for solo and ensemble 

contests, they would work well as training pieces and for chamber music recitals and 

concert performances and are recommended for beginning groups in the early stages of 

musical development. The flexible instrumentation and level make this collection 

especially ideal for large saxophone ensemble readings at university saxophone day 

events and summer music camps. The contents include: 
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• Tuning Test (concert B-flat chord progression in 4/4) 
• Chanson (Andante con moto, ABA form, key of E-flat in 3/4) 
• Motto (Scherzando, key of E-flat in 4/4) 
• Requiem (Pastorale, key of B-flat in 2/2) 
• Solo (Espressivo cantabile, key of B-flat in 4/4) 
• Signature Tune (Swing, key of B-flat in 4/4) 
• Half Light (Andante con moto, key of B-flat in 3/4) 

 

Harvey, Paul, ed. Saxophone Quartets. 3 vols. London: Chester Music, 1978.  
 
Instrumentation: SATB 
 
Level: Beginning to Intermediate 
 

Volume 1 of this collection includes twelve arrangements of works composed 

during the Renaissance through the early Baroque period. Paul Harvey, the editor and 

founding member of the London Saxophone Quartet, explains that this collection of early 

music “provides a good contrast to the existing French repertoire, and is very valuable 

rehearsal material for improving intonation, ensemble and balance.” Harvey adds that this 

collection has been used to coach student and amateur quartets at the London Saxophone 

Quartet’s annual Woodwind Workshop.  

The SATB scoring of these accessible works by noted composers for saxophone 

quartets is a most welcomed resource. This is high quality repertoire that can be used in 

performances as well as for training purposes. Several of the works included in the 

collection have been recorded by the Paul Brodie Saxophone Quartet on Gold Crest 

recordings (CRS-4131). Key signatures include up to one sharp and three flats for B-flat 

saxophones and two sharps and two flats for E-flat saxophones. Although the key 

signatures, rhythms and length of the pieces would be appropriate for younger players, 

less familiar time signatures, including cut time, 6/4, and 2/2, may prove challenging for 

inexperienced students.  
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One downside to this collection is that the score is in C and not transposed. The 

tenor saxophone part is written at pitch and therefore is notated primarily below the staff 

in treble clef. The baritone saxophone part is printed in bass clef. This would make score 

study difficult for younger players unfamiliar with reading notes in these registers or in 

bass clef. It would also require players to transpose if they wanted to perform the works 

from the score. Volume two contains works by John Bull, William Byrd, Domenico 

Scarlatti, Claude Daquin and Giles Farna. Volume three was unavailable for review for 

this study. Volume 1 contains the following selections: 

• Two Tuning Exercises   Harvey 
• Bransle Gentil (1612)    Praetorius 
• Pavane for the Earl of Salisbury  Byrd 
• Bransle Gay (1555)    Gervaise 
• Pavane and Galiarde (1557)   Etienne Du Tertre 
• Sumer is icumen in (c.1240)   att. John of Fornsete 
• Courante and Springdance   Praetorius 
• Amyntas with his Phyllis fair   Pilkington 
• Fair Phyllis I saw (1599)   Farmer 
• April is in my mistress’ face   Morley 
• Adieu sweet Amarillis    Wilbye 
• This sweet and merry month   Byrd 
• Sometime she would and sometime not Farnaby 

It is important to note that some online sources and references attribute this 

collection to Peter Harvey. This appears to be a cataloging error that should be addressed. 

 
 
Holmes, G. E., arr. Saxophone Symphony. Chicago: Rubank, 1959. 
 
Instrumentation: AATB 

Level: Beginning to Intermediate 

 Described on the Hal Leonard website as medium level quartets that are 

“excellent for contest or class ensemble work,” this collection of nine pieces arranged for 
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the AATB instrumentation would quickly become a well-used addition for a school 

library. Many of the selections are included on state contest lists and are challenging, yet 

accessible for advanced middle school students and younger high school groups. It would 

be highly recommended for any beginning AATB quartet. Key signatures extend up to 

four flats and one sharp for B-flat instruments and three flats and two sharps for E-flat. 

The ranges stay mostly within the staff for all voices, although the first alto part does 

extend up to a palm D and E on occasion. One advantage of this collection is that all four 

parts contain challenging technical and lyrical material. There are also no individual parts 

for this collection, meaning that all four voices must read off of the score. The score is 

well formatted for this and each voice has a numbered line to aid in following the right 

part. For practice on score study, this collection is an excellent place to begin. The 

collection includes: 

• Menuet from Don Juan   W. A. Mozart 
• March Theme from Algerian Suite  C. Saint-Saens 
• Country Gardens    Old English Dance 
• Finlandia     J. Sibelius 
• Quartet from Rigoletto   G. Verdi 
• Andante from Surprise Symphony  J. Haydn 
• Rosamunde     F. Schubert 
• Andante from Quartet in D   R. Bohne 
• Home on the Range    Old Cowboy Song 

 

 
 
Jones, Robert C., arr. Light Sax Classics. Vol. 1. Medfield, MA: Dorn, 1995. 
 
Instrumentation: SATB with optional AATB 

Level: Intermediate 
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This collection is the first of four volumes. The volumes are advertised on the 

Dorn Publications website as part of the publisher’s “gig book” collection. This 

collection would be ideal for quartet gigs and concerts, and provide developing groups 

with diverse reading material of familiar classical pieces. These are short arrangements, 

one to three minutes in duration, with many being under 25 measures. Only the main 

themes or motives are taken from the larger works, making these short arrangements 

unsuitable for contests, but fun to read! The key signatures of the transposed parts are 

limited to four sharps and three flats. The ranges are kept mostly within the staff and, 

with the exception of the Alto I (sub soprano part), the voices do not extend into the palm 

keys.  

The pieces arranged in this collection should be recognizable to most players and 

listeners, however if members of the quartet are unfamiliar with the titles, recordings are 

easily accessible and can be referenced through streaming music services and online 

videos. One negative comment regarding this collection is that the score is not 

transposed. The soprano and alto parts are written in treble clef, while the tenor and 

baritone parts are written in bass clef. With as short as these arrangements are, this 

collection could be of greater use for group score reading if it was available in a 

transposed format. Recommended for intermediate level quartets, with individuals having 

two years playing experience. Arranged for SATB with optional AATB. The contents 

include: 

• One Sweetly Solemn Thought  R.S. Ambrose 
• Il Bacio    Luigi Arditi 
• Air from Suite No. 3 in D Major Johann Sebastian Bach 
• Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring  Johann Sebastian Bach 
• Minuet in G Major   Johann Sebastian Bach 
• Ave Maria    Charles Gounod 
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• Fur Elise    Ludwig van Beethoven 
• Minuet in G     Ludwig van Beethoven 
• Ode to Joy     Ludwig van Beethoven 
• Toreador’s Song from Carmen Georges Bizet 
• Polovtsian Dance from Prince Igor Alexander Borodin 
• Hungarian Dance No. 5   Johannes Brahms 
• Cradle Song     Johannes Brahms 
• Waltz, op. 39     Johannes Brahms 
• Etude      Frederic Chopin 
• Fantasie Impromptu    Frederic Chopin 
• Military Polonaise    Frederic Chopin 

 

Rae, James. Introducing Saxophone Quartets: Easy Quartets for Beginners. New 
York: Universal Edition, 2006. 

 
Instrumentation: AAAA or TTTT 

Level: Beginning 

 This collection of twelve original compositions by James Rae is intended to 

introduce beginning saxophonists to making music in small groups. Each of the four 

individual parts contain the same level of technical difficulty and include practical tips 

and musical definitions. The first section of the book deals with strictly homophonic 

pieces, the second with polyphonic pieces, and the third combines both elements. The 

limited range and simple rhythms make this collection easily accessible to any 

saxophonists with at least one semester of study. The collection of quartets are 

recommended for use in group teaching of same keyed saxophones (such as four altos or 

four tenors), but are compatible with Rae’s Introducing Clarinet Quartets. Both these 

titles would be necessary if used by a quartet comprised of both B-flat and E-flat 

saxophones. 
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Rascher, Sigurd, ed. Gleanings from Six Centuries: A Vademecum for the Quartet 
Friend. New York: McGinnis & Marx, 1982. 

 
Instrumentation: AATB 

Level: Intermediate 

 A collection of eleven arrangements and two original works for saxophone 

quartet. Key signatures extend to four sharps and three flats. Knowledge and fluidity of 

technique in the palm keys is required for both alto parts. The first alto part is 

significantly more demanding in range and rhythms than the rest of the voices, making 

this a nice collection for a teacher to play with students or for a more advanced student 

paired with less experienced players. Overall, the tempos, range and rhythms of the 

pieces in this collection would be best suited for students with at least two years of 

playing experience. Several arrangements include grace notes and trills. The two original 

compositions by Wolfgang Jacobi are brief in duration, but contain more advanced 

compositional material, including thirty-second notes. The alto I part for Niederdeutscher 

Tanz extends up to high F in the palm keys, while the baritone saxophone part begins on 

a low B-flat.  

Rascher has written brief comments in the score for the collection that place each 

piece into a larger historical context. For example, the arrangement of Mendelssohn’s 

Shepherd’s Song includes the following statement from Rascher: “Mendelssohn was five 

years older than Adolphe Sax, and he died one year after the Saxophone was patented. 

“Shepherd’s Song” was composed in the same year the Saxophone was first heard in 

public in Paris.” This collection would make especially good reading and performance 

material for amateur adult groups. Contents include: 

• Ballet Du Roy pour Sonner Apres  Michael Praetorius, arr. Deans 
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• Canzona     Girolamo Frescobaldi, arr. Hunt 
• Fair Phyllis I Saw Sitting All Alone  John Farmer, arr. Heyburn 
• Psalm 55 from “Mora”   Traditional, arr. Rascher 
• Shepherd’s Song (Heidelied)   Felix Mendelssohn, arr. Weinberger 
• ‘T Saat Een Meskin    Jacob Obrecht, arr. Patrick 
• Two Hebrew Tunes    arr. Weinberger 
• He Is Good and Handsome   Passereau, arr. Shepherd 
• It was a Lover and His Lass   Thomas Morley, arr. Shepherd 
• Morning Prayer    Peter I. Tschaikovsky, arr. Deans 
• Niederdeutscher Tanz    Wolfgang Jacobi 
• Skizze      Wolfgang Jacobi 
• In Dulci Jubilo    J. S. Bach, arr. Weinberger 

 

Rascher, Sigurd and Lee Patrick, arr. Masterpieces for Saxophone Quartet. New 
York: Bourne, 1970. 

 
Instrumentation: SATB 
 
Level: Intermediate 
 

A collection of works spanning the fifteenth through twentieth centuries arranged 

for saxophone quartet by Sigurd Rascher and Lee Patrick. These pieces vary in difficulty, 

but should all be accessible for intermediate players with one to two years of experience 

as well as high school groups. The Minuet and Trio by Handel and God is Our Refuge by 

Mozart could be performed by beginning groups. This collection provides an excellent 

set of works for the SATB instrumentation and would be especially well-suited for 

groups with players new to the various saxophones. The key signatures range up to four 

flats for B-flat instruments and three sharps for E-flat. The ability to play throughout the 

full range of the saxophone is expected of each voice in the ensemble. As in Rascher’s 

collection, Gleaning from Six Centuries, each work contains a brief statement placing the 

composer and work into a broader historical context. Notes on stylistic interpretation, 
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suggested articulations and fingerings are also given. For example, a footnote on the 

score to the arrangement of Handel’s Sarabande and Gigue states:  

The Sarabande is played “Cantabile” – in a songlike style. Consequently, 
some of the tones will be slurred together. I have not marked these, as the 
players preferences are likely to change. In no case, however, will note 
values be shortened. The Gigue is played with light tonguing; still, the 
dotted notes are given full value!  
 

The Indiana State School Music Association (ISSMA) required music list for woodwinds 

states that any one piece from this collection could be used as a group one piece for state 

solo and ensemble contests. Contents of this collection include:  

• Minuet and Trio   Joseph Haydn 
• Sarabande and Gigue   G. F. Handel 
• Sanctus {First Part}   Johannes Ockeghem 
• Two Lute Dances   Anonymous 
• Elegie     Edvard Grieg 
• God is Our Refuge   W. A. Mozart 
• First Loss    Robert Schumann 
• Hunting Song    Robert Schumann 
• Elfentanz    Edvard Grieg 
• In Der Heimat    Edvard Grieg 
• Song Without Words No. 15  Felix Mendelssohn 
• Sinfonia from “Rinaldo”  G. F. Handel 

 
Teal, Larry, arr. Ten Saxophone Quartets. New York: G. Schirmer, 1969. 
 
Instrumentation: AATB 

Level: Intermediate 

Highly appropriate for high school level saxophone quartets, selections from 

Teal’s collection would be excellent follow-up material to Voxman’s First Book of 

Saxophone Quartets or the Rubank Saxophone Symphony collection. The volume is 

mostly comprised of arranged transcriptions of works originally for string quartet. While 

the quality of this repertoire is high, because of the source material, some of the 
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selections demand saxophonists to play continuous lines of ostinato patterns including 

slurred octave leaps, especially in the lower voices. This type of writing is fatiguing and 

can be frustrating if instruments contain any leaks. Other technical demands include 

running passages of staccato sixteenth notes, grace notes, trills, notated gruppettos, and 

delicate dynamics. Key signatures contain up to two sharps and three flats for E-flat 

instruments and one sharp and four flats for B-flat. Selections require the full range of 

each instrument and there are optional altissimo passages for the first alto voice. These 

pieces could be performed for contests and examinations as well as at chamber music 

recitals. Several works from this collection are included on the Indiana State School 

Music Association (ISSMA) required music list for woodwinds. The collection includes: 

• Bourrée from Suite No. 1     J. S. Bach 
• Presto from String Quartet Op. 18, No. 3   Beethoven 
• Minuet from String Quintet in E    Boccherini 
• Minuet and Presto from String Quartet Op. 20, No. 4 Haydn 
• Grand Quartet excerpt from Flute Quartet Op. 103  Kuhlau 
• Elijah “Yet Doth the Lord”     Mendelssohn 
• Minuet from String Quartet in Ev, K. V. 428   Mozart 
• Scherzo from String Quartet Op. 12    Rimsky-Korsakov 
• Scherzo from String Quartet in A minor, Op. 41, No. 2 Schumann 
• Andante Cantabile from String Quartet, Op. 11  Tchaikovsky  

 
Voxman, H. and R. P. Block, arr. At Christmas Time. Voxman Ensemble Series. San 

Antonio: Southern Music, 1986. 
 
Instrumentation: AATB 

Level: Beginning 

Although listed as a collection of quartet music by Susan Fancher, At Christmas 

Time functions more like a suite of familiar Christmas melodies arranged for four 
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saxophones.30 For a beginning saxophone quartet, these familiar melodies can serve as 

excellent material to develop skills such as phrasing, articulation, matching note lengths 

and dynamics, as well as tone and blend. This collection would be accessible to a 

beginning level ensemble, even within the first few months of instrumental study. Key 

signatures are limited to two sharps for E-flat voices and one sharp for the B-flat tenor. 

Range is very limited and rhythms consist of mainly quarter and eighth notes. There are 

no sixteenth notes within these arrangements. At Christmas Time is comprised of the 

following three hymns: 

• The First Noel (Eighteenth-Century French) 
• God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen (English) 
• Good Christian Men, Rejoice (In Dulci Jubilo) (Fourteenth-Century German) 

 
 
Voxman, H. and R. P. Block, arr. First Book of Saxophone Quartets. Voxman 

Ensemble Series. San Antonio: Southern Music, 1986. 
 
Instrumentation: AATB 

Level: Beginning to Intermediate 

A collection of twelve works ranging from the Renaissance through the Romantic 

periods arranged for AATB saxophone quartet, with no option for soprano saxophone. 

Although the title suggests that this is a beginning book, the rhythms, use of 

ornamentation and accidentals, range, and time signatures could be challenging for 

inexperienced players, yet the collection consists of a set of diverse, rewarding and 

accessible literature. Voxman and Block give clear musical directions, including phrase 

                                                 

30 See Susan Fancher, “The Saxophone Quartet: Music for Young Saxophone Quartets,” Saxophone 
Journal 26, no. 3 (January 2002): 58-59.  
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markings and breath marks. These pieces would make excellent selections for solo and 

ensemble contests and chamber music recitals. 

Key signatures extend up to two sharps and three flats, with some accidentals. 

The range is kept mostly within the staff for the lower voices. The alto parts extend into 

the palm keys, up to high E. Players should be comfortable with sixteenth notes, eighth 

and sixteenth note triplets, syncopation and dotted rhythms. The Mozart arrangements 

require familiarity with trills and grace note ornamentation. Time signatures include 4/4, 

3/4, 2/4, cut time and one selection in 9/8. Recommended for beginning quartets with 

members having at least one to two years of playing experience. Contents include: 

• Chorale “Allein Gott In Der Höh’ Sei Her” Mendelssohn 
• Three Renaissance Dances   arr. Voxman 
• A Purcell Suite     Purcell/Voxman 
• Adagio      Emmert 
• March and La Rejouissance    Telemann 
• Suite from For the Gentlemen  Shaw 
• Andante from Divertimento, K. 188   Mozart 
• Menuetto from Divertimento no. 8, K. 213 Mozart 
• Finale from Divertimento no. 13, K. 253  Mozart 
• Old French Melody op. 39, no. 16   Tchaikovsky 
• Character Piece (Longing) op. 7, no. 6  Mendelssohn 
• Two Contradances     Beethoven 

 
Voxman, Himie. Quartet Repertoire for Saxophone. Chicago: Rubank, 1964. 
 
Instrumentation: AATB 
 
Level: Beginning to Intermediate 
 

This collection of quartet repertoire is highly recommended for any school library. 

The works range in difficulty from works appropriate for beginning students through the 

intermediate level. As ensemble training pieces, the arranged works of Telemann, 

Schumann, and Brahms work especially well for matching articulation styles and note 
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lengths. While many of the pieces are short in duration, the transcriptions of the Mozart, 

Mitushkin, and J. C. Bach are more substantial and would make great selections for 

ensemble contests for high school groups. The collection also contains an original 

composition for quartet by Harold Walters. Works can either be read directly from the 

score or from individual parts. This collection provides a great foundation of materials 

and studies for beginning groups. Key signatures contain up to two flats and two sharps 

for E-flat saxophones and three flats and one sharp for the B-flat tenor. Due to its value 

from a pedagogical standpoint, an optional soprano saxophone part would be a welcomed 

addition to this collection. Selections include: 

 
• Bourrée from Suite in D   Bach/Voxman 
• Chorus of The Villagers   Borodin/Voxman 
• Contretanz No. 6    Beethoven/Hervig 
• Les Plaisirs     Telemann/Voxman 
• May Song Op. 41, No. 5   Mendelssohn/Voxman 
• Menuet     Wihtol/Voxman 
• Menuetto and Presto    Mozart/Hervig 
• Quartet Movement    Mitushkin/Voxman 
• Reflection     Brahms/Voxman 
• Rustic Song and Siciliana   Schumann/Hervig 
• Sinfonia No. 3     J. C. Bach/Voxman 
• Three Short Pieces (Brahms/Bartok)  trans. Voxman and Hervig 
• Vignette     H. Walters 

 
 
Waignein, André. Easy Saxophone Ensemble Album. Vol. 1. Collection Adolphe Sax. 

Holland: De Haske, 1991. 
 
Instrumentation: SATB 
 
Level: Beginning 
 

A collection of four original short pieces composed by Belgian composer André 

Waignein. This collection would be appropriate for any developing saxophone quartet 
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with members having at least one semester of saxophone study. Key signatures only 

extend to two sharps or two flats and the ranges for each instrument are kept mostly 

within the staff, and ascend to palm D on occasion. The four pieces progress gradually in 

difficulty. The collection could also be an excellent course of study for a young or 

developing SATB quartet. Titles include:  

• Petite Recreation 
• Premier Choral 
• Ambiance Dixie 
• Approches 
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Repertoire Guides 

Although there is an abundance of saxophone quartet literature available, it can be 

a daunting task to find repertoire that fits the need of the musical situation and that is 

appropriate for the performance level and interests of a developing ensemble. Repertoire 

guides are a necessary resource that can help music educators and saxophone quartets 

identify suitable literature. Some state music associations, such as the Indiana State 

School Music Association (ISSMA), publish lists of solo and ensemble music that are 

limited only to those works considered eligible for the top level of contest performances. 

Even with this distinction, the level of difficulty within these lists can vary greatly and 

without providing lists geared towards less experienced groups, identifying appropriate 

repertoire for the skill level of an ensemble can be challenging. Without listening to the 

work and studying the score, it is impossible to know if the repertoire selections included 

on these lists are appropriate for developing quartets. In some cases, the pieces included 

on these lists are highly virtuosic and can even exceed the ability levels of many 

collegiate ensembles.  

The following section provides citations and descriptions of resources, both 

online and in print, that provide graded reviews of saxophone quartet literature. These 

sources include article reviews, saxophone studio websites, professional saxophone 

quartet websites, publisher lists, and graded lists included in saxophone pedagogical 

materials. Resources that only list quartet literature, without a recommended grade level 

or providing a written review of the work, have been omitted. Specific titles and names of 

composers reviewed in these sources are provided when appropriate.  
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Amherst Saxophone Quartet. “Repertoire.” Accessed December, 16, 2017. 
http://amherstsaxophonequartet.com. 

 
This website provides a tremendous amount of resources for developing 

saxophone quartets. The interactive repertoire listing includes over 300 compositions and 

links to any available article, review, recording, video, composer biographical info, and 

description of each work drawn from anywhere within the site’s database. Lists of 

repertoire are grouped into the following categories: Sax Quartets 1978-2002, Sax 

Quartets 1857-1977, With Orchestra or Chorus, With Additional Musicians, Jazz, 20th 

Century Transcriptions, Baroque Transcriptions, Classical Transcriptions, Early Music, 

Ragtime, and All Repertoire. 

In addition to providing a history of the ensemble, the group explains that their 

hope for the site is for it to be “a useful resource for other saxophonists and anyone 

interested in building/maintaining an ensemble career in concert music.” The website 

includes sections on building careers, tips for musicians, sample program books, poster 

and flyers, and links to other saxophone quartet websites. Many of the articles written by 

Susan Fancher and published in the Saxophone Journal are included in full text. These 

include articles listing recommended literature. 

 
Bender, Rhett Lyle. “An Annotated Bibliography of Published Saxophone Quartets 

(Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Baritone) by American Composers.” DMA diss., 
University of Georgia, 2000. 

 
Limited only to those works by American composers, Bender’s study aims to 

provide musicians with a source guide containing stylistic and performance information 

on American saxophone quartets appropriate for recitals or competitions. For each 

quartet, Bender provides composer information, the date of the composition, location and 
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name of the publisher, the date of publication, commissioning body, dedication, level of 

difficulty, and approximate duration. Bender includes a brief overview of the form of 

each composition along with general style characteristics. He also lists any special 

technical requirements, such as extended techniques, and makes recommendations on 

programming and appropriate ensemble skill level. Bender examines eighty-four works 

in total and provides a listing of the quartets by level of difficulty. Composers reviewed 

include: Sammy Nestico, Arthur Frackenpohl, Lennie Niehaus, Michael Torke, Elaine 

Zajac, Warren Barker, Alec Wilder, Dana Wilson, Robert Linn, Terry Applebaum, Paul 

Creston, Phil Woods, and Frank Ticheli. The following seventeen works were all given a 

composite difficulty score of twenty or below and are listed in order of difficulty from 

easier to more advanced. Each of the following works are recommended for any 

advanced middle school or high school groups: 

• Swing Shift   Sammy Nestico   Kendor 
• A Study in Contrasts  Sammy Nestico   Kendor 
• Fanfare, Air and Finale  Arthur Frackenpohl  Shawnee Press 
• A Klezmer Wedding  Mike Curtis   Advance  
• Purism    Rusty Dedrick   Kendor 
• Ulterior Motives  Pete Ford   Great Works 
• Perpetuum Mobile  Walter Skolnik   Tenuto 
• Scherzo    Warren Benson   Kendor 
• Carnaval   Lucien Cailliet   Southern 
• Mysticism   Rusty Dedrick   Kendor 
• Swing Shift   Lennie Niehaus   Kendor 
• Quartet    Lawson Lunde   To the Fore 
• Serenade   Walter Skolnik   Tenuto 
• July    Michael Torke   Boosey & Hawkes 
• Fancy Flight   Mauro Bruno   Dorn  
• Four Vignettes   Jack End   Kendor  
• First Saxophone Quartet David Uber   Shawnee Press 
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Black, Robert. “Saxophonists Unite!” The Instrumentalist 36 no. 9 (April 1982): 52-
55. 

 
Black offers a graded list of repertoire suggestions for SATB and AATB 

saxophone quartet combinations. Most selections are graded level three or higher. The 

Three Folk Dances by Bartok and Sigurd Rascher’s collection Five Centuries for 

Saxophone Quartet (both for AATB combinations) are the only works given that include 

a level two rating. Other suggestions include Ten Saxophone Quartets compiled and 

arranged by Larry Teal, and quartets by Gabriel Pierne, Jean Absil, Eugene Bozza, Pierre 

Lantier, and Jack Marshall.  

 
Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Music for Young Saxophone Quartets.” 

Saxophone Journal 26, no. 3 (January 2002): 58-59.  
 

In addition to suggesting repertoire in this article, Fancher emphasizes the many 

benefits of participating in a saxophone quartet. She stresses the importance for all 

individuals in the quartet to be able to cue, suggesting that this ability will help them to 

better appreciate their band directors.  She also explains: “In order to play chamber 

music, the musicians must learn to listen carefully to each other while at the same time 

playing their own parts well. This benefits the school band program, because the students 

take these listening skills and apply them in the concert and jazz band settings.” In terms 

of repertoire, Fancher suggests that groups start out with easy music, or at least ensemble 

music that is easier than what each student can handle on their own as soloists. She states 

that ensembles should “use easy music to develop ensemble skills, then move on to more 

difficult music.” She advocates that students play original saxophone quartet music, but 

also emphasizes transcriptions, especially of J. S. Bach. Fancher then makes 
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recommendations for collections of repertoire, original works and transcriptions for both 

AATB and SATB ensembles.  

Collections for Beginning AATB Quartets (pieces range from easy to intermediate): 

• Gleanings from Six Centuries   Rascher/Patrick  McGinnis 
• Five Centuries for Saxophone Quartet  Rascher/Patrick  
• At Christmas Time    Voxman  Rubank 
• First Book of Saxophone Quartets  Voxman  Rubank 
• Quartet Repertoire for Saxophone  Voxman  Rubank 

Collections for Beginning SATB Quartets (pieces range from easy to intermediate): 

• Masterpieces for Saxophone Quartet  Rascher/Patrick  Bourne 
• The Renaissance Book, No. 1 and 2  Paul Cohen  Galaxy 

Transcriptions for Young AATB Quartets: 

• Air Op. 6, No. 10 (Junior High)   Handel/Skolnick Southern 
• Three Folk Dances (Easy)   Bartok/Gordon  Southern 
• Two Woodland Sketches (High School)  MacDowell   Presser 
• Quartettino (High School)   Schumann/Rascher  Peer 
• Two Preludes (Easy)    Bach/Fote   

Original Pieces for AATB Quartets (pieces suitable for young/beginning groups): 

• Sailor’s Hornpipe (Easy)   Henry Cowell  Peer 
• Three Pieces     Vaclav Nelhybel     Franco  
• Miniature Suite (Junior High)   Ted Petersen  Kendor  
• Nightshade     Richard Dillon  Boosey Hawkes 
• Blues      M. William Karlins  
• Two Modern Classical Quartets   Jack End  Kendor 

Transcriptions for SATB Quartets: 

• Fantazia (High School)    Gibbons/Hemke Southern 
• Ave Verum     Mozart 
• Two Preludes     Bach/Fote   

Original Pieces for SATB Quartets (recommended for high school groups): 

• Quartette     Florio   Peters 
• Goldrush Suite     J. Marshall  Shawnee 
• La Veillee de l’Ange Gardien   Pierne   Leduc 
• March des Petits Soldats de Plomb  Pierne   Leduc 
• Jilly Bean Walk (jazz style)   Russ Carere   
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Fancher, Susan. “The Saxophone Quartet: Saxophone Quartet Repertoire.” 
Saxophone Journal 24, no. 6 (July 2000): 6-7.  

 
This article published in the Saxophone Journal provides a guide to repertoire for 

more advanced groups (advanced high school and collegiate). In regards to repertoire 

selection, Fancher states: “I do not recommend focusing on what we now call the 

standard repertoire, because so much of it is, in my view, of poor quality. It may be 

useful music to work on as you develop your ensemble playing, but perhaps it is better to 

play transcriptions of older music masterpieces than second rate original works.” She 

then addresses recently composed works (over the past 20 years) geared towards 

advanced college level saxophone quartets, including: 

• July      Michael Torke 
• Alaric I or II     Gavin Bryars 
• Quartet     Lukas Foss 
• Tell No More of Enchanted Days  Mark Engebretson 
• Mosaics     C.P. First 
• XAS      Iannis Xenakis 
• Saxophone Quartet    Charles Wuorinen 
• Rasch      Franco Donatoni 

Fancher briefly describes the musical aesthetic of each work, lists the publisher 

and notes any special or extended saxophone techniques that are required to perform the 

work. For all collegiate groups, Fancher recommends the following contemporary 

compositions: 

• Chanting the Light of Foresight  Terry Riley 
• Duke Meets Mort    Robert Carl 
• Night Light      M. William Karlins 
• Four      John Cage 
• Drastic Measures    Russell Peck 
• Canonic Suite     Elliott Carter 
• Stand Apart     David MacBride 
• Second Saxophone Quartet   Wolfram Wagner 
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Hemke, Fred. “Music for the Saxophone.” In The Band Director’s Guide, edited by 

Kenneth Neidig, 120-23. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1964.  
 

This is a guide designed to aid school band directors in a broad range of topics 

within the profession. In chapter six, saxophonist Fred Hemke provides a list of graded 

solo saxophone and saxophone quartet works recommended for performance. Pieces are 

grouped by levels of difficulty ranging I-V. Hemke includes sixteen pieces for AATB 

ensembles and nine works for SATB ensembles. It is interesting to note that Hemke does 

not provide any recommendations for levels I and II for the SATB instrumentation.  

The AATB list includes: 

Level I. 

• Elegie     Grieg—Taylor  Mills 
• Hymn     Beethoven  GHM 
• Saxophone Symphony Album  Holmes  Rubank 
• Arioso     Bach—Kent   Fischer 

Level II. 

• Quartet for Saxophones  Lucien Cailliet  Belwin 
• Guardian Angel   Pierne—Nelson  Ludwig 
• The Cricket    Vecchi—Maganini Edition Musicus 

Level III. 

• Two Modern Saxophone Quartets Jack End  Kendor 
• Sailor’s Hornpipe   Henry Cowell  Peer International 
• Novelette    Sol Cohen  Belwin 

Level IV. 

• Quartet No. 2, Op. 16   Miller   Pro Art 
• Introd., Recitative and Chorale A. D. Schmutz  Associated 
• Prelude and Beguine   V. Williams  Fischer 

Level V. 

• Prelude and Finale   A. D. Schmutz  Associated 
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• Scherzo    Mielenz—Voxman Rubank 
• Choral Fantasy   Johnson  FitzSimons 

The SATB quartet list includes: 
 
Level III. 
 

• Introduction et Scherzo  Robert Clerisse Buffet Crampton 
• Marche des Petits Soldats de Plumb Pierne—Mule  Leduc 
• Chanson d’Autrefois   Pierne—Mule  Leduc 

Level IV. 
 

• Trois Conversations   Paul Pierne  Costallat 
• Goldrush Suite   Jack Marshall  Shawnee 
• Andante et Scherzo   Eugene Bozza  Leduc 

Level V. 
 

• Saxophone Quartet   A. Glazanow  Boosey—Hawkes  
• Quartet No. 1    Russell Howland Ybra Press 
• Introduction et Variations   Gabriel Pierne  Leduc 

sur Ronde Populaire 
 

 
New York State School Music Association. NYSSMA Manual: A Resource Manual of 

Graded Solo & Ensemble Music, Suitable for Contests and Evaluation 
Festivals. 31st ed. Westbury, NY: New York State School Music Association, 
2015.  

 
Updated every three years, the NYSSMA Manual is a 600+ page document that 

contains an extensive list of instrumental and vocal music repertoire for solo and 

ensemble performance. Each section is divided into six levels of difficulty, with level one 

containing the easiest works and level six containing the most challenging. The manual 

also includes contest information, rules and regulation for all New York State School 

Music Association sanctioned evaluation festivals. The 31st edition is in effect until the 

end of the spring 2018 NYSSMA Festival Season (June 2018). Ordering information is 

available at https://www.nyssma.org/committees/manual/  
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Sampen, John. “The New Virtuoso.” The Instrumentalist 32, no. 9 (1978): 54. 
 

In this article, John Sampen, Professor of Saxophone at Bowling Green State 

University, discusses the growing need to introduce contemporary techniques to high 

school saxophone students. He also discusses the importance of working on 

improvisation and experimental works either through band music or through the medium 

of saxophone quartet. Sampen includes a listing of recommended literature for 

contemporary techniques for the high school level saxophonists. This list includes six 

SATB quartets as well as fifteen works for unspecified instrumentation.  Sampen 

discusses several contemporary techniques employed in these compositions and how they 

can be approached on the saxophone.  He advocates the study of contemporary works 

that incorporate elements of improvisation as a means to develop “a feeling of freedom 

from the printed page and a good idea of form.” The saxophone quartet works reviewed 

include: 

• American Folk Song Suite    Ashford 
• Reel Music      Duckworth 
• Three Saxophone Quartets    Kucharz 
• Five Situations for Four Saxophones   McCarty 
• Visiones      J. Riley 
• Visions      Shrude 

 
Smith, Walker. "Clinics: Woodwind: Contest Music for Saxophone (Part II)." The 

Instrumentalist 29, no. 9 (April 1975): 45.  
 

This article is the second installment in the author’s review of saxophone music 

appropriate for middle and high school level music contests. Part I focused on music for 

saxophone and piano, while this article reviews duos, trios and saxophone quartet 

literature. In creating this list, Smith followed the following guidelines: each work needed 
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to be contest appropriate, within the technical and musical grasp of the less experience 

saxophonist, and it had to be, what Smith considers, “good music”. Smith excluded 

quartets arranged for AATB instrumentation, citing that there is more repertoire available 

for SATB quartets and that this instrumentation should be considered standard. Smith 

goes on to argue that the formation of an active high school SATB saxophone quartet 

justifies the need for the school to purchase a soprano saxophone.  

For each piece, Smith includes a description of the work, indicates grade level, 

provides performance recommendations, and lists any significant technical demands. 

Although Smith identifies twenty-one works for quartet, the article is over forty years old 

and therefore lacks many appropriate works composed over recent decades as well as 

quartets composed for AATB ensembles. The titles and composers of the works reviewed 

include: 

• Premier Quatuor, Op. 31    Absil 
• Trois Pieces      Albeniz (Mule) 
• Seven Transparencies    Arma 
• Sarabande     J. S. Bach (Hemke) 
• Fugue in E Minor     J. S. Bach (Kasprzyk) 
• Wind Rose      Benson 
• Andante and Scherzo     Bozza 
• Prelude and Dance     Dakin 
• Le Petit Negre     Debussy (Mule) 
• Quatuor      Dubois 
• Petit Quatuor      Francaix 
• Saxophon Quartett, op. 109    Glazunov 
• Three Histoires     Ibert (Clerisse) 
• Quartet      Karlins 
• Chanson d’Autrefois     Pierne (Mule) 
• Chanson de la Grand Maman   Pierne (Mule) 
• Marche de Petits Soldats de Plomb   Pierne (Mule) 
• La Viellee de L’Ange Gardien   Pierne (Mule) 
• Trois Conversation     P. Pierne 
• Quartet      Shrude 
• Quartet ’66      Spears 
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Teal, Larry. The Art of Saxophone Playing. Miami: Summy-Birchard, 1963.  
 

Although not dealing specifically with ensemble playing, this resource provides 

essential information for the individual saxophonist.  It includes reference charts on 

intonation tendencies and fingering suggestions for all four saxophones (soprano, alto, 

tenor and baritone).  Teal also provides a list of recommended literature for saxophone 

quartets.  The list includes 35 works ranging from easy to difficult.  

 

University Interscholastic League. “Prescribed Music List.” Accessed December, 19, 
2017. http://www.uiltexas.org/music/pml.  

 
The Prescribed Music List is published by the Music Program of the University 

Interscholastic League, which is designed to support and enrich the teaching of music in 

the Texas public school system. The UIL website provides a listing of instrumental and 

vocal music for solo, small-ensemble, and large-ensemble performance by grade level. 

This valuable listing of approved and recommended literature for use at state sanctioned 

music festivals and competitions is revised and updated every five years. The searchable 

online database does not require a subscription or login to access, however print copies 

are available for purchase. The current edition lists 149 works for saxophone quartet 

broken down into grade levels 1-3, with level one being the most difficult. The site 

provides 67 entries for grade 1 (most difficult), 57 entries for grade 2, and 25 entries for 

grade 3 level repertoire. Each entry provides the title of the work, composer, publisher 

information, and designated grade level. 
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Watchdog Music Publishers. “Our Catalog.” Accessed December 16, 2017. 
www.watchdogmusic.com/catalog.asp.  

 
Formed by music educator and saxophonist, Barbara Littell Bruske along with 

Richard E. Jensen, Watchdog Music was created to help provide access to varied and 

quality solo/ensemble music for the junior high and middles school age group. Their 

catalog of available publications is accessible through their website and can also be 

requested in print. The catalog includes music for band, duets, trios, quartets and larger 

ensembles, ranging in difficulty from easy to advanced. The inclusion of this publisher 

catalog is merited on its recommendation on forums within the North American 

Saxophone Alliance website. Watchdog’s catalog contains recently composed original 

compositions as well as arrangements by saxophone pedagogues including John Nichol, 

Professor of Saxophone at Central Michigan University and past president of the North 

American Saxophone Alliance. The catalog lists over ninety pieces for saxophone 

quartet. Each entry includes a brief description of the piece and information on the 

composer, arranger, skill level, timings, and instrumentation.  
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Applicable Resources from String and Chamber Music Pedagogy 

 

The importance of chamber music in a musician’s development, whether a wind 

or string player, has been stressed in countless sources. Scott Plugge’s study on the 

history of the saxophone quartet explains that Adolphe Sax relied heavily on chamber 

music for teaching purposes during the period he served as the saxophone instructor at 

the Conservatoire national de musique de Paris.31 M. D. Herter Norton states early on in 

her book on the art of chamber music that: “Good quartet playing gives the best possible 

training in all-round musicianship, since it requires adaptability to others, as well as clear 

and understanding performance on the part of each member.”32 

Although the Saxophone Journal and other saxophone-specific sources have 

given significant insight into the process of assembling a young saxophone quartet, 

finding appropriate repertoire, and troubleshooting rehearsal and ensemble issues, the 

wealth of sources aimed at string and chamber music pedagogy can also be of great use 

and should be consulted. The many similarities between string quartets and saxophone 

quartets merit the exploration of these methods and rehearsal aids. Both are homogeneous 

ensembles with a mix of voices from high to low, and have similar challenges in unifying 

note lengths, precision of articulation, blend and balance, and the speed and style of 

vibrato. Advice on rehearsing these techniques is indeed applicable to both ensemble 

types.  

The study of chamber music in general demands that individuals learn to 

communicate with one another, develop critical listening skills, and find productive and 
                                                 

31 See Plugge, 6-7. 
32 Herter Norton, 18. 
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structured rehearsal methods. The following sources, though not specifically for 

saxophone quartet, can be used to address these needs. The same key terms used in the 

section on “Pedagogical Sources for Saxophone Quartet” have been applied to assist in 

identifying sources on specific topics. 

 

Beckman, Seth and Jeffrey Graves. “Promoting Thoughtful Musical 
Collaboration.” American Music Teacher 46, no. 4 (February 1997): 20-24. 

 
Key Terms: Rehearsing 

Collaborating artists Seth Beckman and Jeffrey Graves wrote this article to 

identify the essential components involved with thoughtful musical collaboration and 

how those insights and tools might be passed along to students. Although geared towards 

collaborative duos, the authors encourage chamber music students to think about 

contributing equally to the ensemble in order to avoid the soloist-accompanist dyad. The 

article addresses factors that can impact musical collaboration, such as training 

background, work ethic, and ability level. The authors strongly advocate score study as a 

way to understand the changing roles of each musical line or part within a piece, 

especially when compositional devices such as imitation are deployed. The observance of 

intended texture, rhythm, and word-painting, when dealing with reductions or 

arrangements, is also emphasized. Of particular importance is the impact made by the 

teacher, or chamber music coach, in acting as a role model for their students in regards to 

music collaboration. The authors encourage teachers to invite their students to observe 

their own professional chamber ensemble rehearsals, turn pages at performances, and 

give feedback on balance and blend. They also suggest that coaches provide ample 
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opportunities for their students to perform in a variety of spaces and forums prior to 

important performances or competitions. 

 
Berg, Margaret H. “Promoting ‘Minds-on’ Chamber Music Rehearsals.” Music 

Educators Journal 95, no. 2 (December 2008): 48-55. 
 
Key Terms: Communication, Rehearsing, Tone 

This article provides strategies to assist young chamber music groups in 

developing independence and the ability to better understand the repertoire they learn. 

The method for establishing this independence calls for the ensemble director to use a 

tiered down approach. This allows the coach the ability to become less involved with the 

small ensembles through a series of steps that gives individual groups tools to run their 

own rehearsals. The first step involves modeling effective shared leadership behaviors 

and discussing rehearsal strategies with all students involved in chamber music 

ensembles. Berg suggests reading through one chamber work as a large group and 

discussing how to approach it, before breaking into smaller ensembles and working on 

the same piece.  The coach then works to assist in implementing rehearsal strategies 

amongst individual groups and gives the ensembles tools (such as a weekly goals log) to 

become independent and self-sufficient. Berg provides detailed rehearsal strategies for 

working on rhythm, intonation, and articulation, including: 

• Counting and/or clapping parts in the character and dynamic level of the 
piece. 

• Playing scales in unison and in chords in the key of the piece being studied.  

• Discussing ideas and thoughts on note lengths and practice matching one 
another.  

Berg addresses the need for student groups to share leadership, learn appropriate 

ways to critique one other, and give opinions and express their views in a positive 
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manner. Techniques for this involve the “Listen-Play-Discuss-Decide” formula, whereby 

students: (a) listen to one member’s suggestion for interpretation or critique; (b) try out 

the suggestion; (c) discuss whether or not the approach worked well; and (d) decide as a 

group whether to incorporate the idea into the performance. She also recommends 

assigning roles to each member of the group, such as timekeeper, rehearsals or coaching 

manager, paperwork manager, scores manager, etc. 

Berg suggests structuring productive rehearsals through the use of a weekly goals 

log. A sample log is provided that outlines assignments and designates leadership roles 

for an eight week chamber music course. The log might not be applicable for every 

chamber music situation, but it is insightful and certainly could be altered to fit differing 

timelines, needs and goals. The article also includes a listing of recommended chamber 

music resources, including pedagogical sources, professional chamber musician 

commentary, and selected chamber music repertoire lists. 

 

Blanche, Linda Susanne.  “Selected Etudes for the Development of String Quartet 
Technique: An Annotated Compilation.”  Ed. D diss., Columbia University, 
1996. 

 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Repertoire, Tone 
 

The aim of Blanche’s study was to create and compile a collection of rudimentary 

etudes that would aid in the development of foundational skills in dynamics, intonation 

timing, tone color, balance, ensemble and articulation for developing string quartets. 

Each of the aforementioned skills are divided into separate chapters. Blanche defines 

each skill using definitions from Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians and the New 

Harvard Dictionary of Music. She also gives a summary with examples on how each area 
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has been addressed in various string quartet pedagogical sources, including texts by 

Norton, Blum, Loft, Pochon, and Léner. Blanche then provides her own etudes to address 

each skill, followed by a list of recommended excerpts from the string quartet literature 

where the specific skill can be further applied. 

 

Example 2.10. List of Suggested Repertoire for the Study of Dynamics in Blanche33 

Many of the etudes Blanche includes in the study are arrangements of Bach 

Chorales. Her rationale in isolating each skill within an etude or chorale is to allow 

developing ensembles to concentrate on mastering one concept at a time, and then further 

refine that technique by applying it to the recommended literature. 

Blanche’s study provides a thorough listing of string quartet pedagogical sources, 

identifies areas of technical concern for developing ensembles, and provides concise 

                                                 

33 Blanche, 28. 
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summaries for how various pedagogues have addressed these issues. The development of 

awareness and control over dynamics, intonation, timing, tone color, balance, ensemble 

and articulation skills are as fundamental to saxophone quartets as they are to string 

quartets and a review of this source can give the quartet coach valuable ideas for creating 

applicable exercises for their own groups. 

 
 
Blum, David. The Art of Quartet Playing: The Guarneri Quartet in Conversation with 

David Blum. New York: Cornell University Press, 1986. 
 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Seating, Tone, Vibrato, Warm-up 
 

This book includes conversations held between musicologist and conductor David 

Blum with members of the Guarneri String Quartet: Arnold Steinhardt and John Dalley, 

violins; Michael Tree, viola; David Soyer, cello. Throughout the course of the book, each 

musician answers questions on their individual roles within the ensemble as well as their 

training and views on teaching. Collectively, the members give insight on specific 

repertoire, including works by Haydn, Mozart, Bartok and the Beethoven quartets, with 

an emphasis on Beethoven’s Opus 131.  

The book addresses the topic of ensemble playing in general and the idea of 

sacrificing individual musical personality when playing in a quartet. While admitting that 

many quartets find it important to sacrifice individual differences for a more unified 

sound, the members of the Guarneri Quartet take great value in their differences. One 

point that was equally emphasized was the value and importance of being a part of an 

ensemble where each member is equally capable of leading or following. From there the 

conversation flowed to rehearsal technique, how new pieces are approached and 
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rehearsed, the practice of score study, and the personal dynamics and challenges of 

maintaining a long-term chamber ensemble.  

Various aspects of quartet playing are examined in detail. Topics include: tuning, 

intonation, vibrato, left hand technique and practicing, pizzicato, bowing, note lengths, 

textual clarifications, dynamics, and rhythm and tempo. Points are explained and 

emphasized using musical score examples from the string quartet repertoire. Blum also 

questions the individual members about their teaching practices and beliefs.  

This book would prove highly valuable as required reading in a collegiate 

chamber music course, or for any serious musician, ensemble director, or active listener. 

The insight into the interpersonal dynamics of chamber music participation along with 

practical advice would be useful both to musicians participating in a chamber ensemble 

and for those coaching them. 

 

Cotter-Lockard, Dorianne.  “Chamber Music Coaching Strategies and Rehearsal 
Techniques That Enable Collaboration.”  PhD diss., Fielding Graduate 
University, 2012. 

 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Tone, Vibrato, Warm-up 
 

Cotter-Lockard provides strategies on chamber music coaching obtained after an 

investigative study with members of the Cavani String Quartet, while the chamber 

ensemble was in residence at the Cleveland Institute of Music. Cotter-Lockard 

documented the coaching strategies and techniques used by members of the quartet as 

they worked with string quartets of various levels. Chapter four of the dissertation deals 

specifically with the chamber music coaching process, breaking down and defining 

various coaching techniques into three categories: strategies for working on musical 
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interpretation and expression; building ensemble balance and sound; and strategies for 

managing individual personalities and group dynamics. The study explains various 

coaching and rehearsal techniques that any chamber group could use to improve 

communication (including aural, verbal and nonverbal), as well as create a greater sense 

of unified ensemble sound and musical approach. 

Many of the techniques described could readily be applied to coaching a 

developing saxophone quartet. These include: 

• Tuning Process: 

o  Tune individually with tuner first, then together as a group.  

o Use scales as warm-ups, playing all octaves first in unison, then 
octaves then in fifths, then as a chord.  

o Tune without vibrato, then with. 

o Study and play Bach Chorales. 

• Rhythm/Communication:  

o “Chamber Music Aerobics” exercise: moving together in pulse of 
repertoire being studied. 

o Looking up once per bar. 

o “Shakespearean Counting” exercise: counting aloud as a group in the 
character and dynamic of music being studied. Can also be done in 
language of composer. 

o Play standing versus sitting. 

o Conducting together. 

o Live, Breathe and Die” exercise: Each member takes a turn initiating a 
passage musically, rhythmically, and dynamically. The other members 
then mirror exactly what they observe. 

• Organization and Balance 

o Score study: understanding motives, melodies, and writing in 
cadences. 

o Understanding the form and architecture of a piece: noting when 
voices share rhythms (“same rhythm buddies”) and circling all 
silences. 
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o Discussing the mood/character of piece.  Determine whether the piece 
is singing or dancing. 

o Switch seats to hear balance differently. 

o “Shine the Light” exercise: players focus and send supporting sound to 
player with melody. 

These detailed procedures for tuning, communication, and listening are practical 

for all musicians. The appendices included in Cotter-Lockard’s dissertation provide 

additional details about the Cavani String Quartet’s coaching practices and exercises, 

which can be particularly useful as a short-hand guide for chamber coaches. Appendix F 

provides the name of each coaching technique, the category it falls within (interpretation 

and expression, ensemble and sound, or group dynamic), the stage of development at 

which the technique could be introduced to an ensemble, and its intended purpose.  

 
King, Elaine C. “The Roles of Student Musicians in Quartet Rehearsals.” 

Psychology of Music, 34 (2006): 262-282. 
 
Key Terms: Communication, Rehearsing 
 

This provocative study investigates the challenges faced by students when 

learning how to collaborate in chamber music rehearsals. King’s study indicates that 

many young groups struggle to balance individual personalities and “mood swings” 

within the ensemble and can have difficulty expressing ideas and working together. King 

suggests that setting a clear rehearsal structure and set of regular exercises help students 

to focus and engage with each other in a more consistent and effective manner. While not 

offering specific solutions or exercises to address these ensemble issues, the article brings 

to light real problems associated with conducting effective chamber music rehearsals.  
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Léner, Jenö. The Technique of String Quartet Playing. London: J. W. Chester, 1935. 
 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Tone, Vibrato 

Léner comments in the foreword to this method that “the ideal quartet should 

sound like one instrument; and in order to attain this, it is essential, among other things, 

that all the four parts should adopt the same phrasing, bowing and volume of tone.” What 

follows is a method book consisting of twenty studies and repertoire excerpts designed to 

address ensemble precision in rhythm, dynamics and tone.  

For each study, Léner uses scales in a variety of ways in order to isolate and 

address specific ensemble issues. To address balance, the first exercise asks for a scale to 

be played in unison without a change in the dynamic. Léner, specifically instructs that 

“care must be taken that an equal volume of tone is produced by all four players,” and 

“the emission of a stronger volume of tone from one instrument, and a weaker from 

another must be avoided.” Once this is mastered at various dynamic levels, the same 

process is then applied to an excerpt from the string repertoire, in this instance one 

composed by Kreutzer. Other studies include playing harmonized scales at unified 

dynamics, scales in unison and harmonized with changes in dynamics, exercises in 

uniformity of tone color, and scales with various bowings. The method concludes with 

several examples from chamber music works by Beethoven, Jongen and Malipiero and 

offers a “practical way of studying them.”  

Although no longer in print, Léner’s method can be accessed through interlibrary 

loan. In addition, these techniques have been suggested and applied in other sources, both 

by saxophonists and other chamber musicians. The use of scales to address issues of 
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balance, blend, articulation, intonation, vibrato, and dynamics have also been included in 

the saxophone quartet exercises included in this study. 

 
Loft, Abram. Ensemble! A Rehearsal Guide to Thirty Great Works of Chamber Music. 

Portland: Amadeus Press, 1992. 
 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Marketing, Rehearsing, Repertoire, Seating, 

Tone, Vibrato, Warm-up 

Aimed specifically at string players, Loft’s guide is intended for all beginning, 

amateur and professional groups. The text covers thirty works of mixed chamber music 

for string trios and quartets, and for strings with other instruments. Information about the 

composer, history and analysis of the piece, and suggestions for interpretation are given 

for each work. Although the majority of the text discusses specific string chamber works 

in detail, the value for saxophone quartets (and any chamber group for that matter) can be 

found in the preface and introduction of this resource. The first 30 pages provide advice 

on rehearsal technique and principles of performance, covering in detail topics from score 

study, cueing, and group communication, to rehearsal room setup and program building.  

This resource is highly recommended for anyone involved in chamber music. An 

especially salient note is Loft’s ten “Rehearsal Commandments” that promote score 

study, open-mindedness, punctuality, collegiality, rehearsal efficiency, and imagination. 

These can be found on page 31 of the introduction. 

Although this text would most appropriately serve students and/or ensemble 

musicians at the college level or above, instrumental music teachers and coaches could 

use many of the practical suggestions to help guide younger developing groups. 
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Beginning collegiate saxophone quartets would also benefit from the tips on rehearsal 

structure, preparedness, program building and professionalism. 

 
Norton, M. D. Herter. The Art of String Quartet Playing: Practice, Technique and 

Interpretation. New York: W. W. Norton, 1962. 
 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Seating, Tone, Vibrato, Warm-up 

First published in 1925, this book was written by violinist and violist M. D. Herter 

Norton as a practical guide for establishing both amateur and professional string quartets. 

In the preface for the 1962 publication, Isaac Stern comments that, even with the 

availability of fine recordings of string quartets along with an ever increasing number of 

books on the history and analysis of chamber music, it is surprising “to find that Mrs. 

Norton’s book is the only one available for competent direction to the player (as opposed 

to the listener) of string quartets.” While there have been several similar works published 

since Stern’s statement, Norton’s definitive text offers valuable insight for quartet players 

on the importance of listening, the relationships between musicians and how to work 

together, rehearsal techniques, and style considerations. In her own words, Norton 

comments: “It is the purpose of the following analysis, then, to suggest ways of getting at 

the characteristic problems of quartet playing and of working them out. It was undertaken 

in the hope that such a study might be of use to the student musician in the service of his 

art and to the amateur in penetrating further into the realm of things he holds so dear.” 

The book is divided into seven chapters and includes an index. The first chapter 

“Style and the String Quartet”, addresses the historical development, form and style of 

string quartet music, its tradition and use, and the intent of Norton’s analysis. Chapter 

two discusses the variables found within the ensemble, including: the principles of 
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playing together, listening, roles of each voice, issues of leadership, seating and position, 

lighting during rehearsals and performances, the setup of chairs, how to sit during rests, 

ways to signal form, and best practices for counting and keeping time. Rehearsing 

technique, including suggestions for sight-reading, score study, and the use of recordings, 

is the topic of the third chapter. Tempo and tempo modification is addressed in chapter 

four and phrasing in chapter five. The sixth chapter deals with dynamics, including 

general considerations, the effect of distance, accents, and rhythmic emphasis. Lastly, 

chapter seven addresses issues surrounding color and texture. The last chapter is the 

longest in length and covers a broad range of considerations, including various types of 

note lengths and their interpretation, proportion and relations between voices, vibrato, 

intonation and tuning, chords, tonal colors, and issues with combining other types of 

instruments with the ensemble.   

Saxophonists could apply many of Norton’s instructions for phrasing, dynamics, 

color and texture. On issues involving the bow or bowing technique, wind players could 

think of these techniques in terms of air usage and direction, and types of articulation. It 

is a highly recommended source for saxophone instructors who coach students new to 

quartets and could also be used as a required text for students enrolled in chamber music 

study. Only 190 pages in length, this text is a quick read, yet is full of useful information 

for anyone interested in performing or coaching chamber music. Norton offers practical 

suggestions for making informed musical decisions using specific examples with 132 

musical quotations in full score.  
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Parnell, Janine E. “String Quartet Playing at the Elementary Level: The 
Development of Ensemble Materials Using Classical and World Music.” 
DMA diss., Catholic University of America, 2003.  

 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Repertoire 

Using musical arrangements from a wide variety of classical and world music 

genres, Parnell’s study provides supplemental materials for student ensembles that 

address tuning technique, the study of melody and harmony, and musical sensitivity. 

Divided into eight sections, Parnell’s document includes historical information regarding 

the development of the string quartet, performance practice, the role of each instrument 

within the ensemble, relationships within the string quartet, and the development of 

teaching strategies. She focuses on intonation and includes finger pattern exercises and 

etudes, sight-reading studies, tuning scales and chorales. She provides exercises to 

develop analytical listening skills on melodies and harmonies, and introduces students to 

musical sensitivity activities, including “call and response” exercises. Chapters six 

through eight include arrangements and transcriptions from the Western classical 

tradition, American popular and folk genres, and world music from Western Europe, 

Asia, South Africa, Jewish folk songs, Native American songs, and tunes from Latin 

America. 

At the beginning of each chapter, Parnell outlines the main points to be addressed 

and includes teaching strategies for coaches. For instance, in the fourth chapter on 

analytical listening, Parnell explains that the focus of the chapter is to address questions 

on melody and harmony: “What it is and who has it.” To help students think more 

critically about melody, Parnell suggests that teachers ask their students to write their 

own melodies and then explain them in terms of the type of motion they employ, their 
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contour, range, tonal basis, and rhythm. She also includes lesson plans, supplemental 

materials, and exercises to further support the teaching of each topic. This resource is 

intended to facilitate music teachers in the coaching of young and developing string 

ensembles, but could be especially useful as study material within collegiate chamber 

music teaching courses. Lesson plans on intonation, melody, and harmony study could 

also be used while teaching a chamber group at a summer festival, or as part of a school 

chamber music program.  

While not presented as a curriculum, Parnell’s study provides creative approaches 

for teaching very fundamental aspects of music-making. Her inclusion of arrangements 

from classical and world music genres include background information about each work, 

suggestions for interpretation, and coaching strategies.  

 
Pochon, Alfred. A Progressive Method of String-Quartet Playing. 2 vols. New York: 

G. Schirmer, 1924-28. 
  
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Seating, Tone  
 

First published in 1917, this method is divided into two volumes, elementary and 

advanced, and is dedicated “to those interested in chamber-music in general, and string-

quartet in particular.” The first volume is intended for developing groups and addresses 

the following topics: seating arrangements, tuning, starting and ending as a group, sight-

reading repertoire, ensemble issues, the importance of score study, and interpretation. 

Pochon gives ample written advice on each topic and then provides several musical 

excerpts for students to play and apply the suggested techniques. There are forty total 

excerpts in the first volume, which are taken directly from the string quartet repertoire. 

The second volume consists of the method along with a separate set of scores and parts 
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containing fifty-three musical excerpts. Continuing from volume one, the advanced text 

focuses on specific articulation styles, the trading or linking of musical phrases and 

figures, playing in odd or “awkward” time signatures, pizzicato technique, and 

contemporary harmonies. Excerpts include compositions by Brahms, Schubert, Debussy, 

Haydn, and Beethoven. 

Although listed as “elementary”, the first volume of Pochon’s method would not 

be appropriate for a young group. There is a considerable amount of text used to define 

and explain each technique and the musical examples would be too advanced for 

beginning students. This text is intended for groups where the individual members have 

had significant study on their respective instruments and would be most appropriate for 

collegiate groups, a collegiate chamber music course, or for study by a chamber coach. In 

addition to the exercises, Pochon gives a brief historic background on the development of 

the string quartet. He concludes the first volume by explaining the relative roles or duties 

of the four quartet instruments, calling on the ensemble to keep in mind the following: 

• Remember that no instrument should predominate in an exaggerated manner, but 
blend with the others. 

• To listen is an art which tells us, among other things, when tone ceases and noise 
begins. 

• The pivot of profitable work is to avoid being influenced by the feeble points of 
the others, but, on the contrary, to try and add their best qualities to one’s own. 

• The artist playing in quartet should keep his personality, but must be prepared to 
sacrifice his resources to the general welfare and final effect. 

Although this text is no longer in print, Pochon’s views on the roles of individuals within 

a quartet and his use of descriptive techniques followed by musical excerpts for their 

application have been adapted and utilized in many contemporary pedagogical materials. 

The language of the text in volume one is provided in English, French, and Spanish. 
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Smith, Jennifer. “Quartet Rehearsing: A Guide to Efficiency.” American String 
Teacher, 43 (Summer 1993): 52-54. 

 
Keywords: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Vibrato 

Smith provides an overview of the string quartet rehearsal techniques employed 

by her own professional ensemble, the Cascade Quartet, which at the time of the article 

was the quartet-in-residence in Great Falls, Montana. The article addresses issues of 

rhythm, intonation, vibrato, sound, phrasing, and musical pacing. It also provides 

exercises and practice techniques utilized by her own quartet. After discussing each 

technique, Smith explains that by focusing rehearsal time around these specific issues, the 

Cascade Quartet has been able to maximize their rehearsal efforts and play in a more 

unified manner.   

Similar to other articles on string quartet technique, the idea of sharing leadership 

roles during rehearsals, practicing group breaths, counting out loud as a group, tuning 

(using scales, chords and Bach chorales), and score study is emphasized. One unique 

approach to solving ensemble issues is to isolate and rehearse all like-sounding sections 

in order to create a greater unity of sound and consistency of dynamic when performing a 

work. Another technique requires all four members to conduct a passage simultaneously 

in order to visually identify any existing differences of character and shape amongst 

ensemble members. 

 

Spanhove, Bart. The Finishing Touch of Ensemble Playing: A Flanders Recorder 
Quartet Guide for Recorder Players and Teachers. Peer, Belgium: Alamire, 
2000.  

 
Key Terms: Communication, Intonation, Rehearsing, Repertoire, Tone, Warm-up 
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In this book, Spanhove, a member of the Flanders Recorder Quartet and professor 

at the Lemmens-instituut in Leuven, Belgium, provides practical suggestions on the 

technical aspects of playing in an ensemble and also provides advice and guidance for 

teachers. Divided into two sections, part one deals with ensemble playing techniques. It 

covers intonation, listening and playing together, and the agreement and matching of 

dynamics, articulation, phrasing, and style. The second part is aimed at teachers. It 

advises on the structure of coaching sessions, gives strategies for introducing new pieces 

to young groups, provides teaching aids for solving technical problems, and discusses 

recommended teaching tools.  

Although targeted specifically at recorder ensembles, the suggestions and 

pedagogical materials presented in this text can easily be applied to saxophone quartets. 

Part two is especially valuable. Spanhove identifies specific goals that ensemble teachers 

should have going into their coaching sessions and offers suggestions on how to achieve 

those goals. This text would be particularly useful for anyone new to ensemble teaching, 

or for those without a strong background in chamber music.  The text includes musical 

examples, ensemble exercises, a short history of the recorder ensemble, and a listing of 

recommended repertoire. 

 
Stratton, George and Alan Frank. The Playing of Chamber Music. London: Dennis 

Dobson, 1951.  
 
Key Terms: Communication, Rehearsing, Seating, Tone  

First published in 1935, this whimsical short text on string quartet playing by 

Stratton and Frank provides recommendations for rehearsal technique, outlines common 

“pitfalls” found in ensemble work, and includes a performer’s analysis of three string 
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quartet works by Mozart, Beethoven and Debussy. Above all, the authors stress that 

successful chamber music making begins with a focused mindset. The text opens with the 

statement: “The art of playing chamber music depends largely upon the faculty of 

thinking ‘chamber-musically’,” explaining that a “‘particular mental state,’ or ‘mental 

transformation’ is what is actually required to attain a high standard of chamber music 

performance.”   

Although brief, the introductory section and chapter on rehearsal method 

identifies key points that can be of great use for the developing saxophone quartet, 

including advice on articulation matching, blending, balance and phrasing. Emphasis on 

deep listening is also given high priority. The authors exclaim: “It is only by constant, 

hard listening to one’s colleagues that a good ensemble may be obtained. Each player 

must know when to give and when to take.”  

Practical suggestions for rehearsal structure include: playing straight through a 

work, without a break for the first read; rehearsing accompanying parts without the solo 

or melody line; rehearsing challenging sections in pairs or groups of three; score study 

and melody identification; playing under tempo, and at soft dynamics, regardless of what 

is marked; and allowing time to play straight through each movement without a break at 

least once per rehearsal to obtain an idea of the general structure. Other key points of 

emphasis include, careful study of the score by every player; keeping stands low at 

rehearsals to aid in communication between players; and studying the main 

characteristics of the composer of a work or of their school of composition.  

While the performer’s analysis of the three string quartets by Mozart, Beethoven 

and Debussy contain elements that are quite specific in terms of string technique, the 
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insight into the interpretation of works by these composers is invaluable.  There are many 

transcriptions for saxophone quartet of works by these composers and a review of this 

short chapter can assist saxophonists in garnering a deeper understanding for their 

interpretation. 

 

Villarrubia, Charles. “Chamber Music: Skills and Teamwork.” Teaching Music 7, 
no. 6 (June 2000): 38-42. 

 
Key Terms: Communication, Rehearsing 
 

This article is directed towards directors and instructors of high school music 

programs and advocates for chamber ensembles as a regular part of the school band 

curriculum. Villarrubia explains that active participation in chamber music will help 

develop students who actively listen and are able to adapt and respond to the sounds they 

hear around them, ultimately becoming more aware and independent musicians. The role 

of the chamber coach is defined as an advising one. Villarrubia warns that too much 

interaction with the group could diminish the chamber experience.  

The author outlines several exercises and practices for beginning chamber music 

players to work on the development of communication skills and teamwork, including: 

group breathing exercises; reading from the full score; practicing in pairs; and using a 

consistent set of score markings for group breaths, group releases at phrase points, and a 

group cutoff at the end of a piece. Villarrubia encourages groups to share the 

responsibilities of leading the ensemble and to take turns giving feedback on style 

matching, balance, blend, and intonation.  
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Wenger, Janice. “Focusing the Rehearsal: Tips and Tricks for Students and 
Coaches.” American Music Teacher 58, no. 2 (October 2008): 27-32. 

 
Key Terms: Communication, Rehearsing 

This article contains a summary of a panel discussion on exercises and activities 

to promote productive chamber music rehearsals. The panel was comprised of two string 

players, a vocalist and a pianist and was moderated by Janice Wenger. Topics discussed 

include warm-up exercises, breathing and cueing, setting tempos, score study, 

organizing/leading rehearsal time, moving together, balance and blend, awareness, and 

listening. Many of the exercises described were unique and would be applicable to any 

type of chamber ensemble, especially younger groups. Specific exercises highly 

applicable to saxophone quartet include: 

• “Scale train” exercise: students pass a scale around the group, beginning with four 
notes each, and then reducing down to one. The focus is on connecting each 
segment to the next and overlapping with seamless connection. 

• Spoken word cueing exercise: without any music stands, practice cueing in the 
character of the piece by having the group speak a single word together in various 
styles (i.e. excited, dreamy, angry, etc.).  

• “Leader for the day” exercise: each quartet member would take a turn running a 
rehearsal and actually sitting in the “soprano” chair. 

• “Movin’ with the groove” exercise: have the coach or one player assign a 
movement for everyone to do together while playing a passage. 

• Playing from the full score and listening to the work while studying the full score. 

• Focused listening: ask students to play through a short passage and either have 
everyone listen for the same thing, or assign each member something different, 
such as balance, intonation, phrasing, articulation, etc. 

• Conducting through passages while singing parts. 

• Assigning words to notes and rhythms and speak/sing through phrases. 

• Shakespearean Counting: take a short section and count every beat in each bar 
together and out loud, in the character and with the dynamics and expressions that 
are indicated in the score. 

• Clapping parts to work on rhythm. 
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• “Come over here” exercises: for working on expression, have each student take 
turns saying the phrase “Come over here” using a variety of moods and feelings. 
The other members of the group guess the mood/character and discuss what 
factors make the moods change. Students then model this expression with their 
instruments. 

• Sing phrases together to work on unified expression.   

 

Williamon, Aaron. “Strategies for Ensemble Practice.” In Musical Excellence: 
Strategies and Techniques to Enhance Performance, edited by Aaron 
Williamon, 85-103. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004.   

 
Key Terms: Communication, Rehearsing 
 

This chapter focuses on the importance of verbal, aural, and visual cues for 

successful rehearsals and performances. Williamon examines a variety of ensemble types, 

from duos to full orchestras, and discusses the functions of members within those 

ensembles. He points to research from the field of social psychology to discuss how each 

individual member’s own sense of belonging within an ensemble directly effects the 

ability of the group to function as a whole. Suggestions for overcoming personality 

conflicts within ensembles are discussed as are rehearsal techniques for building both verbal 

and nonverbal communication skills. This research would be most beneficial to instrumental 

instructors and ensemble coaches who are interested in learning more about group dynamics 

and examining how individual personality types tend to function in chamber music situations.  
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Chapter 3: CONCLUSIONS FROM THE SOURCES 
 

Summary of the Main Topics Addressed in the Literature 

Over the course of collecting this research, many topics emerged that were shared 

across the pedagogical literature. Questions from readers published in the Saxophone 

Journal along with online saxophone forums most frequently asked for advice on finding 

appropriate repertoire for beginning groups. To assist in this endeavor, a section 

highlighting recommended repertoire and resources has been provided at the end of this 

chapter. In terms of ensemble specific issues, saxophone quartet literature also addressed: 

the benefits of participating in a quartet, instrumentation of the ensembles (i.e. 

preferences for SATB over AATB), seating arrangements, effective methods for tuning 

and warming up the ensemble, improving communication skills, use of vibrato, 

productive rehearsal techniques and tools, balancing skill levels and addressing group 

dynamics. Many of these issues were also broadly discussed in string and chamber music 

sources. The following chapter will provide an overview of the commonalties used in 

addressing these topics, review several unique approaches, list appropriate repertoire, 

make recommendations for promoting developing saxophone quartets, and suggest ideas 

for future research and resources. 
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Commonalities  

Benefits and Justifications 

 Chamber music playing provides a tremendous benefit to the individual musician 

and to school music programs. This is as true for saxophonists as it is string players and 

these sentiments permeated throughout the literature. Participating in a quartet is an 

effective way to improve one’s tone, intonation, musical sensitivity, confidence, 

knowledge of repertoire, and build listening and communication skills. As Norton 

proclaimed in her text on the art of string playing, “Good quartet playing gives the best 

possible training in all-round musicianship, since it requires adaptability to others, as well 

as clear and understanding performance on the part of each member.”34  

Saxophonist Andrew Allen suggests that the formation of saxophone quartets can 

help alleviate bad habits and over-blowing, which can develop during the marching band 

season. He explains: “The small ensemble offers the student saxophonists a chance to 

play out with full sounds, without the fear of drowning out others, as they might in a 

band. As a result, they will learn to support more, and their sounds will improve in solo, 

chamber, and large ensemble performance.”35 These same benefits were echoed by 

Norton in that, “No combination of instruments more severely tests the accuracy of the 

players’ intonation than the string quartet. The very exquisiteness of texture of its four 

selected voices is transparent to any defects and just intonation is essential to clean and 

clear performance.”36 

                                                 

34 Norton, The Art of String Quartet Playing, 18. 
35 Allen, “SOS: Save Our Saxophones with Quartets this Fall,” 19. 
36 Norton, 176. 
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Pedagogues often encourage musicians to become active in chamber music as 

soon as possible. Saxophonist Susan Fancher, along with members of the Amherst 

Saxophone Quartet, advocate that students begin participation in saxophone quartets as 

early as middle school, with the goal of advancing to high level SATB quartet literature 

during high school. Similarly, in his interview with members of the Guarneri Quartet, 

David Blum revealed that that all members of the ensemble stressed the importance of 

their exposure to chamber music early on in their musical development. Michael Tree 

commented that as a child, he was exposed to chamber-music sessions that were held in 

his home every week. These sessions included a mix of professional as well as amateur 

players. Tree highly valued this exposure, explaining that “performing with them 

provided some of my most meaningful encounters with the quartet repertoire.”37  

Instrumentation and Seating Arrangements 

The two most common ensemble configurations for saxophone quartets are either 

soprano, alto, tenor, baritone combinations, or two altos, tenor, and baritone. While either 

type of ensemble would be beneficial to a school band program, whenever possible, 

SATB combinations are strongly encouraged. The use of a soprano saxophone is 

advantageous for the tonal color it provides and the balance it gives to the ensemble. 

SATB combinations are also recommended due to repertoire considerations, as a majority 

of advanced and professional literature has been written for SATB ensembles.  

While the seating positions for the alto, tenor and baritone remain somewhat 

flexible, it is the general agreement across sources that the soprano player be positioned 

on the far left, similar to the first violin in a string quartet. As Loft explains, “The seating 
                                                 

37 Blum, The Art of Quartet Playing, 114. 
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plan of the string quartet is roughly U-shaped. As seen by the audience, the 1st violin is at 

the left and front of the group, with the 2nd violin back, a bit to the right, and angled 

slightly so as to face toward the listeners. Either the viola or the cello can sit opposite the 

1st violin.”38 Most saxophonists suggest that, aside from the soprano player, the ordering 

of the other three saxophones should be left up to individual quartets based on their own 

sound tendencies. For saxophone quartets, Richard Ingham comments that the most 

common distribution of voices (stage right to left in semicircle) are SATB, STBA, and 

BTAS.”39 While not as common, Ingham argues that the BTAS formation ensures that 

the baritone production moves into the ensemble rather than directly out to the audience.  

Also drawing comparisons between the two ensemble types, in his saxophone quartet 

column for the Saxophone Journal, Timothy Roberts makes the recommendation that 

saxophone quartets position themselves in the same configuration as the Budapest String 

Quartet, SABT (from the audience’s left to right). 

Pedagogues also recommended various seating configurations for rehearsals as 

opposed to performance situations. While a “U” or “V” shaped seating arrangement was 

recommended for performances, Andrew Allen recommended that quartets utilize an “X” 

formation for rehearsals, with soprano and tenor, and alto and baritone facing each other, 

making it “easier for each student to hear the parts of the other members of the group, as 

well as intonation discrepancies.”40  

                                                 

38 Loft, Ensemble!, 16. 
39 Ingham, “The Saxophone Quartet,” 73. 
40 Allen, 20. 
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Intonation and Warm-up Procedures 

In general, good intonation is seen as the responsibility of each individual as well 

as that of the group. Both string and saxophone sources note that individuals should know 

the tuning tendencies of their own instrument. It is also suggested that members should 

warm-up and tune individually prior to the start of a quartet rehearsal, though this does 

not eliminate tuning issues within the ensemble. Loft comments: “Even if each member 

of the ensemble is careful to play in tune, one musician’s idea of ‘in tune’ does not 

always match that of another. It is the ensemble’s job to iron out the differences.”41  

Although the tuning exercises and routines suggested in the reviewed sources 

varied slightly from teacher to teacher, procedures were generally consistent for both 

string and saxophone quartets. Standard practices include: using a sounding pitch (loud 

enough for everyone in the group to hear); tuning to a concert A one at a time, building 

from lowest to highest voice; tuning in fifths, usually with all saxophones playing their 

written F-sharps with octave key; playing unison scales; and building chords. These 

procedures, along with tuning at softer dynamics, were also strongly recommended in 

several sources. In referring to string quartets, Loft encourages instruments to tune one by 

one, from the lowest voice to highest. He also suggests that ensembles try playing scales 

in various duet combinations, both in unison and in octaves, and use softer dynamic 

levels. For chords, Loft recommends building the chord quietly, one by one, beginning 

with the lowest voice, explaining: “The interval relationships can be judged more 

effectively this way than by working from the top down.” 42  

                                                 

41 Loft, 23. 
42 Loft, 23. 
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Violinist Arnold Steinhardt also recommends that groups address intonation 

issues by playing softer, more slowly, and in various pair combinations. For example, 

Steinhardt explains: “Say it’s a unison passage, and after a couple of repetitions it doesn’t 

get any better. Then the cello and viola may work on it together, and they’ll ask each 

other if this note can be played higher, or that one lower. John and I will listen and be the 

critics, and then they will act as our critics. Hopefully things will be cleared up.”43 

Norton also agreed that tuning should be done quietly and begin by tuning one at a time 

to whichever voice has the most stable A. She emphasized that tuning should be done 

with a careful ear and with sensitivity to creating balance with the other voices. Norton 

noted: “The principal thing is to tune quietly, not to draw loud full bows so that the others 

cannot hear themselves or to seize this moment to walk about delivering snatches of a 

concerto one is proud to recall.”44 And as Pochon proclaimed in his method, “Do not play 

loud when tuning; it is preferable that the players tune one after the other, for, after all, to 

be systematic is one of the golden rules of chamber-music playing.”45  

Bach Chorales were also strongly encouraged for additional work on intonation, 

balance and blend. Many of the exercises written by Linda Blanche specifically for the 

purpose of developing string quartet technique were arrangements of Bach Chorales. 

Although Blanche stresses the importance of distinguishing between etudes and 

repertoire, she explains that “the compositional structure of the chorales used (i.e. four-

part harmony in block chords or simple rhythms) allows the quartet to concentrate on 

                                                 

43 Blum, 34. 
44 Norton, 179. 
45 Pochon, A Progressive Method of String-Quartet Playing, 2. 
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areas such as ensemble dynamics and intonation without melodic and rhythmic elements 

to clutter their focus.”46 

Communication Skills 

To build listening and communication skills amongst ensembles, many 

pedagogues developed similar exercises that require students to trade or pass notes while 

running scales. Pianist Elinor Freer promotes the “Scale train” exercise, in which students 

pass portions of a scale around the group. Freer explains: “They can start with four notes 

each and eventually reduce it down to two or even one note per person. The idea is to 

connect each segment to the next, overlapping with a seamless connection.”47   

Similarly, in his method book, Do You Listen?, saxophonist Sigurd Rascher 

created the “Big Scale” exercise in order for saxophone ensembles to work on 

coordination, tone quality, timbre, dynamics, tempo, and other changing attributes.48 

Rascher emphasizes that a seamless scale, in which the listener cannot perceive the 

change from instrument to instrument, is the goal of the exercise. One version of this 

notated exercise is given for SATB saxophone quartet, in the key of D-flat concert. The 

scale begins with the baritone saxophone playing an ascending D-flat concert scale in 

quarter notes. Rascher explains, “To begin, all players participate. There need not be a 

prior agreement about tempo or dynamics. The first few sounds from the lead instrument 

will tell. The tenors for example will take their cue from the baritone, dovetailing the few 

overlapping pitches of both instruments.”49  

                                                 

46 Blanche, “Selected Etudes for the Development of String Quartet Technique,” 13. 
47 Wenger, “Focusing the Rehearsal,” 27. 
48 Rascher, Do You Listen?, 24. 
49 Rascher, Do You Listen?, 24. 
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The exercise has the four saxophone voices overlapping for four pitches on scale 

degrees 7-1-2. Once comfortable with the exercise, Rascher encourages that players 

change dynamics and/or tempo before reaching the entrance pitch of the next player. He 

comments that “this necessitates heightened attention on the part of the incoming player 

in order to adjust to the unexpected situation.” He goes on to add, albeit with a bit of 

implied sarcasm, that “there could also be few touches of phrasing, even a tinge of 

musical expression.”50 

This approach to building ensemble technique and communication is also similar 

to the one adapted by Jenö Léner for string quartet.51 Léner also used scales in a variety 

of ways in order to isolate and address specific ensemble issues. A scale exercise 

designed to address uniformity of tone color also addresses the quality of vibrato amongst 

the strings. As with the scale exercises on dynamics and balance, this study is especially 

applicable for saxophone quartets. Léner stresses that the same quality of vibrato should 

be expressed on all four instruments to achieve an ideal quartet timbre. In exercise 

twelve, a C major scale is divided up amongst the four voices. The cello begins the 

exercise, playing whole notes on C and D, the next two notes are played by the viola, 

then followed by the two violins. The idea is to match timbre and vibrato style from the 

lowest voice to the highest and then back down. This one-voice-at-a-time approach is 

then staggered between the voices using half notes and then in quarters in order to 

practice uniform tone color over the transmission of melodic and thematic lines. This 

exercise is then applied to excerpts from Beethoven, Op. 131. In addition, written to 

                                                 

50 Rascher, Do You Listen?, 24. 
51 Jenö Léner, The Technique of String Quartet Playing (London: J. W. Chester): 1935. 
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assist in improving school band saxophone sections, Anjan Shah also took this approach. 

In his article for the The Instrumentalist, Shah presented a particular articulation type and 

pattern using a scale, and then provided excerpts from existing saxophone quartet and 

wind band literature for the practiced techniques to be applied.52 

Signaling or cueing is of equal concern for both string and saxophone players. As 

Loft explains, “The signal itself is an extension of the normal motion of breathing in and 

out. For the wind player, this is natural: you have to take a breath in order to blow into 

the instrument.”53 Whether cueing with a bow or with the breath, clearly communicating 

the character, pace, and dynamic of the start of a piece is an important skill in chamber 

music. Similar to practicing various styles of articulations, quartet members should also 

practice cuing in different styles, as is appropriate with the music being performed. As 

violist Michael Tree suggests, “The gesture should always be at one with the spirit of the 

music,” adding that “when a movement starts lyrically, the preparatory beat should often 

seem more a continuation than a beginning. Sometimes the opposite is appropriate.”54  

Vibrato 

Like strings, saxophones use vibrato to add expression, color, and intensity to the 

music they perform. However, several considerations should be used when applying 

vibrato to quartet music. Richard Ingham suggests that the genre of the repertoire plays 

an important role in whether to use or omit vibrato. He explains, “The ensemble should 

be aware of the use of vibrato within the quartet – certainly used for French repertoire, 

                                                 

52 Anjan Shah, “Four Instruments, One Sound: Developing Ensemble Skills in Saxophone Sections,” The 
Instrumentalist 52, no. 4 (November 1997): 62-72. 
53 Loft, 20. 
54 Blum, 13. 
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but probably not for Renaissance transcriptions. Classical vibrato will not work in jazz 

pieces and vice versa.”55 For their articles on the saxophone quartet for the Saxophone 

Journal, both Timothy Roberts and Susan Fancher advocate for ensemble members to 

give dominance to the player with the melodic line, letting that player use a more 

soloistic vibrato while accompanying saxophones, usually the lower voices, use less or a 

more narrow vibrato.  

Adjustments to the speed and width of tenor and baritone saxophone vibrato are 

similar to the applications of vibrato made by the viola and cello voices in string quartets. 

As Michael Tree explains: “Speaking as a violinist who came late to the viola, I’ve 

learned from experience that one can’t vibrate with the same width and speed on the 

larger instrument as on the smaller. Otherwise a nanny-goat effect may be the result.”56 

Varying the frequency and amplitude of vibrato for style and character was also 

advocated by Loft. He explains that “the key elements are: variety, discretion, and 

agreement. Vibrato must not be ever-present and unyielding in the group sound. You are 

playing music, not lacquering an automobile.”57 Norton also suggested that varied vibrato 

be used in accordance with the music, stating “the slight variations in intensity or speed 

used so spontaneously in solo playing may with excellent effect be made use of in the 

four-voice texture—if by agreement, of course, and according to the sense of the passage 

and the proportionate importance of the voices.”58 She went on to note that playing 

without vibrato, especially in pp passages can be very effective. This is an idea 

commonly shared in saxophone pedagogy, both for solo playing and with quartets.  

                                                 

55 Ingham, 73. 
56 Blum, 41. 
57 Loft, 26. 
58 Norton, 175-176. 
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Rehearsal Techniques and Tools 

Many commonalities for rehearsal techniques and tools for addressing technical 

issues in repertoire emerged in the literature. Working through sections of music in pairs 

or groups of three was a highly recommend technique. Slowing down tempos of difficult 

passages was also suggested. As Norton stated: 

If in difficulties, go over a passage slowly, strictly in time, measure by 
measure if need be, as you would in any individual practice. Work with 
two voices at a time, then with three, then all four, until you are sure 
enough to take it up to tempo.59  
 

Robert Black also encourages breaking into various pairs and trios while having the other 

member follow the score and conduct. Black explains that this approach “will be much 

more productive than just constant repetition by four struggling members at the same 

time.”60 

When working on articulation matching, both string and saxophone players 

recommend listening down to the lowest voice. Violinist John Dalley commented, “A 

cellist’s prepatory motion for pizzicato is larger and slower than that of a violinist. It’s 

much easier for us to follow him than for him to follow us.”61 This same idea applies to 

saxophone quartets, as the baritone saxophone typically plays staccato notes with a bit 

more length than the soprano voice. 

Another set of strategies for working on matching note lengths, along with 

elements of rhythm and style, requires students to put their instruments away. Instead, 

exercises where students clap and sing through their parts using the appropriate dynamics 

and character where recommended. When practicing the adding of expressions such as 

                                                 

59 Norton, 43-44. 
60 Black, “Saxophonists Unite!,” 53. 
61 Blum, 11. 
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vibrato and glissandos into a piece Arnold Steinhardt remarkes, “I often tell my students 

to put the instrument down and sing the passage. One quickly discovers where a 

glissando is natural to the life of a melody.”62 In Cotter-Lockard’s study on the coaching 

practices of the Cavani String Quartet, she noted that the CSQ sang their parts during 

rehearsals to work through phrasing and character development ideas and that “all of the 

coaches had their students sing or scat their parts to determine phrasing, expression, and 

style. For example, if a group studied a Mozart quartet, they might have sung their parts 

in the style of a Mozart opera.”63 Even without a specific piece in mind, Cavani violinist 

Meri Sato describes a theatre exercise that she uses with beginning ensembles. The 

exercise asks for the students to mirror each other’s movements in unison and without 

instruments in order to help them learn to sense and move together, commenting that her 

students find the exercise fun and it stretches them beyond their comfort zones.64 

The use of equipment to record rehearsals and listen back was recommended in 

many sources. Loft explains that this process allows for the group to record a portion of a 

work and then listen back from the vantage point of the audience stating: “Intelligent use 

of the tape recorder can save a lot of time in the rehearsal process. It can also spare the 

ensemble a great deal of discussion and argument—or at least focus the argument in 

fruitful ways.”65  

Saving time during the rehearsal process was also one of the main reasons 

pedagogues strongly encouraged score study. Susan Fancher advocates score study both 

to build a deeper understanding of the music and as a rehearsal time-saver. She explains: 

                                                 

62 Blum, 46. 
63 Cotter-Lockard, 98. 
64 Cotter-Lockard, 109. 
65 Loft, 18. 
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“Study of the score for a saxophone quartet gives you important information about how 

the four voices interact. If you can get all four members of your quartet to spend some 

time reading through the score, it will save you an enormous amount of rehearsal time!”66 

Most pedagogues recommended that each quartet member have access to a copy of the 

score and use it to gain a better understanding of how the four parts work together. 

Cotter-Lockard describes several methods that members of the Cavani String Quartet use 

to encourage their students to practice score study, including identifying when they have 

the melody and marking cadence points. Norton even advocated using a colored pencil to 

highlight important moments in the score, stating “If you are really studying a quartet, 

blue-pencil the themes, the thematic fragments, the important tone or tones in a harmony: 

many items, large and small, will come to your notice and you will get a picture of the 

material, the interplay of the parts, the form, the structure as conveyed by the dynamics as 

well as by the developments in the content.”67 Not only should ensembles have access to 

scores, but Abram Loft suggests that quartets begin building their own libraries. He 

emphatically proclaims: 

No instrumentalist or ensemble should study a composition, whether with 
my guidance or anyone else’s, without consulting the score. It is in the 
score that the anatomy of the music, the relationship between its voices, its 
plan of organization, and its very logic can be clearly observed. Every 
ensemble should own not only its collection of performing parts, but its 
library of scores as well. Ideally, each member of the group should have 
an individual score, for personal study and notation.68   
 
Lastly, being on time to rehearsals as well as coming to rehearsals warmed-up and 

ready to play was a key recommendation. Norton strongly emphasized the need for 

                                                 

66 Susan Fancher, “The Saxophone Quartet: Save Time: Make Use of the Score,” Saxophone Journal 25, 
no. 4 (March 2001): 40. 
67 Norton, 48. 
68 Loft, 11. 
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punctuality at rehearsals, stating “Much time may be wasted, much annoyance bred, by 

the waiting of three members for a late fourth.”69 Not only does tardiness delay the 

progress and productivity of a rehearsal, but it can also breed discontent and angst 

amongst quartet members. A factor that heavily plays into issues of group dynamics. 

Group Dynamics 

One issue that remained prominent throughout the literature was the challenge of 

group dynamics, i.e. the ability to effectively rehearse with one another, manage 

individual personalities, and form groups that have the potential for longevity. As Norton 

so eloquently states:  

The quartet player by profession knows the difficulties of finding the right 
group of personalities, quite apart from artistic and technical equipment. 
The amateur know the discomfort one inharmonious player can inject into 
a gathering. Whatever the prerogatives of the leader, a quartet is, as we 
have said, a cooperative enterprise, and unless four persons can sit at a 
rehearsal with a common ideal and in an understanding spirit, they can 
produce neither a perfect nor a sympathetic ensemble.70  

 
At the end of the book’s introduction, Abram Loft lists ten “Rehearsal Commandments” 

that deal almost exclusively with strategies for getting along. Especially salient points 

include:  

• Listen open-mindedly to your colleagues’ playing. It may well be convincing. If it 
is, say so! 

• Don’t get hung up on words. Play the musical alternatives, tape them, listen, then 
decide. 

• Talk music, not personalities. Your target is the musical problem, not each other’s 
psyches. 

• Avoid “free lessons.” You’re in a collegial group, not a teacher-student 
situation.71    

                                                 

69 Norton, 40-41. 
70 Norton, 33-34. 
71 Loft, 31. 
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To some degree almost every author addressed the challenges of playing in an 

ensemble in terms of dealing with individual personalities. Although it does not eliminate 

personality conflicts, having a set rehearsal plan was one strategy to alleviate discontent. 

As Allen states, “The most important thing to ensure consistent progress with a young 

ensemble is to establish a consistent routine: tune, chorale, and rehearse literature.”72 A 

consistent warm-up and tuning procedure along with specific repertoire assignments can 

help to structure rehearsal time and get rid of some of the ambiguity surrounding a 

conductor-less group. Having clearly defined weekly goals, set warm-up routines, and a 

consistent practice schedule are all helpful steps in keeping chamber groups focused and 

productive. For the “Saxophone Quartet” column in the Saxophone Journal, both Susan 

Fancher and Tim Roberts greatly emphasized the importance of structured rehearsals and 

of spending significant portions of rehearsal time on fundamentals in addition to 

repertoire.  

Exercises and rehearsal techniques that require equal participation from each 

member also help to reinforce the idea of group democracy and the feeling that everyone 

is accountable and valuable. Margaret Berg addresses the need for shared leadership and 

productive rehearsal dialog and describes several exercises and methods to facilitate these 

goals, such as the “Listen-Play-Discuss-Decide” formula and by assigning specific roles 

to each group member.73  Berg also includes a weekly goals log to help groups prepare 

for a performance at the end of an eight-week chamber music course.  

Ensemble issues and questions regarding leadership roles was the focus of a study 

conducted by Elaine King. In her study on the roles of student musicians in quartet 
                                                 

72 Allen, 22. 
73 Berg, “Promoting "Minds-on" Chamber Music Rehearsals,” 49-50. 
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rehearsals, King explains that structured rehearsals and specific exercises that help to 

focus each individual on the task at hand create a more “group-minded” atmosphere. This 

idea is further emphasized when addressing the stability of leadership roles within the 

quartet. King explains that  “in effect, the extent to which team-role behaviour changed 

across rehearsals appeared to be directly related to the maintenance and strength of 

leadership (as perceived by the students in the quartet): the more consistent and effective 

the leader, the more stable the roles of the other players.”74 She went on to conclude that 

her study exposed the difficulties faced by students in learning how to collaborate 

effectively in rehearsal, especially in dealing with the issue of leadership. King surmises 

that “students sometimes faced the problem of ‘what to do’ to improve pieces besides 

running through them several times, and their relative lack of experience in working 

together in a small group context exposed issues of ‘how to get on’ effectively to enable 

goals to be achieved.”75   

Having students share responsibilities within the quartet or lead portions of 

rehearsals was advocated by many as a means to promote ensemble democracy and 

congeniality. John Dalley of the Guarneri Quartet described a strategy by Alexander 

Schneider, second violinist of the Budapest Quartet, on letting a different member of the 

quartet lead through the evolution of individual movements of a work. Dalley explained 

that “in this way everyone has an opportunity at some time to assert his or her musical 

convictions but must at other times submit to another point of view.”76 

                                                 

74 Elaine King, “The Roles of Student Musicians in Quartet Rehearsals,” 279. 
75 King, 280. 
76 Blum, 8. 
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Personality conflicts and issues with ensemble dynamics were addressed by both 

wind and string pedagogues. A point that was made clear across the literature is that 

developing musicians need to be given the tools to rehearse effectively. It is not a given 

that simply placing four students into a group, assigning repertoire, and providing them 

with a model recording or two will result in productive music making. Young players 

need guidance in order to develop ideas on how to structure rehearsals, listen effectively, 

and critique their musical ideas in ways that support one another and encourage 

democratic interactions. Practice strategies for addressing ensemble issues of technique 

and phrasing must be rehearsed and coaches should aim to incorporate exercises that 

require each member to actively participate. Chamber ensemble playing is not just about 

the proper execution of repertoire or winning competitions, but it is a training ground for 

their future success as musicians. It teaches players how to treat one another 

professionally, how to collaborate, and how to listen.  

 

Unique Approaches 

Within the reviewed literature, several unique approaches and exercises for 

addressing areas of communication and cueing; intonation and balance; and rehearsal 

techniques, score study, and coaching tips emerged. These techniques are described in 

greater detail in the following section. 

Communication, Cueing and Signals 

 The sources reviewed in this study revealed several creative approaches for 

ensemble communication, including practice on giving clear signals or cues. A challenge 

for both string and wind players alike, the act of cueing demands both self-awareness of 
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one’s own movement as well as the ability to read and interpret the cueing techniques of 

other members in the ensemble. Abram Loft emphasizes that cueing is not just for others, 

but also a signal to yourself. He explains, “If you start your own part convincingly, your 

fellow musicians will be able to read your sign clearly and make the entrance with 

you.”77 To practice cueing, Loft suggests that players practice cueing the beginnings of 

several pieces or movements of different speeds and styles and look in the mirror to see 

how clearly this is being done. An even more effective technique, according to Loft, is to 

make a video of the rehearsal for cueing practice and to gauge the overall visual 

impression of the group. He argues that videos can help to show that members of the 

ensemble not only take a signal from the leader of the moment, but also show that signal 

in their own motions. Loft explains that “in short, musicians who move together, play 

together.”78 

Bart Spanhove stresses the importance of communication, especially on the first 

and final notes of a section or piece. He encourages players to give extra time and 

attention to starting after rests and to practice those measures separately using different 

tempos or different rest values. Spanhove explains, “I recommend that every player in the 

ensemble take a turn to give the starting and stopping signals.” He goes on to state that 

“the final result will be a mutual feeling for the beginning and ending, instead of a 

command given by one person to be followed by the rest of the ensemble.”79 To further 

teach the importance of visual contact, Spanhove created an exercise where all players go 

to the corners of the room and sit with their music stand in front of them facing the 

                                                 

77 Loft, Ensemble!, 20. 
78 Loft, 21. 
79 Spanhove, The Finishing Touch of Ensemble Playing, 21. 
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corner. With an audible cue, all players begin to play without being able to see each 

other. He explains that this exercise not only requires them to listen with greater intensity, 

but also emphasizes the importance of physical movement and eye contact. 80 

Dorianne Cotter-Lockard documented some of the unique communication 

exercises utilized by members of the Cavani String Quartet in their own chamber music 

coaching practice. An exercise dubbed Chamber Music Aerobics requires members of the 

ensemble to move together, simultaneously from right to left and then up and down, in 

pulse of the repertoire being studied, insuring that all members are together on 

downbeats.81 The Live, Breathe and Die exercise encompasses communication, 

interpretation, expression, sound, and group dynamics. For this technique, each member 

of the ensemble takes a turn initiating a passage: musically, rhythmically, and 

dynamically. The other members then mirror exactly what they observed. In addition to  

looking up once every bar, ensemble members should match in breathing technique, 

vibrato speed, and body movement.82  

Intonation, Tone, and Balance:  

In terms of working on tone, balance and intonation, most pedagogues were in 

agreement: tune from the bottom voice up, practice tuning scales, play unisons and fifths, 

tune softly or at piano dynamics, and play through Bach Chorales. However, a few 

unique approaches for tuning were introduced. In an interview with members of the 

Amherst Saxophone Quartet, soprano saxophonist Susan Fancher described a tuning 

                                                 

80 Spanhove, 23. 
81 Cotter-Lockard, “Chamber Music Coaching Strategies and Rehearsal Techniques that Enable 
Collaboration,” 100. 
82 Cotter-Lockard, 110. 
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procedure that utilizes pitch bends as a way to recognize when a pitch has “locked-in.” 

Fancher suggests that individual players bend or scoop pitches down against the rest of 

the group and then listen for the correct intonation as the note is brought back up.83 In an 

interview with Susan Fancher, saxophonist Scott Devlin suggests working on pitch 

awareness by having the group tune only after the first read of a piece so that they can 

hear the difference in quality when reading through the work for the second time. 

Devlin’s point is that the improvement made to a Bach Chorale after the students tune is 

dramatic, as they instantly learn the value of tuning.84 In terms of working on ensemble 

balance, Devlin recommends that one voice intentionally play too loud or too soft and 

then read through the section again, bringing the part into the proper balance with a 

deeper sense of awareness.85  

In order to bring awareness to the player(s) with the melody and to bring about a 

more balanced ensemble sound, members of the Cavani String Quartet referenced a 

technique called Shining the Light. This technique asks members of the ensemble to 

imagine that they are shining a light onto the person playing the melody. As explained by 

Cotter-Lockard, the intent of the technique is to help students realize that the 

accompaniment is not merely a background to the melody, and that “one must actively 

inspire and support their colleague.”86 

To rehearse specific sound characters, violist Jennifer Smith recommends that 

ensembles find and relate all like-sounding sections of work. For example, Smith 

                                                 

83 Jeremy Brown, “The Amherst Saxophone Quartet on Musicality and Cooperation,” The Instrumentalist 
57, no. 6 (January 2003): 34. 
84 Susan Fancher, “The Saxophone Quartet: Working with Young Saxophone Quartets,” Saxophone 
Journal 33, no. 5 (May 2009): 22. 
85 Ibid., 23. 
86 Cotter-Lockard, 110. 
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explains that “isolating and rehearsing all the piano passages of similar quality creates 

more unity of sound when they are arrived at in performance.”87 

Rehearsal Technique, Score Study, and Coaching Tips: 

 To phrase and play rhythmically together as a group can take time, 

communication, score awareness, and careful listening. To aid in this endeavor, several 

pedagogues have offered their own unique approaches to rehearsal technique. Loft 

recommends that members sing through lines, either in their individual practice, or as an 

ensemble, stating “Singing the line can often help give you a slant on its proper shape and 

punctuation.”88 Pianist Elinor Freer takes this idea further, asking her students to combine 

conducting while singing their parts. Freer explains that “this is useful, for example, 

when pacing a group ritard, accelerando or other tempo change, or when coming off of a 

long note or fermata, when the group needs to feel a missing pulse together.”89  

To practice staying together, Bart Spanhove listed several unique exercises in his 

chapter on ensemble playing techniques.90 In one exercise, all players take turns playing 

their parts solo. The idea is to have all members of the group feel confident, as well as 

become more familiar with how their individual parts fit with the other voices. Another 

exercise asks the ensemble to play a section of their repertoire leaving out one specific 

note. Spanhove explains, “For instance, if the composition is in the key of F, you leave 

out all the F’s. It may not be justifiable musically, but it is a useful exercise. It requires 

full concentration and a lot of reading ahead.”91  

                                                 

87 Smith, “Quartet Rehearsing: A Guide to Efficiency,” 53. 
88 Loft, Ensemble!, 22. 
89 Wenger, “Focusing the Rehearsal”, 30. 
90 Spanhove, 23-25. 
91 Spanhove, 23. 
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 Several unique approaches on rehearsing and promoting ensemble democracy 

were described by former Cavani String Quartet violist, Erika Eckert.92 Eckert 

encourages students to share leadership roles by taking turns running the rehearsal for the 

day and by physically sitting in the “first leader” position, regardless of which instrument 

they play. After each student has taken a turn as leader, the desired outcome is for all 

members to feel “empowered equally in the outcome of the ensemble.”93 Eckert also 

described the Cavani technique of Shakespearian Counting as a way to address ensemble 

issues with rhythm.94 This exercise requires ensemble members to put down their 

instruments and count aloud in the character and with the dynamics and expression as 

indicated in the score. Eckert encourages that students start by counting every beat in the 

bar together in order to find an agreed upon pulse and character. Students are also 

instructed to follow the dynamic markings and make audible changes as they count 

through their parts. A similar exercise involves clapping instead of counting aloud. 

Studying the score is also paramount for productive rehearsing. Meri Sato of the 

Cavani String Quartet described a score study system comprised of three elements that 

she uses for ensemble coaching. These include: Same Rhythm Buddies (identify all places 

in the score and mark in individual parts where you have the same rhythm as another 

voice), Circle All Silence (identify all places in the score and mark in parts where no one 

is playing), and Write in the Cues (identify and write the rhythm of the melody or 

subdivisions that someone else is playing into your individual part).95  

                                                 

92 Wenger, 28. 
93 Ibid. 
94 Wenger, 31. 
95 Cotter-Lockard, 95. 
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In terms of improving rehearsal techniques, several authors made suggestions for 

the ensemble coach, in addition to ensemble members. Saxophonist Scott Devlin suggests 

that saxophone quartet coaches learn and practice all four parts of the works their 

students are studying. He also encourages that coaches potentially record the individual 

parts and mix them into a composite recording if a professional quality recording is 

unavailable.96  

Seth Beckman and Jeffrey Graves recommend observation as a tool to help teach 

young players productive rehearsal techniques. In addition to encouraging students to 

seek out and observe a wide range of collaborative performances, Beckman and Graves 

also stress the importance and impact of having a coach role model ensemble behavior to 

their students. The authors explain that “every attempt should be made by teachers to 

involve students in their own collaborative projects by inviting them to observe 

rehearsals, turn pages at a performance, listen for balance and so forth.”97 It is the 

authors’ belief that by letting students witness efficient rehearsal techniques and open 

communication first hand, it will provide students with a reference for their own 

collaborative efforts. 

Bart Spanhove suggests that teachers write down their goals for every single 

lesson as a way to save valuable rehearsal time, generate focus, and demonstrate 

rehearsal discipline. He explains that goals for lessons should incorporate a balance of 

cognitive and motor skills, but that affective goals, which are concerned with stimulating 

                                                 

96 Susan Fancher, “The Saxophone Quartet: Working with Young Saxophone Quartets,” Saxophone 
Journal 33, no. 5 (May 2009): 22. 
97 Seth Beckman and Jeffrey Graves, “Promoting Thoughtful Musical Collaboration,” American Music 
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critical thinking, self-esteem, teamwork, curiosity and enthusiasm are also of utmost 

importance.98 

Creating a positive environment for quartet playing takes not only good rehearsal 

technique and structure, but also access to appropriate materials. The following section 

takes into account the many suggestions and on warm-up materials, collections, solo 

repertoire, and coaching resources and provides a summarized list of recommendations.   

  

Recommended Repertoire and Resources 

Identifying quality repertoire that is appropriate for ensemble member skill level and 

interest can be a challenge for any group. For quartets just getting started, many 

pedagogues recommend beginning by playing a number of diverse pieces that can be read 

straight through without too much difficulty. When asked about his strategy for repertoire 

with beginning groups, saxophonist Scott Devlin commented that he begins with an 

“attractive and easy piece,” such as Over the Rainbow or Simple Gifts, as that can help 

build confidence amongst members and excitement about the future success of the 

ensemble.99 Timothy Roberts commented that first practice sessions should “consist of 

reading through as many pieces of music as you can find,” with the objective of getting a 

feel for what types of pieces members of the group are most comfortable with together.100 

Roberts recommends searching local music stores for a variety of contemporary quartet 

                                                 

98 Spanhove, 38-39. 
99 Susan Fancher, “The Saxophone Quartet: Working with Young Saxophone Quartets,” Saxophone 
Journal 33, no. 5 (May 2009): 22. 
100 Timothy Roberts, “The Saxophone Quartet: Organizing Your First Saxophone Quartet,” Saxophone 
Journal 19, no. 1 (July 1994): 54. 
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repertoire and reading though medleys of popular favorites and big band tunes, as these 

can be both fun to play and are popular with audiences. 

Warm-Up Materials 

Bach Chorales continue to be considered the standard warm-up material for all types 

of ensembles. They can be used for performances in recitals and at religious services, and 

also provide excellent material for working on ensemble issues of balance, blend, 

intonation, tone and articulation matching. The following list contains collections of Bach 

Chorales that are recommended for saxophone ensembles at various levels of experience, 

from 2 (beginning) to 5 (advanced). All materials are in print and are readily available. In 

addition, the etude collection arranged by George Corroyez provides more advanced 

ensembles with short works from the Romantic and 20th Century periods. For more 

information on each of these titles as well as recommendations for their application, 

please refer to chapter two of this document.  

Table 3.1. Recommended Music Resources for Ensemble Warm-up 

Composer/Arranger Title Publisher Level 

Newell, David Bach and Beyond for Band Kjos Level 
2-3 

Nichol, John, arr. Five Bach Chorales for Saxophone Quartet Watchdog Level 
3-4 

Camwell, Dave, arr. 24 Bach Chorales for Saxophone Quartet Jeanné 
Music 

Level 4 

Corroyez, Georges, 
arr. 

Vingt petites Pièces concertantes en 
Quatuors 

Billaudot Level 
4-5 

Repertoire Collections 

Collections of repertoire, which usually consist of arrangements of classical and 

baroque works, have also been highly recommended as starting points for developing 
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ensembles. Many of these collections have been reviewed in greater detail in chapter two 

of this document. Highly recommended collections for all quartet levels include those 

edited by Larry Teal, Sigurd Rascher, Himie Voxman, Paul Harvey, and Paul Cohen. The 

following list provides a selection of highly recommended titles for both AATB and 

SATB ensembles that range in difficulty from level 2 (beginning) to 4 (intermediate). 

Table 3.2. Recommended Repertoire Collections 

Composer/Arranger Collection Title Publisher Instrumentation Level 

Waignein, André Easy Saxophone 
Ensemble Album 

De Haske SATB Level 2 

Cowles, Colin A Very First 
Saxophone Quartet 
Book 

Studio 
Music 

SATB Level 2  

Cohen, Paul The Renaissance 
Book 

Galaxy SATB Level 2-3 

Harvey, Paul Saxophone 
Quartets 

Chester SATB Level 2-3 

Holmes, G. E. Saxophone 
Symphony 

Rubank AATB Level 2-3 

Voxman, Himie Quartet Repertoire 
for Saxophone 

Rubank AATB Level 2-3 

Rascher, S. and L. 
Patrick 

Masterpieces for 
Saxophone Quartet 

Bourne SATB Level 3-4 

Teal, Larry Ten Saxophone 
Quartets 

G. Schirmer AATB Level 3-4 

Publishers of Saxophone Quartet Materials 

Several publishers contain catalogs with numerous entry level pieces for developing 

saxophone quartets. In addition to the Saxophone Symphony and Quartet Repertoire for 

Saxophone ensemble collections, Rubank has published numerous works for saxophone 

quartet (both SATB and AATB ensembles) ranging in difficulty from grades 2-5. These 
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pieces and collections have been recommended by both Timothy Roberts and Susan 

Fancher, along with many other saxophone instructors, as being good beginning reading 

material for developing groups. They can be accessed through Hal Leonard Publishers at 

http://www.halleonard.com.  

For groups interested in reading and performing popular arrangements, ragtime 

pieces, and jazz inspired works, Kendor Music is a wonderful resource. They publish 

both graded original works and arrangements by numerous sought after composers, 

including Lennie Niehaus, Bob Mintzer, James ‘Red’ McLeod, Sammy Nestico, and 

Arthur Frackenpohl.  The Kendor website currently lists over seventy works for 

saxophone quartet, ranging in difficulty from levels 1 (easy) to 6 (advanced), and also 

provides a downloadable PDF of their catalog. It is available at 

http://www.kendormusic.com. 

As developing groups become more experienced and comfortable working together, 

they may choose to look for works suitable for solo/ensemble contests and recital 

performances. Watchdog Music Publishers (http://www.watchdogmusic.com) caters to 

works for middle and school level players. Intended to promote works for use at 

solo/ensemble festivals, Watchdog’s catalog lists over ninety pieces for saxophone 

quartet. Each entry includes a brief description of the piece and information on the 

composer, arranger, skill level, timings, and instrumentation. J.W. Pepper provides access 

to numerous state and festival lists in order to help directors and musicians identify 

appropriate repertoire. These lists are available at: https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-

music/services-state-festival.jsp.   
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Standard Repertoire 

Developing saxophonists should also begin to identify and perform works from 

the standard quartet repertoire. In his chapter for the Cambridge Companion to the 

Saxophone, Richard Ingham refers to numerous pieces considered to be part of the 

standard French repertoire for saxophone quartet.101 These pieces are comprised 

primarily of the works composed for French saxophonist Marcel Mule and his quartet 

during the period that Mule was the Professor of Saxophone at the Paris Conservatory 

(1942-1968).  

While some of the works from the standard French repertoire can be approached 

by younger groups, the level of difficulty on most are challenging even for collegiate 

ensembles. In order to facilitate music directors and quartet coaches in finding standard 

works appropriate for developing groups, the following list has been assembled. While 

certainly not exhaustive, these pieces have been referenced in at least three separate 

sources and are recommended for developing saxophone quartets at the middle and high 

school level. All of these works are for SATB ensembles, unless otherwise indicated, and 

are currently in publication and available for purchase. The average grade/level of 

difficulty assigned to the work has also been provided. Levels range from 2 to 5, with 

level 5 being the most advanced. The following list of individual works would be highly 

recommended additions to any school library: 

 

 

 
                                                 

101 Richard Ingham, “The Saxophone Quartet,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Saxophone, ed. 
Richard Ingham (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998) 67. 
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Table 3.3. Recommended Saxophone Quartet Repertoire (Levels 2-5) 

Composer Title Publisher Grade/Level 

Bartok, B. (arr. Schmidt) Five Easy Pieces WIM Level 2 

Bach, J. S. (arr. 
Kasprzyk) 

Fugue in E minor Philharmusica Level 2-3 

Bach, J. S. (arr. 
Rosenthal) 

Fuga IV Dorn Level 2-3 

Bach, J. S. (arr. Hemke) Sarabande Southern  Level 2-3 

Bartok, B. (arr. Gordon) Three Folk Dances (AATB) Southern Level 2-3 

Pierne, Gabriel Chanson d'Autrefois Leduc Level 2-3 

Pierne, Gabriel Chanson de la Grand Maman Leduc Level 2-3 

Pierne, Gabriel La Vielle de l'Ange Gardien Leduc Level 2-3 

Pierne, Gabriel Marche de Petits Soldats de Plomb Leduc Level 2-3 

Ashford, Ted American Folksong Suite Southern  Level 3 

Benson, Warren Wind Rose Carl Fischer Level 3 

Cowell, Henry Sailor’s Hornpipe (AATB) Peer-Southern Level 3 

Debussy, Claude (arr. 
Mule) 

Le Petit Negre Leduc Level 3 

Karlins, M. William Night Light Peters Level 3 

Albeniz, Isaac (arr. 
Mule) 

Trois Pieces Masters Music Level 3-4 

Clerisse, Robert Introduction and Scherzo Leduc Level 3-4 

Florio, Caryl Quartette Peters Level 3-4 

Francaix, Jean Petit Quatuor pour Saxophones Schott Level 3-4 

Handel, G. F. (arr. 
Hervig) 

Adagio and Allegro (AATB) Rubank Level 3-4 

Ibert, Jacques Histoires Leduc Level 3-4 

Nelhybel, Václav Three Pieces (AATB) Warner Bros Level 3-4 
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Nestico, Sammy A Study in Contrasts Kendor Level 3-4 

Shrude, Marilyn Quartet for Saxophones Southern  Level 3-4 

JeanJean, F. and M. Quartet Salabert Level 4 

Lantier, Pierre Andante et Scherzetto Billaudot Level 4 

Singelee, J. B. (arr. 
Lefebvre) 

Allegro de Concert Carl Fischer Level 4 

Gibbons, Orlando (arr. 
Hemke) 

Fantazia Southern  Level 4  

Absil, Jean  Quatuor pour Saxophones, Op. 31 H. Lemoine Level 4-5 

Marshall, Jack Goldrush Suite Shawnee Press Level 4-5 

Pierne, Paul Trois Conversations Billaudot Level 4-5 

Bozza, Eugene Andante et Scherzo Leduc Level 5 

Bozza, Eugene Nuages Leduc Level 5 

Dubois, Pierre-Max Quatour Leduc Level 5 

Glazunov, Aleksandr Saxophone Quartet, Op. 109 Peters Level 5 

Maslanka, David Mountain Roads Carl Fischer Level 5 

Peck, Russell Drastic Measures Pecktackular Level 5 

Rivier, Jean Grave et Presto Billaudot Level 5 

Torke, Michael July Adjustable Level 5 

Coaching Resources 

For those tasked with the responsibility of coaching a young or developing 

saxophone quartet, it can be quite useful to reference materials that give suggestions for 

rehearsal technique and that provide specific information about the different saxophone 

voices. Although many resources, especially articles and dissertation studies, have been 

reviewed in chapter two of this document, access to some of the materials may be limited 
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to academic libraries and online subscriptions. Therefore, the following selection of 

published and available reference books and exercises are recommended for music 

instructors, band directors and coaches. These materials can be used to teach applied 

quartet lessons from beginning ensembles to advanced, and for teaching courses on 

chamber music in general. 

Table 3.4. Recommended Chamber Music Teaching Resources 

Author Title Publisher 

Blum, David The Art of Quartet Playing: The Guarneri Quartet 
in Conversation with David Blum 

Cornell 

Ingham, Richard, 
ed. 

The Cambridge Companion to the Saxophone Cambridge 

Loft, Abram Ensemble!: A Rehearsal Guide to Thirty Great 
Works of Chamber Music 

Amadeus 

Londeix, Jean-
Marie 

Exercices Pratiques pour ensemble de Saxophones Leduc 

Norton, M. D. 
Herter 

The Art of String Quartet Playing: Practice, 
Technique and Interpretation 

Norton 

Rascher, Sigurd Do You Listen?: Exercises for Saxophone Players102  Carl Fischer 

Spanhove, Bart The Finishing Touch of Ensemble Playing Alamire 

Teal, Larry The Art of Saxophone Playing Summy-
Birchard 

Recommendations for Promoting Developing Saxophone Quartets and Suggestions 

for Future Research and Resources 

The saxophone quartet has proven to be an important and established fixture 

within the world of chamber music. In order to continue the development of both the 

saxophone quartet genre as well as its pedagogy, participation within these ensembles 

                                                 

102 This item is no longer in print, but used copies can still be found for purchase online. 
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should not be reserved for collegiate players or restricted to festival performances. Band 

directors, composers, and pedagogues have argued the benefits of promoting saxophone 

quartets within middle and high school band programs. Participation in saxophone 

quartets help young musicians develop sensitivity to tone, blend, intonation and 

musicality, build confidence and even social skills.  

Saxophone quartets can and should be encouraged to form as early as middle 

school. While there are advantages to forming SATB ensembles, including a greater 

amount of repertoire, there are plentiful options for AATB, and even TTTT or AAAA, 

ensembles that exist and are readily available. Successful groups are those that enjoy 

playing with one another, have similar levels of ability and/or practice ethic, access to 

quality repertoire appropriate for their skill level, and above all, have the rehearsal 

structure and tools to develop communication and listening skills.  

For the first time, this resource provides an overview and summary of the existing 

books, articles, methods and repertoire specifically for developing saxophone ensembles, 

as well as applicable materials for string quartets and other chamber music groups. 

Utilizing the many valuable suggestions for developing chamber ensembles published in 

dissertations, method books, and sources such as the Saxophone Journal, American 

String Teacher, and Music Educators Journal, this resource not only describes detailed 

tips and exercises for tuning, articulation practice, cueing and breathing together, but also 

puts these ideas into a practicable form. Although aimed specifically at developing 

saxophone quartets, the exercises presented in this document could be adapted for use by 

any type of chamber ensemble at any level of ability. For more information on specific 

topics, such as intonation, communication, and coaching strategies, users of this 
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document may reference the key terms index in order to identify appropriate sources for 

further study.  

It is of utmost importance that the professional saxophone community take a 

strong role in promoting the involvement of middle and high school saxophonists into 

quartet ensembles. Collegiate professors can bring their student groups to area schools for 

performances. Studio teachers and/or band directors can hold regular meetings or 

chamber music nights with all of their students to listen and read through quartet 

repertoire. Fellow saxophonists can also encourage composers to write works that 

showcase the unique tonal qualities of the saxophone quartet, but remain within a 

technical language that is accessible to a greater number of players.  

In an article regarding the growing amount of challenging repertoire available for 

saxophone quartets, Susan Fancher commented: 

These are very exciting times for saxophone quartets. It is becoming more 
and more common to find saxophone quartets featured on important 
concert series internationally, and, in the past twenty years, there has been 
an explosion in the number and quality of new original works for the 
ensemble. Many well-respected, established composers have written 
music for saxophone quartet, and there has been a huge contribution of 
music by young, up-and-coming composers.103 

Close to twenty years have passed since this statement, yet Fancher’s assessment still 

holds true. There has been consistent world premiere performances of high quality 

quartet repertoire at national and international music festivals, and contemporary 

recording projects continue to garner many accolades. The internationally renowned 

PRISM saxophone quartet was under consideration for the 2016 Grammy Awards in four 

categories for their collaborative album Heritage/Evolution, Volume 1 (innova) and has 
                                                 

103 Susan Fancher, “The Saxophone Quartet: Saxophone Quartet Repertoire,” Saxophone Journal 24, no. 6 
(July 2000): 6. 
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two albums, Color Theory (XAS Records) and The Fifth Century (ECM), under 

consideration for multiple 2018 Grammy Award nominations. While this highly virtuosic 

repertoire continues to push the saxophone quartet genre and bring about recognition, the 

saxophone profession should also consider promoting and commissioning new works that 

can be approached by non-professional and developing ensembles. 

The need for contemporary works and reviews of works accessible to developing 

quartets is real. The Saxophone Journal ceased publication with its July 2013 issue, and 

with the loss of the “Saxophone Quartet” column, the saxophone community lost an 

important forum for reviewing works for developing saxophone quartets and offering 

pedagogical advice. Although prescribed music lists and manuals from state music 

associations such as the New York State School Music Association and the University 

Interscholastic League of Texas routinely update their listings of titles and assigned grade 

levels, without continued input from the saxophone community and a forum in which to 

review and recommend works for middle school and high school level groups, these lists 

will continue to lack many recently composed, high quality works.  

The North American Saxophone Alliance (NASA) website could be a source for 

such a resource. Similar to committees that are assembled to review prescribed music 

lists for state music associations, NASA could form committees to recommend, grade and 

review repertoire. This would be a highly valuable resource for music educators and 

saxophonists. This type of action by NASA would provide professional opportunities for 

saxophone instructors and professors, promote the creation of new works for various 

levels of quartets, and give access to an authoritative resource for repertoire and 

pedagogical materials.   
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Further, it would be helpful for developing quartets if the North American 

Saxophone Alliance promoted more opportunities for middle and high school groups at 

their regional and national conferences. Currently, NASA holds a high school solo and a 

high school jazz competition at its Biennial Conferences, but does not have an 

opportunity for high school level quartets. Masterclasses for and featuring developing 

ensembles would also be welcomed. With the number of successful professional 

saxophone quartets holding NASA memberships, it would be equally beneficial for 

coaches to observe masterclasses with these ensembles as it would be for developing 

musicians to participate.  

In regards to coaching developing quartets, it is of utmost importance that quartet 

rehearsals and coaching sessions have a clear structure. Having a regular routine is a 

great way to focus the group and set the intention for each rehearsal. In addition to work 

on assigned repertoire, ensembles rehearsals and coaching sessions should include a 

balance between work on fundamentals, such as long tones, intonation exercises, 

articulation matching and scales, as well as communication and ensemble skills. The 

following chapter provides exercises in each of these areas. These studies on cueing, 

intonation, articulation, and phrasing should be rehearsed regularly, and are intended to 

be adapted and applied to address the needs of each ensemble. Routine practice of these 

exercises will help to develop the needed skills for addressing musical challenges in any 

type of repertoire being studied.  
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Chapter 4: EXERCISES FOR SAXOPHONE QUARTET 
 

The following exercises are intended to be used by saxophone quartets for the 

enhancement of ensemble, listening, and communication skills. Included are several 

studies on cueing, intonation, phrase and articulation matching, and a detailed study on 

the process of rehearsing a Bach Chorale. Each exercise is prefaced with a bulleted list of 

goals, instructional tips with suggested variations, and a statement regarding the 

pedagogical exercises and models that inspired the notated study. These exercises are 

designed to be read in full score format, or from individual parts, if desired. Although 

recommendations for metronomic settings have been included in the preface to each 

exercise, suggestions for tempos, dynamics, and articulations have been deliberately 

omitted from many of the notated studies in order to leave these decisions up to 

individual quartets and allow for variations.  

It is my sincere hope that these exercises assist in the development of rehearsal 

technique, musical sensitivity, and the overall sense of democracy amongst quartet 

members. Once mastered, the process behind these studies can be applied to any chord, 

phrase, or technical passage of music being studied by the quartet. To further facilitate 

the structure and focus of a quartet practice, a detailed lesson plan for a one-hour 

rehearsal or coaching session has also been included.   
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Cueing Exercise 1: The Group Breath 

Goals:  

• Count together as a group. 

• Breathe together as a group. 

• Make eye contact on downbeats. 

• Conduct and move together. 

Tips and Variations: 

Part 1:  
• Set a metronome to a slow tempo to start (quarter note = 60) 

• Measure one: As a group count aloud together with the beat in 4/4 time (1-2-3) 
and breathe together on beat 4.  

• Measure two: say “EYES” on downbeat, making eye contact with everyone in the 
group. Continue counting aloud for beats 2-3-4.  

• Listen closely to match style and character of vocalizations, length of breath, and 
volume of sound. 

• Repeat several times. 

• Gradually increase tempos or vary them between faster and slower depending on 
comfort level of group. 

• Variations:  

o Practice conducting with the beat or moving side to side 

o Mix up the time signature (i.e. practice exercise in 2/4, 3/4, 6/4, etc.) 

o Take turns setting tempos and picking vocalization styles (accented, 
legato, separated, etc.) and dynamics. 

Part 2: 
• Use assembled mouthpiece and neck ONLY to play the downbeat of the second 

measure. (Soprano player may use fully assembled instrument if separate neck is 
not available) 

• Breathe together as a group on beat 4 of both measures. 

• Be sure to match note lengths, starting and releasing notes together. 

• Experiment with the variation suggestions given in part one. 
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Inspiration: 

 This exercise was inspired by several practices used by the Cavani String Quartet 

when working with younger groups on communication and rhythm skills. Members of 

the Cavani Quartet recommend that groups practice looking up once per bar, as well as 

conduct and count aloud together. A practice they named “Chamber Music Aerobics” 

involves moving together at the same pulse of the repertoire being studied. Another 

exercise, “Shakespearean Counting” asks that the group count aloud in the character and 

dynamic of the music being studied, and/or in the actual language of the composer. 
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Cueing Exercise 2: Ping-Pong Cueing 

This exercise can be performed without music or music stands. The notated 

exercise provided is intended to be used as a guide until ensembles feel comfortable 

coming up with their own patterns. Once the idea of this technique has been mastered, 

stands and music are unnecessary and should be put aside in preference of unobstructed 

communication. 

Goals: 

• Develop communication and cueing skills. 

• Give clear cue by breathing in time. 

• Make eye contact with the group member you are cueing. 

• Match style and movement of cue from one player to the next. 

• Match attacks (i.e. the start, length, and release of each note) from one player to 
the next. 

• Match dynamics. 

Tips and Variations: 

• Saxophonists may use assembled mouthpieces and necks or mouthpieces alone. 

• Quartet members may choose to play any part, as long as each part is represented. 
For an added challenge, have players sit in different chairs: rotating who is in the 
“soprano” seat. 

• Use of a metronome is recommended. Set a metronome to a slow tempo to start 
(quarter note = 60), then experiment with various tempos (or tempo of repertoire 
being studied). 

• Repeat each 4 bar sequence as many times as necessary until all players are 
matching exactly. 

• If playing this exercise without music or stands, the following guidelines are 
recommended: 

o Players may pick any time signature (or elect the time signature of current 
repertoire).  

o Set metronome to chosen tempo (or tempo of repertoire being studied). 
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o Breathe with the metronome on an upbeat making eye contact with 
another member of the ensemble of their choice (passing the cue). 

o Play an attack of variable length on the downbeat. 

o The quartet member who has been cued must match the style and dynamic 
of that cue and attack on the following downbeat, as well as make eye 
contact with and cue another player. 

o Change the style of cue and attack after all four quartet members have 
successfully matched the same attack. 

Inspiration: 

 This exercise is intended to build communication and cueing skills amongst 

quartet members by having them pass and match cues to one another. It is best done 

without music or music stands, which then requires players to be on alert! They must 

watch and listen carefully to the player making the cue to determine who will play next 

and how that next attack should be played. By limiting this exercise to mouthpieces and 

necks alone, players can focus greater attention on matching cues and attacks. This 

technique was inspired by quartet coachings with Dr. Otis Murphy, Professor of 

Saxophone at Indiana University. The concept of switching parts or seat positions came 

from the Cavani String Quartet exercise “Leader for the Day” in which quartet members 

take turns running a rehearsal by actually sitting in the first violinist’s chair. 
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Tuning Exercise 1: Quick Tune 

Goals: 

• Quickly establish pitch center and group balance by building from the lowest 
voice up. 

• Build upon unison breathing techniques from previous cuing exercises. 

• Seamless entrances of each voice. In other words, all entrances except for the 
initial baritone saxophone should not be audible. 

Tips and Variations: 

• It is recommended that each ensemble member tune individually prior to the start 
of this exercise. 

• Perform this exercise WITH a sounding drone of the concert pitch. Make sure 
drone is audible, even when all voices have entered. 

• Tune at softer dynamic levels. Listen LOUDER than you play. 

• A metronome may be used, especially in the early stages of ensemble 
development, in order to give flow and direction to the exercise. Recommended 
tempo is quarter note = 60.  

• The quarter rest value on beat four of each measure is intended as a placement for 
a group breath. Ensemble members should aim at releasing notes together, 
breathing together, and starting together. 

• Entrances should be a dynamic level less than the voice(s) already established and 
then gradually warm into the sound. 

• Students should aim to match pitch immediately, taking note of mouthpiece 
placement, embouchure, and air direction. This should be maintained and remain 
consistent from rehearsal to rehearsal. 

• Begin with the alto saxophone voice, if baritone saxophone player is less 
experienced. 

• Experiment with various pitch centers and/or octaves. 

Inspiration: 

Many sources, by both string and saxophone pedagogues, recommend tuning 

from the bottom voice up. This exercise is built upon that ideal. Articles written by 

saxophonists Anjan Shah, Susan Fancher, and Timothy Roberts each reference tuning to 
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a concert A, beginning with the baritone voice. Saxophonist Robert Black also 

recommended tuning first to a concert A followed by concert B-flat in his 1983 article for 

the Instrumentalist. For this exercise, the baritone saxophone player is called upon to play 

the concert pitch both alone and with each member of the ensemble before the whole 

group plays simultaneously. This reinforces the importance of the pitch center for the 

lowest voice and insures that all ensemble members are listening downwards for tonal 

reference. 
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Tuning Exercise 2: Tone Builder 

Goals: 

• Build upon ensemble balance and intonation. 

• Maintain steady air, volume, and pitch on every note. 

• Breath, start, and release notes together. 

• Develop familiarity and sensitivity with tuning in octaves and fifths. 

Tips and Variations: 

• Perform this exercise WITH a sounding drone of the concert pitch (E-flat). 

• Use of a metronome is recommended to continue work on the timing of cues, 
group breaths, starts and releases. Recommended tempo range is a quarter note = 
60-72.  

• Ensemble members should make eye contact and breathe together on beat four of 
every measure with a whole rest. 

• Strive for balance of sound. If unsure of intonation PLAY SOFTER! 

• A break or pause is encouraged before moving on to the section written in 5ths. 

• Groups may also want to play this exercise using a concert A drone and by having 
all members play their written F-sharps.  

• This exercise can be performed both with and without vibrato. 

• For added challenge, incorporate various dynamics, crescendos and decrescendos, 
having various ensemble members lead. 

Inspiration: 

Tuning at the unison and in fifths has been recommended by many saxophonists, 

including Andrew Allen and Susan Fancher, and it caters to the pitched E-flat and B-flat 

tunings of the instruments. When referencing intonation in his saxophone quartet article 

for the Cambridge Companion to the Saxophone, Richard Ingham also heavily 

emphasizes the practice of tuning in 5ths. Though built on a concert A, Timothy Roberts 

directly references holding long tones in unison, octaves, and in fifths using the same 
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half-step sequence used in the present Tone Builder study in his November 1997 article 

on saxophone quartet intonation for the Saxophone Journal. The idea for using concert E-

flat came from a masterclass lesson taught by University of Georgia Saxophone Professor 

Connie Frigo. During her class, Frigo commented on the tendency for the middle C to be 

a flat pitch on most saxophones, a symptom exacerbated by overcorrecting (i.e. pulling 

out too much) the mouthpiece placement when tuning to a concert A. I use a similar 

exercise for individual lessons and warm-ups and have found that by making sure the 

middle C is in tune, saxophonists can more efficiently learn the correct voicing placement 

for their concert A and insure that their lower register is not significantly flat.  
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Tuning Exercise 3: Major-Minor Sequence 

Goals: 

• Continue to develop intonation skills, balance and blend when playing major and 
minor chords. 

• Have both middle voices learn the intervallic pitch tendencies of major and minor 
thirds and how to adjust in order to voice them correctly within the chord. 

• Move together on downbeats while taking staggered breaths. 

• Direct air through chords as they resolve from minor to major. 

Tips and Variations: 

• Take time to tune the first chord (build from the bottom voice up). This process 
should be observed for every chord as needed. Keep in mind that major 3rds need 
to be lowered to sound in tune, while minor 3rds need to be slightly raised. 

• A metronome may be used, especially in the early stages of ensemble 
development, in order to give flow and direction to the exercise. Recommended 
tempo range is quarter note = 60-80.  

• Regardless of whether a metronome is used, downbeats should be cued for every 
measure, either by the voice with the third or the soprano player. 

• This sequence can be read forwards or backwards to allow for variation.  

• Soprano and tenor parts, as well as alto and baritone parts, can be exchanged so 
that all voices have the opportunity to be the third. 

Inspiration: 

Susan Fancher recommended tuning to ascending and descending major and 

minor chords in her 2003 interview with Jeremy Brown for the Saxophone Journal. This 

exercise is also one that I have personally used with my own groups and with my 

students. It is fun to be the voice with the third and really helps to get groups to listen 

closely in order to lock in each chord. By working through chords in this sequence, 

players learn to anticipate balance and resolution tendencies as they move throughout the 

exercise. 
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Tuning Exercise 4: Intervallic Tuning Sequence 

Goals: 

• Develop intonation skills, balance and blend when playing in major and minor 
keys. 

• Identify and tune intervallic note relationships as well as unison pitches. 

• Learn how to quickly adjust intonation on scale degrees in order to tune them 
against the root: 

o 5th scale degree slightly raised  

o 3rd scale degree lowered if major (slightly raised if minor) 

o 4th scale degree slightly lowered 

o 7th scale degree lowered  

• Moving and breathing together as an ensemble and in pairs. 

• Arrive at end of each sequence in perfect intonation. 

Tips and Variations: 

• A sounding drone may be used, set to concert pitch. 

• Recommended tempo range is quarter note = 50-65. 

• This exercise can be played with only one voice moving at a time during the 
Intervallic Variation of the sequence to work on individual pitch. 

• Experiment with voice pairings: have soprano move with baritone, alto with 
tenor, etc. 

• This exercise may be played in any key. Try lowering the third for a minor 
variation! 

• Play through this exercise prior to and in the key of the current repertoire being 
studied. 

Inspiration: 

This exercise addresses the many recommendations made for tuning various 

intervals and chords. The tuning sequence of 1-5-3-4-3-7-1 was first introduced to me in 

a masterclass with saxophonist Timothy McAllister. I have gone on to use this sequence 
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in various keys for years in order to improve upon my own individual intonation. I also 

regularly play through it with my own students at the beginning of lessons. To mix things 

up, I staggered the pitches with one of my students and found a delightful new challenge 

within the exercise. Staggering the pitches in a “follow-the-leader” fashion provides an 

opportunity to place scale degrees both against the root and previous scale degree in the 

sequence, addressing dissonant intervals as well as consonant. It also challenges the ear 

to hear the next pitch in the sequence and match it exactly. I began using the exercise 

with my saxophone quartets and immediately noticed improvement in the overall 

intonation of the groups. 
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Scale Study 1: The Extended Scale 

Goals: 

• A seamless transition from one saxophone to the next. 

• Matching of tone quality, timbre, dynamics, and tempo. 

• Eye contact made between players as they overlap pitches. 

Tips and Variations: 

• Use of a metronome is recommended, especially for players new to this exercise. 
Initial tempos should allow for voices to concentrate on balance and blend and the 
matching of one voice to the next. Recommended tempo range is quarter note = 
80-152+ 

• Aim for unchanging dynamics from one instrument to the next. Continue to use 
the dynamic markings included in the first key area to the rest of the excise. 

• For added challenge, incorporate various changing attributes such as various 
articulation patterns, crescendos and decrescendos, vibrato, accelerandos, etc.  

Inspiration: 

 The model for the Extended Scale came directly from the “Big Scale” exercise for 

saxophone ensembles created by Sigurd Rascher in his method book Do You Listen? 

Rascher intended this exercise to be used by any number of saxophonists, especially 

saxophone orchestras, and only provided one version of this exercise for saxophone 

quartet. The exercise presented here varies from Rascher’s in that half notes are used 

instead of quarter notes and multiple key areas have been provided.   
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Scale Study 2: Scale Train 

Goals: 

• A seamless transition from one saxophone to the next. 

• Matching of tone quality, timbre, dynamics, articulation, and vibrato. 

• Maintain tempo. 

• Have air ready and embouchure set. 

• Eye contact as the scale is passed from player to player. 

Tips and Variations: 

• Use of a metronome is recommended. Initial tempos should allow for the 
seamless passing of one voice to the next. Recommended tempo range is quarter 
note = 50-152+ 

• Note values should be extended to whole or half notes in order to work on vibrato 
and tone color matching. 

• Add various articulations, such as all staccato, slur-two tongue-two, etc. 

Inspiration: 

 The idea of passing notes of a scale around members of a chamber group has been 

referenced by many pedagogues. Similar to the Extended Scale exercise, the present 

study builds off of concepts presented by saxophonist Anjan Shah, string pedagogue Jenö 

Léner, and pianist Elinor Freer. The goal of seamlessly passing portions of the scale from 

one person to the next addresses communication and listening skills. Players must play 

with great timing and sensitivity in order to maintain dynamic levels, uniformity of tone 

color, and intensity of vibrato.  
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Scale Study 3: Articulation Patterns 

Goals: 

• Breathe together. 

• Start together. 

• Match front, length, and release of notes. 

• Play in tune! 

Tips and Variations: 

• Use of a metronome is highly recommended. Suggested tempo range is quarter 
note = 60-152+ 

• Use of a tuner or drone set on concert pitch is recommended. 

• Try playing unison scales in various pair combinations (i.e. soprano and baritone, 
tenor and alto, soprano and tenor, etc.) 

• Scales can be modified or limited to one octave depending on the comfort level of 
the ensemble. 

• Listen for cohesiveness, balanced dynamics, and unison note lengths. 

• These articulation patterns can be applied to ANY scale or previous scale study. 

Inspiration: 

 The playing of unison scales has been recommended in many sources. The 

articulation patterns provided have been recommended by Sigurd Rascher, Jean-Marie 

Londeix, Susan Fancher, Anjan Shah, and Timothy Roberts, just to name a few. The 

scales span two octaves, but have been modified to fit comfortably within the range of 

most modern saxophones. Key signatures have been limited to three sharps and three 

flats. 
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Match My Melody 

 For this exercise, two phrases have been given without style markings, 

articulations, breath marks, dynamics, or tempo. For each phrase, it is up to the first 

player to interpret the phrase as they see fit, and for the rest of the quartet members to 

match that interpretation as the phrase is passed from one player to the next. Once all 

quartet members have played through the phrase individually, the phrase is played again 

as a group.  

Goals: 

• Play phrases MUSICALLY. 

• Match the phrase in style, character, tempo, articulation, and dynamic from one 
player to the next. 

• Be able to establish a clear style and tempo with a breath cue. 

• Listen closely to one another and be able to give feedback on the success of 
matching each phrase. 

Tips and Variations: 

• This exercise should be done WITHOUT the assistance of a metronome.  

• Either the alto or baritone saxophonist may initiate phrase 1. 

• Either the soprano or tenor saxophonist may initiate phrase 2. 

• Try playing the phrase together in pairs while other members conduct. 

• Play through each phrase several times, experimenting with different articulation 
styles, dynamics, and tempos.  

Inspiration: 

 The inspiration for “Match My Phrase” comes from Sigurd Rascher’s exercise, 

“Do you need barlines?” from his method book Do You Listen?: Exercises for Saxophone 

Players. In addition, many chamber music pedagogues recommend identifying passages 

where ensemble members play the same phrase, either simultaneously, or over the course 
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of a piece. Members are encouraged to play the phrase alone, while other members listen 

closely and then try to match, or play the phrase in pairs as other members conduct and/or 

study the score. Bach Chorale melodies were chosen for this exercise because of their 

melodic shape and frequent use of pauses and fermata, giving ample opportunity for 

individual voices to interpret the phrases differently each time.  
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Bach Chorale Study 

Goals: 

• Develop a consistent routine for working on chorales. 

• Improve balance and blend of the ensemble by isolating and tuning chords using 
“Quick Tune” sequence. 

• Improve balance and blend of the ensemble by playing in pairs. 

• Develop skills in score study and conducting. 

• Breathe together. 

• Release together. 

Tips and Variations: 

• Use the following process for all Bach Chorale studies: 

1. Provide a copy of the full score as well as individual parts to each member 
of the ensemble.  

2. Identify key, meter, and form. 

3. Read straight through the chorale at least one time using a mezzo-piano to 
mezzo-forte dynamic.  

4. Tune the last chord and other cadence points using the “Chorale Tuning 
Exercises” process. (Use a sounding drone as needed) 

5. Play and tune the chorale in pairs (everyone with baritone) while other 
members conduct: 

 Soprano/baritone (alto conducts) 

 Alto/baritone (tenor conducts) 

 Tenor/baritone (soprano conducts 

 Soprano/alto/tenor (baritone conducts) 

 Other combinations as needed/desired 

 If unsure of individual pitch, play softer! 

6. Read through chorale again with all four players. 

7. As a group, discuss and identify the following attributes: 

 Mood/character 
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 Tempo 

 Style of articulation  

 Breath marks 

 Dynamics 

 Initial cues 

• Work on matching note lengths. 

• Listen for unified releases. 

• Take turns leading chorales.  

• Experiment with different tempos, articulations, and vibrato speeds, etc. 

• Work and play through chorales regularly at every rehearsal. 

• Get to know the chorales. Play from memory if possible! 

Inspiration:  

The study of Bach Chorales is universal for all types of ensembles. The process of 

this Bach Chorale Study was directly inspired by Susan Fancher’s article, “Tuning the 

Saxophone Quartet,” which was published in the September 2001 issue of the Saxophone 

Journal. The article gives a detailed outline of how to use a Bach Chorale to work on 

intonation issues within a saxophone quartet. To build consistency in tuning procedures, 

the study follows the same tuning process as Tuning Exercise 1: Quick Tune. 
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Sample One-Hour Rehearsal/Coaching Plan  

 

Warm-up (15-20 minutes): **For exercises with multiple key areas, choose 1-2 keys 

OR work on exercises in the key of repertoire being studied** 

• Cueing Exercises: 

o Exercise 1 (2 minutes)  

o Exercise 2 (2-3 minutes) 

• Tuning Exercises:  

o Quick Tune (1 minutes) 

o Tone Builder (2 minutes) 

o Major-Minor Sequence OR Intervallic Tuning Sequence (2 minutes) 

• Scale Studies (5-10 minutes): 

o Extended Scale (choose 1 key) 

o Scale Train (choose 1 key) 

o Articulation Patterns (choose 1 key) 

Bach Chorale Study Exercise OR Match My Melody Exercise (10 minutes) 

• Any chorale, etude, or short melody many be used as long as the process for 
working on the exercise is preserved. 

• Limit these selections to one or two pieces that the group focuses on for an 
extended period (i.e. over the course of one semester). 

Group Listening (5 minutes) 

• Prior to the start of the rehearsal, find several audio and/or video recordings of 
the repertoire being studied. 

• If reading through a piece for the first time, listen to the work in its entirety. 

• Additional rehearsals may choose to focus on portions of the work and listen 
to various recording of those sections for comparison.  

• If deciding upon repertoire, seek out performances by various professional 
saxophone quartets and discuss the qualities of group sound, blend, and style. 
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Major Repertoire Study (25-30 minutes) 

• Read through entire piece/movement. 

• Identify a specific section/sections for in-depth practice. 

• Play section in pairs: 

o Other members conduct while following score. 

o Determine who has the melody and whether rhythms or melodies are 
shared. 

 Practice using “Match My Melody” technique. 

 Tune cadence points using “Quick Tune” process. 

• Slow technical sections down and practice with metronome. 

• Identify places to look up/communicate. 

o Write in word “EYES” to encourage communication. 

• Determine places to cue, what voice should cue, and practice cuing entrances. 

• Play through piece/movement again. 

o Listen for balance and blend. 

o Record and listen back. 

• Discuss individual practice goals and assignments to be completed by next 
rehearsal/coaching: 

o Identify places in score where melodies and/or rhythms are shared. 

o Identify places in score where melodies are passed from one member 
to the next. 

o Write in cues for who has the melody. 

o Practice technically challenging passages individually.  
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Appendix A: Chronological Index of “The Saxophone Quartet” 

Column Published in the Saxophone Journal 1994-2013 

First appearing in the January, 1994 issue of the Saxophone Journal, “The 

Saxophone Quartet” was the title of a featured column that appeared in nearly every issue 

until July, 2013. For close to 20 years, this column, first authored by Timothy Roberts 

and later Susan Fancher, provided saxophonists with information regarding repertoire, 

rehearsal techniques, equipment reviews, recommended recordings, and interviews with 

active professional quartets. Although articles within the Saxophone Journal have been 

electronically indexed in the Music Periodicals Database, there is no online full-text 

version available. Further, many of the articles indexed online, including the first ten in 

the series, lack the subtitle and are listed only as “The Saxophone Quartet” without any 

further content information.  

The following index is intended to address this lack of information in the 

literature and aid researchers in utilizing this important pedagogical column. The index is 

listed chronologically. To further aid researchers in identifying the subject matter of each 

article, the following labels will be applied: Interview, Repertoire Review, and Pedagogy. 

Articles marked as “Repertoire Reviews” on a specific piece often contain information 

about the composer, the history of the piece, and performance issues. Susan Fancher also 

gives suggestions on rehearsing problem areas within these works, ideas on 

interpretation, and lists recommended recordings. An asterisk marking (*) following a 

citation indicates that there is an annotated entry of the article in Chapter 2 of this study 

under the topic: “Pedagogical Sources for Saxophone Quartet.” A double asterisk 
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marking (**) following a citation indicates that there is an annotated entry of the article 

in Chapter of this study under the topic: “Repertoire Guides.” 

 
Roberts, Timothy. “The Saxophone Quartet: Quatuor de la Musique de la Garde 

Républicaine.” Saxophone Journal 18, no. 4 (January 1994): 31-32. 
 
—. “The Saxophone Quartet: Organizing Your First Saxophone Quartet.” Saxophone 
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